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Mro Kamarck June 29 1-967 

Irving So Friedman 

Letter to Raul Prebisch 

I still don't quite understand w~ we cannot directly 

addreas oorselves to his point about global and regional 

projectionso The reply sounds highly technical but not 

nearly informative. Am I missing so thing here? 



Mr. K rek BOO 

Thanks for your co nts 1 but I think 1n 
the light of the we real.l.y ought to tell 
Prebisch that regional or global figures can 
be deduced from what is already given. 

Thank you. 



FORM No. 57 

TO: 

FROM : 

S UBJ ECT : 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOC IATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Irving s. Friedman (through M~ .~ 
G. Kalmanoff f.J \~ 

Brazilian Action Group far UNCTAD 

DATE: June 21, 1967 

With reference to your enquiry of June 14 on the subject, 
attached is a full explanation by Mr. Dubey. 

You will note that the 11 action group 11 called for consists 
of an inter-governmental group of experts to study and report to 
UNCTAD II on virtually all aspects of international development finance. 
The draft resolution, which was not adopted by the UNCTAD Finance 
Committee, is attached. It is being referred for decision to the forth
coming August 1.5 meeting of the Trade and Development Board. 

Encl. 

cc: Messrs. Kamarck, Dubey 

GKalmanoff:vlb 
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~ORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: :M:r. George Kal.manoff DATE: June 16, 1967 

FROM' Vin~y ~ )}"-'; 

SUBJECT: The Brazilian Action Group 

1. The question by Mr. Friedman on Mr. Ziegler's memo on the 
"lOth Session of the D\C Working Party on UNCTAD Issues" of ~ 29, 1967, 
about the reference to the Brazilian Action Group refers to a matter 
discussed at the second session of the UNCTAD Committee on Invisibles and 
Financing related to Trade, held in New York from 4th to 19th April 1967. 
Unfortunately, the report of the session, TD/B/118 is not yet available 
here. We expect to get a copy from New York in two days. I have, however, 
been able to piece together the following information. 

2. The C mmittee prepared an agreed "diagnosis" in the shape of 
a Statement of the Problems of Development with the object of defining 
an area of consensus among all countries. This Statement is to be 
placed before the Second Conference on Trade and Development. The 
Statement was prepared by a Working Group (consisting of the representatives 
of Tunisia, Switzerland, India, Australia and Mexico) on the basis of 
drafts prepared by the n\C countries. (The text of the Statement is attached) . 

). While the Working Group vas preparing the Statement, the 
Brazilian delegation, with the support of 26 other LDCs, submitted a draft 
resolution dealing with basic development finance (attached). While not 
disagreeing with Supplementary Finance, the Brazilian Delegation was 
concerned that concentration on supplementary financial measures was 
tending to divert attention from the broader questions of development 
finance. This draft resolution envisaged the setting up of an intel'
governmental group of experts to study and report to the Second Conference 
of Trade and Development "the measures that could be examined under sub
item (b) (i), (ii), (iii) of item IV of the draft provisional agenda of 
the second session of UNCTAD". These sub i terns re as follows: 

"(b) Financial (Resources and) Requirements of Developing 
Countries. 

(i) (Measures for Increasing) of flow of international public 
and private capital to Developing Countries. 

(ii) (Measures for Improving) the Tenns and Conditions of Aid. 
(iii) (Measures for Dealing With) the Problem of International 

Indebtedness". 

The draft resolution also states that "The group should take into 
consideration the pertinent recommendations of the first session of 
UNCTAD, the studies and reports by expert groups related to both the 
quantitative and qualitative aspects of basic financing as well as all 
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the proposals likely to be submitted to it by governments or by 
international bodies." 

4. As is clear from para. 2 of the prefatory note to the attached 
Statement of the Problems of Development, some of the language of the 
Brazilian draft is incorporated in the statement. However, the Working 
Group of the Committee of Invisibles did not recommend the convening of 
an expert group, as the Brazilian draft suggested. It merely in vi ted 
the Secretary General to draw of "an inventory of the reports, studies 
and proposals already in hand to arrange for • • • • • studies • • • • • • conducive 
••••••• to the formulation of proposals for achieving the objectives 
of UNCTAD". 

5. The Brazilians did not press their draft resolution and the 
Committee decided to take no decision on it. The Committee referred the 
draft resolution to the Trade and Development Board for a decision, with 
the comment that it had not been considered in substance by the Committee. 
The resolution will, therefore, come up before the forthcoming session of 
the Trade and Development Boa~d starting on August 15 in Geneva. 

6. From the above background it appears that the statement in 
Mr. Ziegler's report, noted by Mr. Friedman, may be interpreted as 
follows: in 

(a) The cooperation shown/the way in which the developed and 
developing countries worked in the Committee of Invisibles to arrive at 
a statement of consensus on the Problem of Development, may be attempted 
again at the forthcoming meeting of the Trade and Development Board. 

(b) However, the D\C countries feel that such cooperation 
should not be extended if it was used as a means to promote the ideas 
of the Brazilian draft resolution. 

(c) The Swiss delegate indicated that the Brazilian resolution 
was a kind of a reserve shot which would be used by the developing 
countries in case supplementary financing was not adopted. 

(d) The resolution itself supports supplementary finance, but 
emphasises that it should be "combined with a simultaneous action aimed 
at achieving a comprehensive set of solutions for the problems of basic 
financing 11 • 

Vfubey:yd 

At tacbment: 
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Appendix IV 

"Dist-r. 
~-

Tfe 13v-a. A tit Q -n 

dv-cft- r-eso(u. hvrt 

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development ORIGINAL: ENGLISH 
• 

TRADE AND DEVEWPMBNT BOORD 
Coc:mittee on Invis1bles and Ffmncing 

related to Trade 
Second session 
New York, 4 April 1967 Joint draft resolution 

Argentir:az ..E£~:-.n..~- _Qh;. le~_.f_D_?g:IJ~~emocratic Republic ofl, 
Ecuado::-, Mc~d~ Suri_.~,, 'L't~-~ 5i 3.1 . TTni ~ed Arab Republic, 

Yug~s lQ;~~ Cameroon, Ghana, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Morocco, RepubJic of Korea , United Republic 
of Tanzania 

The Corrmittee on In·,isiblt:s. 1LE0~i l;F~·~in~ related to Trade, 

Noting that the presen-t. co:--.d~: ... ions and t:-er.ds of the flow of external 

resou~es, both in the quawt itat ive aLd quali~ative aspectn, are inadequate to 

achieve the targets set fo:.."' th by t!:e Gener-dl J\ssem·oly for the Development Decade 

and by the first session of tTNC'l'A'I); 

,E>;pressing interest for the i.'8.luab2..e effo:;:t s now being undertaken concerning 

the implementation o~ a scheme on su~ple~entarJ financing, 

Stressing that these .'3.tt emrts shoulc be combined with a sim~taneous action 

aimed at achieving a comprei:-.ensi ve set of solu'l:ions for the problems of basic 

financing, 

Bearing in mind the eA~stir.g ideas for the increase of development financing, 

especially those contained in recor:r.rner,J.ations 1' •• r;. 7, 9, ll, 14 and 15 of the first 

session of UNCTAD, 

Recognizing the possibilitie3 of further extending the financing facilities 

provided by the IMF as a co~tin~3tion of the progress made in the implementation 

of recommendation A.IV.l7, 

Noting that ~n the 11ght. of the draft provisional agenda for the second 

session of · UNCTAD there is scope for an integrated and conclusive discussion on 

the issues of basic financing, 

c 
I ... 



APPENDIX IV 

~sf:ing the conYic"tion that fo:- th.is purpose it is urgent to start studies 

and preliminary consulcat1ons, 

1. Decides, subject to the approva.l of tne Board, to establish under 

ru1e 63 of the rules of proced.ure of the Committee an inter - governmental group of 

experts consisting of members to study and report to the second session of 

UNCTAD on the measures that could oe examiLed un&er sub-it~m (b) (1) (ii) (iii) of 

item TV of the draf't. provisior.al agenda of the second session of UNCTAD . The group 

should take into considera~ion 7-.:.e pertinent recommendations of the first session 

of UNCTAD, the stt:.dies e.nd lepc:.:ts: by expert groups related to both the 

quantitative and qual~tat~ve e.sr~cts of b3sic fin~cing as well as all the 

proposals likely to be subruitt-: G. to it b~r Goverr.m~nts or by international booies; 

2. Invites repr<!se~"ta~ives of ti.te Inter>w.tional Bank for Reconstruction 

and ~velopment and of the Internat :on3.l I'Ionets:.:·y Fund, in particular, as -w-ell as · 

representatives of such ot her bcx:lies whose particip~tion the group may deem 

appropriate to assist in the work of the gro~p and in particular to prepare such 

factual materiel as ma:r be rcq_uired to e:1aole ti1e group to accomplish its task; 

3. · Requests the Sec:::-P -~ ~:::-y-Gcneral of UHCTAD to convene the group as soon 

as possible, in o~:'d.er to aL.o:-r suf:'icier.t tir.:e to prepare a report to the second 

session o~ UNCTAD. 

J 
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ANNEX A 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPMENT 

Prefatory Notell 

1. In response to the request made by the Trade and Develop-
ment Board at its fourth session for comments, observations or 
recommendations on the substance of the items on the draft pro
visional -agenda of the Second Conference, the Committee has 
approved the attached statement of the problems of development, 
in particular development finance, and recommends it to the Trade 
and Development Board. 

2. In the meantime, the Secretary-General of UNCTAD is invited, 
in preparation for the Conference, to draw up an inventory of the 
reports, studies and proposals already in hand and to arrange 
for whatever studies ~ay be most conducive, in the light of the 
attached statement, to the formulation of proposals for .achieving 
the objectives of UNCTAD, in particular those dealing with the 
quantitative and qualitative aspects of the financing of develop
ment in the light of the recommendations and other provisions of 
the Final Act of the First Conference. 

3. It reco~mends that the Secretary-General of UNCTAD should 
take into consideration the pert~kent recommendations included 
as annexes to the Final Act of the First Conference, the studies 
and reports by expert groups related to both the quantitative and 
qualitative aspects of basic financing and the discussions on 
them, as well as any proposals which may be submitted to him by 
governments or by international bodies. 

4. The statement deals with the questions falling under 
IV (a) and (b) of the draft provisional agenda for the Second 
Conference. Discussions on the substance of items IV (c) and 
(d) (Supplementary financial measures and compensatory financing) 
and IV (e) (Reform of the international monetary system) have not 
yet reached the point at which the Committee can submit agreed 
comments of substance on them. The discussion on them is 
recorded in the report of the Committee. The Committee has sub
mitted separately a resolution on invisibles. 

/ . 
. ·. 

1/ ~e~t of Prefatory Note is provisional 

.~ 

i -. r • 
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A. Internal resources and external assistance 

.1. It is appreciated that developing countries must and do bear 
the main burden for financing their own developme11t. In these 
circumstances it is highly importaut that their national resources, 
financial and others, be mobilised more effectively to this end . 
External aid can promote development in developing countries not 
only by adding to the resources at their disposal but also by 
helpinG them to mobilise ru1d to make more effective use of their 
own resources. In this connection it is very important that 
·adequate attention be given not only to industrialisation but 
also to the development of agriculture and to domestic production 
of food. It is a matter of concern that the flow of financial 
resources from developed countries, in support of the developing 
countries' efforts, has failed in recent years to keep pace with 
the growth in the national incomes of the developed countries, 
even-though most developing countries could immediately put into 
effective use a greater volume of external assistance. 

2. The objective for developed countries should be to increase 
the net flow of their development assistance in order to attain the 
UNCTAD target as defined in the recommendations and other pro
visions of the Final Act of the First Conference. Since develop
ment requires a continued supply of external resources, the question 
arises of what steps individual countries could take to assure · 
such continuity. Continuing and intensified efforts should at 

· the same time be made by both developed and developing countries, 
working together to increase the effectiveness of aid. It is 
hoped that the country studies currently being carried out by the 
Secretariat would throw some light on the factors relevant to 
economic development and the relation between the rate of growth 
and the amount of aid received. 

3. The Second Conference will wish to examine the implications 
for policy of the forthcoming studies of individual countries 
which are being prepared by the Secretariat and the light which 
they throw on the problems referred to above. These studies 
should take account of alternative development targets, policies 
and standards of effort, and external circumstances. 

4. The Secretariat should give special attention to the pre-
paration, for submission to the appropriate bodies of UNCTAD, of 
documents concerning various forms of aid through trade. 

B. The ter1:1s of aid 

5. The overall terms of aid on development loans generally 
remain too hard and the trend towards the softening of terms has 
recently suffered certain setbacks. Grants have continued to 
decline as a percentage of gross official disbursements and ' interest 
rates, maturity and grace period of loans, which had softened 
during the years 1962-64, hardened again on the average in 1965, 
completely erasing the ove1~ll progress that had been made in 
the preceding three years. The overall trend, however, cloaks 
variations between the policies of individual countries. 

/. 
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6. Further efforts are required t o soften tha terms of aid 
generally, and also to harmonise th~ terms of assistance given 
by various developed countries to individual developing countries. 
with regard to the general question of terms, it is desirable 
that developed countries should, as appropriate, achieve the aims 
set out in General Asser.1bly Resolution 2170 (XXI) relating to the 
rates of interest and period and conditions of repayment. with 
ragard to the problem of harmonising terms for individual reci
pient countries or broad groups of recipient countries, it is 
desirable that the developed countries undertake, in co-operation 
with the IBRD or with the appropriate international institutions, 
a joint effort to reduce the burden .of existing disparities in 
terms. 

1. The Secretariat should further study the conditions of re-
payment of debts, including, inter alia, repayment in local 
currency or in goods, which are of interest to certain countries, 

C. Difficulties of aid administration 

8. For a number of reasons, developed countries and inter-
national and regional orgrulisations find it necessary to impose 
varying requirements in the administration of their aid. These 
often create difficulties for developing countries. Diffi
culties also arise in the administration of aid programoes on 
the part of sow:~ developing countries. f:1ost of these problems 
are prir.1arily a matter fc.r consultation, bilateral or otherwise. 
The Secretariat should extend its study of this probleQ, with a 
view to arrivi•1g at recommendations as to how international and 
regional organisations fuld developed as well as developing coun
tries can co-operate in alleviating these problems. This might 
include the provision of technical assistance by developed coUL1-
tries and such organisations . 

D. The tying of aid 

9. The proportion of tied aid to the total volume of aid is 
increasing ~or a variety of reasons. 

10. The causes and effects of tied aid need to be further 
studied. Ty ing restricts the developing countries' oppor~unities 
of benefiting from lhe price and quality ad van ta.ges which ilorr:,ally 
accrue from a free choice of suppliers. This is particul~rly 
the case when restrictions are iuposed not only as to the source 
of procure:nent of the goods but also as to the nature of t tle goods . 
Furt:.'ler, t y ing tends to re<i.ace the real valu.e of aid inas;m!ch as · 
the defin:i t;ion Ht:·l i'11e choice of projects 2.:1d of te(~hno~ogy b~st 
sui ted to t~e rP.<":l'i_re.n2n cs of the devc· lop~_n!S count~ies is l:i..mi ted . 
Some of these disa~v~nt~ges may be mitig~~ed if a country has the 
freedom of recourse to several sources oi p~ocurement or to a 
broad range of goods and services from one source. Furthermore, 
some tied lo?..ns a:i.""e used for reimbursing import pa,{ments relating 
to con tracts whi oll hav0 been obt·a .inc:;;d. in open international 
competition. 

• t,J . ... J. . ..... '. . / . 
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11. Aid is frequently tied partly to protect the balance of 
payments of the aid-giving countries and partly for other 
economic considerations, and some countries find it easier to 
secure public support for programmes of tied bilateral aid than 
for united bilateral aid. In such cases the tying of aid may 
be directly related to the level of aid. 

12. The question of the role and the effects of tied aid in
cluding those on int~rnational trade is an important one and · 
requires detailed study, in relation to terms, co-ordination and · 
effectiveness of aid. The Secretariat should continue its 
studies on the following aspects of tied aid: 

· (i) the form of tied aid (by project, by commodity, and by 
source of procurement); 

(11) the effects on the real value of aid from the stand- · 
point of countries which provide it . and'those which ~ 
·receive it; 

(iii) ru1 examination of alternative proposals for d~~ling 
with the problem of tied aid. 

These studies should be enlarged to cover, inter alia, the 
following additional aspects: 

(a) the proportion of tied aid to the total volume of aid; 

(b) the implications of various measures and degrees of 
untying aid. 

E. Problems of indebtedness 

13. The indebtedness of developing countries, in particular 
their mounting debt service obligations, is a matter of serious 
concern and threatens to lead to a significant diminution of the 
net transfer of resources. It has been estimated by the 
Secretariat that if the gross flow of loans to developing 
countries were to continue at present rates, and present average 
terms and conditions of assistance were maintained, lending net 
of a~ortization and interest would become negative after the year 
1975. 

14. Further analysis of the whole question of indebtedness is 
required, differentiating between the various ' types of debt 
involved. The debt structure of individual countries and the 
seriousness of the conditions of their debts and of their .. debt 
service obligations vary considerably. Furthermore, the · 
seriousness of a country's indebtedness cannot be considered in 
isolation, but must be judged in relation to its debt-servicing 
capacity, its external trade and its rate of growth. The ·· 
problem of indebtedness is also linked with the · problems of terms 
and volume of aid. 

/. 
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15. Because of the variations in the positions of individual 
countries, the action to be taken must be determined on an ad 
hoc basis, ta!{ing into account the special features of the 
country concerned. The problem of external indebtedness has to 
be resolved both by softening the t e rms of and improving the 
conditions of aid to developing countries as well as by an 
effective utilisation by developing countries of the aid they 
receive. Developed countries should therefore help by softening 
the terms and improving the conditions of the assistance while 
the developing countries should also undertake a sound policy of 
debt management. where difficulties do arise the countries 
concerned should stand ready to deal reasonably with them within 
the framework of the appropriate forum in co-operation with 
internationa institutions involved. 

16. There is a need to improve the statistical information with 
regard to the debt burden of developing countries, including, to 
the extent possible, unguaranteed commercial credits. 

17. The Secretariat should carry out the further analysis 
mentioned in paragraph 14 so that the Second Conference will 
pursue the examination of the different aspects of iudebtedness. 

F. Commercial creditsi/including suppliers' credits 

18. The subject covers not only suppliers' credits but also lo.£1g
term financial guarantees and loans provided by governments for 
comoercial purposes. 

19. CoQffiercial credits add to the flow of financial resources 
and can play a useful role within certain limits. They are, 
however, no real substitute for long-term development aid. 

20. Four main questions arise: 

.· 

(i) To what extent should commercial credits be adapted 
to promote development as well as trade? 

(ii) How should its acceptance and use be controlled by bot~ 
recipients and lenders? 

(iii) Should the terms be softened, and what would be the 
implications for both aid and trade? 

(iv) Should the question whether any new institutional 
arrangements are needed to alleviate harmful develop
ments in the field of commercial credits be further 
studied? 

/. 

!/ Commercial credits having a duration of less than one year 
are excluded from the scope of discussion of the present 
paper. 

-

1 
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21. It would be desirable for the UNCTAD Secretar l at to have 
further infori';lation on both guaranteed and unguaranteed com
mercial credits. It will be desirable to have a further report 
dealing with the questions raised in discussions, including 
measures to promote the exports of developing cow'l tries. 

G. Private capital 

22. The flow of private capital from developed to developing 
countries can play an important role. in so · far as it increases 
the financial and other resources available to developing 
countries. Private funds can also make such contribution through 
the medium of multilateral financial institutions. 

23. It would be useful to continue to study the measures which 
developed and developing countries could take _ to stimulate ru1d 
promote the flow of private capital to the developing countries, 
as well as the measures which developing countries could take 
in relation to foreign private capital. The multilateral 
investment insurance scheme presently being studied within the 
IBRD is one of the means suggested for promoting the flow of 
private capital to developing countries. 

24. It was brought out during the discussions in the Committee 
that private capital does raise certa i n problems. Some of 
these problems can be solved if it can be ensured that foreign 
private capital is used in a mariller consistent with the promotion 
of national development . In this conne_ct:Lon special attention 
should be devoted to an empirical study of various effects of 
private capital investment both from the viewpoint . of the 
investors and the recipients . · · 
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INTRODUCTION OF DR.RAUL PREBISCH BY DR. MOHSEN LAK 

Dr.Raul Prebisch, as you are well aware, ladies and gentlemen, is a 
distinguished Argentine economist and internationally known Secretary-General 
of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, perhaps better known 
as UNCTAD. In his long and distinguished career, Dr.Prebisch was the organizer 
and the first director of the Central Bank of Argentina. Very soon after the 
creation, in 1948, of the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America 
and until 1963, Dr.Prebisch was its Executive-Secretary. Dr.Prebisch became the 
Secretary-General of UNCTAD in 1963, and as you know helped to direct its first 
session, held from March to June 1964 in Geneva. Since then, UNCTAD certainly 
has contributed to focusing world attention on the trade and development problems 
of the developing nations in the context of the overall international trade 
patterns and the impact on the international economic community. There is no 
question that UNCTAD has equally furnished a tremendous emphasis and stimulus for 
the urgent need to achieve some concrete solution to these problems. The I.C.C. 
has consultative arrangements with UNCTAD, its Trade and Development Board and all 
of its subsidiary bodies and, as you know, has followed its deliberations with 
deepest interest. The Chamber had a large delegation at the first Conference held 
in Geneva in 1964, and is now preparing for the second UNCTAD Conference scheduled to 
open in New Delhi on February 1st for almost two months. Ladies and Gentlemen, I 
take pleasure in introducing Dr.Prebisch who will address you on "World policy of 
trade liberalization: the role of the developed and the developing countries and 
private enterprise therein." 

ADDRESS OF DR. RAUL PREBISCH 

Mr.Chairman, Dr.Wallenberg, President of I.C.C., Mr.Lak, President of 
CAFEA-I.C.C., Ladies and Gentlemen: Let me express first my thanks for the kind 
words of introduction pronounced by you, Mr.Chairman, and by Mr.Lak. May I express 
also my deep thanks to the International Chamber of Commerce for inviting me to 
address this meeting, and to you, distinguished ladies and gentlemen, for listening 
to me this morning. 

I accepted very willingly the invitation of the I.C.C. because the topic 
suggested to me is a subject of paramount importance in the present stage of 
world development. I will speak to you about some of the main trade problems of 
the developing countries. But in so doing, I would not wish to isolate these 
problems from the tremendous difficulties that the spread of modern technology 
is posing to the developing world to whose progress, on the other hand, modern 
technology is already contributing greatly. 

You, Mr.Chairman, have just recalled the words of the eminent Prime 
Minister of Canada about the possibilities of eradicating poverty and its inherent 
evils in developing countries through the penetration of modern technology. These 
possibilities are enormous indeed, but we must also recognize that the developing 
world will not fully benefit from them until we are able to correct certain 
disturbing consequences and paradoxes brought about there by technological advances. 
For instance, growth of mass media, this real revolution of information in the 
world is bringing developing countries closer and closer to developed countries 
from the point of view of the increasing possibilities of the former to know about 
all the technical and ideological developments occurring in the latter, thereby 
accentuating the desire of developing nations to try to imitate the astbnishing 
progress in the material ways of living already achieved in the industrial centres. 
In a few years, satellites will give tremendous new impetus to this process and 
even the most remote village in a developing country will know daily what is 
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happening in the big capitals of the world. But at the same time that developing 
and developed countries are coming closer together from that point of view, there 
is a growing disparity between them not only with respect to income - a widening 
gap that is well known - but also with regard to trade. Thus, for example, in 
1950 the developing countries' share of total world trade was 30.2 per cent while 
by 1965 it had come down to approximately 19 per cent. Moreover, if we exclude 
petroleum - that fortunate product for which there is an expanding demand in the 
world - the figure for developing countries is only about 16 per cent and this 
is very serious indeed. 

The reasons for this deterioration of the trade position of the 
developing countries are well known. It is due not only to protectionist policies 
followed by developed countries, but is mainly the result of the effects that 
scientific and technological progress has on the patterns of income-utilization 
and demand. Given their already very high levels of income and productivity, the 
demand for foodstuffs and other primary goods in the industrial centres tends to 
grow at a much slower rate than their income, so that the developing world's 
traditional exports to them also tend to increase very sluggishly. To this must 
be added the fact that many raw material exports are facing growing competition or 
outright substitution due to the emergence of synthetic products, or are in less 
demand because of new production techniques developed in the industrial centres. 
We cannot and should not, of course, stop these technological and scientific 
advances. On the contrary we must endeavour to take advantage of them for the 
world as a whole and for the developing countries. How? Obviously by helping 
developing countries to absorb modern technology quicker. This process has 
started and is gathering force, but here we must contront one of the most serious 
contradictions arising from this problem. The more income grows in the developing 
nations due to the penetration of technology the greater tends to be the demand 
there for manufactures, for capital goods, for intermediate goods, for the unending 
series of new consumption goods that the technological process is bringing to the 
world. As a result, imports coming to the developing countries from the 
industrial centres tend to grow very fast indeed, whereas exports from the former 
to the latter .tend to grow at a relatively low rate for the reasons I mentioned 
earlier. These paradoxical consequences of technological progress are not 
unavoidable, but they do exist at the present moment and are contributing 
considerably to the growing "trade-gap" problem of the developing countries. 

One of the most serious obstacles in the process of growth of developing 
countries is that "trade-gap". Without breaching this "trade-gap", it would be 
impossible to accelerate the rate of growth of developing countries in consonance 
with their needs. Before entering into the question of how to deal with this 
problem, I would like to mention some other problems posed by the process of 
penetration of modern technology in the developing world. All of us know very 
well that technology in developed countries is becoming less and less labour 
intensive and more and more capital intensive, and yet this is the type of 
technology that developing countries must attempt to assimilate although their 
capital resources are limited while their manpower is abundant. Modern technology 
certainly would allow them to increase their standard of living, but its proper 
absorption requires a much greater mobilization of internal resources as well as 
the co-operation of international financial resources. However, as things are, the 
rate of capital investment of developing countries, even in most of those that 
have really made great efforts in this matter, is not enough to allow the increases 
in the labour force to be absorbed adequately in the modern sector of tqe economy. 
This is an extremely serious phenomenon that is just beginning. It is reflected 
in the growing number of marginal populations that are abandoning the land in the 
rural areas due to various factors and cannot find prompt nor truly productive 
employment in industry and other modern sectors of the economy. This is a growingly 
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explosive factor in the developing countries, yet not enough importance has been 
attached to the existence of this phenomenon nor sufficient attention paid to its 
social and political implications. Thus, for instance, most everybody recognizes 
now that agriculture has been lagging behind in developing countries and that 
very great efforts including land reform, have to be made to introduce modern 
technology in this sector of the economy. This is being attempted now in many 
developing countries and should be accentuated, but we must remember the 
historical consequences of the introduction of technology in agriculture. Throughout 
the world, independently of economic and social systems, the more technology 
penetrates the land, the less the land requires human labour and this, of course, 
adds to the problem of redundant populations that cannot be absorbed by the modern 
sector of the economy. Therefore, if in the next ten years the developing world 
increases productivity in agriculture as it should, after a certain point this will 
seriously aggravate the problem posed by the present dynamic insufficience of the 
economic system of many countries. This does not mean that we should hesitate over 
the need to bring about a substantial reform in agriculture. We should carry out 
those reforms but at the same time we must try to put into operation measures that 
will increase the overall dynamic capacity of the economic system. 

Whenever I mention this aspect of the process of development, the 
first question that is often put to me in the industrial centres is why developing 
countries do not check the growth of their population, and this is a very serious 
problem indeed. There are developing countries that forty years ago had an annual 
rate of population increase of 1 or 1~ per cent and now they are close to 4 per 
cent. This is the case of Mexico, for instance, a country that has been growing at 
a very fast rate. Well, I fully agree on the need to have a farsighted demographic 
policy in developing countries, not as the solution of the problem of development, 
but as one of the elements of an enlightened policy of development and international 
co-operation. But let us not fall prey to apparently easy solutions: there are 
none. We may, by a successful demographic policy contribute to the solution of the 
problem in the course of time. The best policy of family planning will not yield 
its effects on the rate of increase of the labour force until after some twenty 
years and, moreover, it obviously cannot control any more those who have already 
been born. Yet, it is precisely those children that are born who will be seeking 
gainful employment in the increasingly swelling labour force in the next twenty 
years. And it is these next twenty years that are truly fundamental in importance 
from the economic, social and political point of view. The future might be 
corrected with the help of a demographic policy but it cannot solve the problem 
of the two dangerous decades ahead. And let us not forget that the "population 
explosion" is also the result, to a great degree of the advances of medical 
science and technology which have sharply cut down mortality rates. 

One can see therefore, that besides the great benefits that modern 
technology can bring to the developing countries, it brings out as well tremendous 
contradictions and paradoxes which are also to be found in the policy field. Thus, 
for example, I do not think that modern technology can properly penetrate in many 
developing countries without some very important changes in their economic,social 
and administrative structure, and without corresponding changes in attitudes and 
in policies, for instance, with respect to the income groups to increase their rate 
of savings and capital investment to the detriment of their present exaggerated 
pattern of consumption. Then, there is a contradiction between the requirements 
of modern technology which demands great social mobility and increasing competition 
and the very limited operation of these factors that still characterizes many 
developing countries. 

There are also contradictions in the policy of international economic 
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co-operation, if we can call policy the series of isolated and hesitant measures 
adopted thus far with regard to the developing nations. The developing world needs 
a growing amount of international financial resources but the record of recent 
years in this respect, as you know, has not been satisfactory. It is no less an 
authority than Mr.Woods, the President of the International Bank who has repeatedly 
stressed that developing countries could constructively absorb from three to four 
billion dollars more of international financial assistance per year in their 
development programmes. But the proportion of the gross product of the developed 
countries that has been made available to the developing world in the form of 
loans or other types of assistance has been decreasing instead of increasing. 
It is far from the 1 per cent of the gross product of the developed countries 
which was fixed as one of the minimum targets of the Decade for Development 
unanimously proclaimed by the United Nations General Assembly. Not only that, 
the growing weight of financial services that the developing countries have to 
transfer to developed countries has become a very serious problem. In some regions 
of the world,as in Latin America, the International Bank has proved with figures 
that the amounts transferred to the developed countries in some cases already 
cancels the new inflows of capital from them. Therefore, the net result from the 
point of view of balance of payments is nil. And this is also a problem that is 
becoming more and more acute in other parts of the developing world, particularly 
since the conditions and terms of this financial assistance have been made less 
flexible. 

Similar contradictions arise in the field of trade policies. While 
due to technological factors the position of the traditional exports from the 
developing countries is deteriorating, as I have already mentioned to you, no 
truly important policy measure has been taken in the world in the past twenty 
years to really facilitate the access of primary products of the developing 
countries into the markets of the industrial centres. On the contrary, restrictive 
measures have been growing and perhaps the most spectacular example is the case of 
sugar. This is why the developing countries have followed with great interest the 
Kennedy Round. I may say to you, distinguished ladies and gentlemen, that I felt 
very relieved in Geneva, a few days ago, when the participating countries finally 
reached agreement with a great sense of compromise. It would have been disastrous 
for the world if the Kennedy Round would have failed. But we should not consider 
that the Kennedy Round has solved the trade problems of the developing countries. 
The Kennedy Round results will no doubt further stimulate trade between the 
developed countries, and this is good for the world and good for the developing 
countries. But this will still not solve, except in part, and I would say a rather 
minor part, the need for the developing countries to increase their exports 
substantially. In agriculture, the Kennedy Round results known thus far do not 
reflect any really important progress from the point of view of the developing 
countries. With respect to manufactures, certain developing countries may get 
some benefits from the lowering of duties, but every person who has been following 
these negotiations closely will probably agree with me that these advantages are 
relatively small. It seems clear, therefore, that the developing nations will not 
be able to solve their fundamental trade problems on the basis of trade policies 
and trade negotiations of this type which, good as they may be, are incomplete from 
their point of view. 

What to do then? First of all, developing countries should take advantage 
of the growing possibilities for promoting trade amongst themselves through regional 
or sub-regional common markets or free trade areas or other arrangeme~ts. In this 
sense, a very important trade liberalization movement is going on in the developing 
world, and this movement has gathered new force recently at Punta del Este when the 
Presidents of the majority of Latin American countries took a political decision 
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of paramount importance for the region, namely, that of forming a Latin American 
common market by gradually merging the Central American Common market with the 
Latin American Free Trade Association. This decision is of far reaching importance, 
and one should not be misled by those who underestimate its significance by pointing 
out that a period of fifteen years has been considered necessary to achieve this 
goal. It has taken the European Economic Community over ten years to get where it 
is now, and these efforts were facilitated by the fact that trade among the 
participating countries was already very intense before the Common Market was formed; 
it accounted for approximately half of their total trade, whereas intra-regional 
trade in Latin America still represents only 10 per cent of its global trade. It 
takes time to form a common market and it really does not matter if the period required 
is twelve, thirteen or fifteen years provided that from now on there is a firm 
commitment to reduce tariffs in an automatic way, until they are eliminated at the 
end of the period. And this commitment has been undertaken at Punta del Este by the 
Latin American Chiefs of State while the government of the United States, represented 
by President Johnson, has promised its support to this idea. This too is important, 
because financially the Latin American Common Market will need support as did the 
European endeavour. It will need support, for instance, to facilitate the readjustment 
of activities made necessary by the process of competition, which is so badly needed 
in Latin America, and to favour multi-national projects dealing with the economic 
infra-structure as well as with the industrial field and other sectors. I feel a 
great satisfaction in seeing that this political decision has been adopted. Its 
implementation and continuity will not be easy. We will have to fight against 
considerable odds in the march towards a common market. But the first political step 
has been taken. I hope that in other parts of the developing world the integration 
movement will also gather force as in Latin America, and there are growing symptoms 
in Africa and in Asia that the idea is fructifying and is taking hold there as well. 
Broad international co-operation, both in the technical and in the financial fields, 
could be of extreme importance to expedite this process. I am persuaded that in this 
way, by forming regional or sub-regional groups, developing countries could breach 
a great part of their trade gap. Not the whole of the trade gap but a great part 
of the grade gap. They could thus continue, in a more rational way, the process 
of import substitution, not in a series of small watertight compartments, but in big 
economic areas. Anyhow, this is a requirement and an imposition of modern technology. 
Why should I insist on a fact that you know very well. Modern technology requires 
larger and larger markets. And the process of industrialization would be very costly 
and inefficient if commercial areas are not expanded in developing countries. 

This in turn, raises a problem that we have to consider with great attention. 
What would be the shape of world trade if in addition to the big economic spaces of the 
developed world, that is to say, the European Economic Community, the European Free 
Trade Association, the enormous economic spaces of the United States and of the 
Soviet Union, developing countries, too, continue forming groups: a Latin American 
group; one, two or more Asian groups; one, two or more African groups. Do we not 
run the risk of closed economic blocs? It is an attractive idea for the world to 
be divided not only into north and south, but also in economic blocs of a self
sufficient character. It would be a tremendous mistake, and we should be aware of 
this from now on, because to do so only, say ten years later, may be too late. Now 
it is the moment to determine, in a deliberate and conscious way, where we are 
going and what are our objectives. For me, the great objective of all this movement 
should be to converge towards the fundamental idea of liberalizing world trade. 
But how to do it? In my view, the only way to avoid this splitting, this 
fragmentation of the world into various isolated trade blocs is to promote increased 
trade among all of them. Developed countries are constantly increasing trade with 
each other, but developing countries should have better access to the markets of 
the industrial centres and should also seek to expand trade with other developing 
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nations. In order to promote greater trade between the developing nations and 
the industrial centres, there will be need to bring about certain changes in the 
traditional trading pattern of raw materials and foodstuffs from the former 
exchanged for manufactured goods from the latter. 

Let us be realistic. While developing nations must certainly continue 
to try to increase their traditional exports to the industrial centres, the 
possibilities of doing so are limited. Therefore, in my view, the most important 
solution is to promote exports of manufactures and semi -manufactures from 
developing countries to developed countries. And from that point of view the 
recent meeting at Punta del Este has great meaning again, because it is there 
that President Johnson announced the decision of the United States to explore with 
other industrial countries the possibility of establishing a general system of 
temporary preferences, not only for Latin American countries, but for all the developing 
countries of the world. So that this will give impetus to the idea for which 
developing countries have been fighting for since the first United Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development. I hope that a formula could be found to improve the situation 
of the exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures of developing countries with due 
consideration to the interests of the developed countries. A preferential policy 
that would mean market disruptions in the developed countries probably would not be 
a relatively persistent policy of the type needed by developing countries. And I 
think there are very practical possibilities of avoiding any great disruption of the 
markets of developed countries. 

We have seen a few days ago the anxiety of the developed countries 
vis-a-vis the possibility of a failure of the Kennedy Round. What did this mean? 
This meant that the developed countries are persuaded, and rightly so, that for their 
own development, they need to expand their trade. But gentlemen, can you imagine the 
tremendous possibilities of expanding trade between developed and developing countries? 
This is a new frontier offered by the developing world, and what can be done in this 
matter with reciprocal benefits is enormous. This is a great opportunity that should 
not be lost. However, if developing countries are to satisfy their growing needs 
for imports, they have to export more. 

Financial aid, of course, can help developing countries to meet their 
needs but it cannot, by itself, solve their basic problems in a permanent way. It 
has to play a very important role but it cannot be the fundamental solution of the 
problem of growth. Without substantial improvement in the trade situation of the 
developing nations, any scheme of transfer of international financial resources to 
them is bound to be a failure sooner or later. In my view, trade and aid should be 
combined, and for this it is necessary to bring about certain changes in present 
trade policies. In this way we could contribute to avoiding the danger of closed 
economic groupings or blocs and we would be working towards the direction of 
liberalization of world trade. I am persuaded that if the industrialization process 
is strengthened and consolidated in the developing countries, then they could and 
should play an important role in this world trade liberalization movement by 
gradually lowering their external tariffs vis-a-vis the rest of the world. But this 
cannot be done without strengthening their industrial structure first, through a 
process of internal competition within a group of developing nations, and later on, 
through a gradual lowering of their external tariffs. 

In this way we will avoid the danger of closed economic blocs, but 
there is another danger. Even if this policy of expanding trade between north and 
south gathers force, what would be the orientation of its policy? There is a great 
difference in minds in this respect. There are people who consider that the trade 
groups of the developing countries should be very closely linked with or affiliated 
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to specific developed countries or groups of developed countries. In other words, 
the world would be divided into vertical north-south compartments, according to 
the interests that the big powers have in the different developing regions. This 
fragmentation of the developing world within vertical zones of influence would be, 
in my opinion an absolutely wrong policy from the economic and political point of 
view. And it should be a matter of great satisfaction that when the United States 
officially presented its views on trade policies at Punta del Este, President 
Johnson said that his Government intended to explore the possibilities of a system 
of preferences not only for developing countries of Latin America, but for all 
developing countries. And this is the best way in my view to avoid the proliferation 
of discriminatory preferential systems that tend to divide the world in vertical zones 
of influence. Therefore, I should like to emphasize once again, distinguished ladies 
and gentlemen, that in the next few years the world has to take very important and 
deliberate decisions with regard to the things to come in world trade. If there is 
not a clear idea of what we want and of how to arrive to the objective of world 
liberalization, we may fall into very disastrous policies. Persuaded as I am about this, 
I do not hesitate to accept invitations like this one to speak and express with 
frankness my concern about some present trends while at the same time to voice my 
confidence that there is a solution for all these problems. In so doing now, I should 
like to stress my sincere convictions about the enormous role that private enterprise 
is called upon to play in the process of development and of trade expansion of the 
developing countries, not only the expansion of their traditional exports but also 
of their exports of manufactures. However, in order to fulfil this very important 
role, I believe there are two essential conditions that must be met. Firstly, the 
element of competition has to be introduced more and more as part and parcel of the 
system of free enterprise, and, secondly, there is need to establish an adequate 
and dynamic balance between domestic private enterprise in the developing countries and 
foreign private enterprise functioning there. It is necessary to strengthen the 
entrepreneur in the developing countries so that he can be at lesser disadvantage than 
today with respect both to capital as well as to technological resources. 

In all that I have stressed, one clearly sees the need for action to be 
taken by both developed as well as developing countries with the aim of further 
liberalizing world trade and thus obtain benefits for all concerned. I believe that 
UNCTAD is in a central position in this connection as a forum where developed and 
developing countries, whatever their level of economic development or economic and 
social systems, can meet to discuss matters of common interest and strive to take 
common action. Within this context, we must endeavour to formulate and apply a series 
of convergent measures that will allow synchronized action to be taken and periodically 
evaluated. 

In this connection, I should like to emphasize how pleased we are in UNCTAD 
that close relationships have been established with the ICC and with its representatives. 
I recall with pleasure Dr.Wallenberg's address at the second session of the Trade and 
Development Board. Equally I was very grateful to Mr.Watson for his kind invitation 
to address the United States Council of the ICC one year ago. I look forward to the 
continuing practice of ICC Presidents addressing UNCTAD. At the secretariat level 
we have had very cordial relations with the ICC Secretary-General, Walter Hill, and 
also with the ICC's very able Permanent Representative at the United Nations, Mrs. 
Roberta Lusardi. 

In conclusion, may I express the hope that our mutual relatipnships will 
grow stronger and stronger and for our part let me assure you that we value very 
highly the advice that you can give us and that we shall continue to seek from you. 
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1. Composite projections for the period 1961-66 can be built 
for 27 countries (the 18 countries of the previous exercise, plus Chile, 
China, Malaysia, Nigeria, the Philippines, Tunisia, Turkey, Uruguay and 
Venezuela). The 27 countries of the new sample accounted for about 42% 
of the export trade of LDC 1 s in 1965. 

2. Projections of invisibles over the entire period are available 
for Colombia, Mexico, Pakistan, Panama and Thailand. 

J. In view of comparisons, shortfalls in this exercise will not only 
be calculated from the composite projections A, B and C, but also from 
selected unrevised projections. In order to select a particular projection 
for each country of the sample in a more or less homogenous way, the 
following constraints were applied: 

- the selected projection should cover the period 1961-66. 

- the base year of the selected projection should be as close to 
1960 as possible. 

The application of these rules permits the selection of projections for all 
countries of the sample except China and Brazil. 

As actual export data for 1966 are still missing for 8 out of the 
27 countries considered (for most of them they should be available by the 
end of this week), it is not yet possible to calculate the gross shortfalls. 
However, partial and provisional calculations seem to indicate a reduction 
in shortfalls compared to the previous exercise and an increase in overages 
{probably due to a conservative bias in Bank projections). 

cc Mr. Macone 
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Report on the Second Session of l~CTAD 

Committee on Invisibles and Financing related to Trade 

1. The 45-member!l UNCTAD Committee on Invisibles and Financing re-
lated to Trade met in New York from April 4 to 19. Mr. Mirko Mermolja 
(Yugoslavia) was elected Chairman of the Committee. 

2. The Committee set up two Sessional Sub-Committees of the Whole -
one to consider Invisibles, the other to consider the Horowitz Proposal 
and Supplementary Financial Measures. 

3. The following matters of interest to the Bank were discussed: 

a) Terms, coordination and effectiveness of aid and problems of 
debt servicing 

Most of the Delegations which took the floor confined their inter
ventions to making some observations on the undesirable tendencies toward 
the hardening of terms, insufficiency of the available development loans, 
the undesirable effects of tied aid, the delays between commitments and 
the disbursements of aid, etc. Some delegates, however, made proposals 
with regard to certain policy measures and/or suggesting that further 
studies should be carried out. 

A great majority of the speakers praised the work of the Bank 
Group and in several of their proposals suggested that the Bank should 
or could play an important role. 

It may be interesting to mention some of these suggestions:-

IBRD should be encouraged to propose appropriate terms of aid 
in the consultative groups and the consortia. For countries for which 
such groups do not exist a rough classification of countries with regard 
to the appropriate terms necessary should be provided by the Bank (U.K., 
Ghana). 

Discussions on and the treatment of commercial loans and aid 
should be separated (U.K.). Appropriate increase is necessary in the 
funds provided by the multilateral institutions, particularly in the 
case of IDA (u.s.A., Italy, Yugoslavia and Sudan). 

!/ The 45 members of the Committee are: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, 
Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, Chile, China, Congo (Democratic 
Republic), Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Federal Republic of 
Germany, Finalnd, France, Ghana, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kuwait, 
Lebanon, Mali, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, Peru, Poland, Republic of 
Korea, Republic of Viet-Nam, Romania, Soviet Union, Spain, Sudan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, U.A.R., U.K., United 
Republic of Tanzania, u.s.A., and Yugoslavia. 
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Supplementary and compensatory financing should be considered 
together with the problems of basic financing (Yugoslavia)~ 

Elaborate systems should not be created to deal with debt cri
ses,eadh case of crisis should be treated separately (U.K. and most of 
the creditor countries). 

The concept of debt serv1c1ng capacity should be studied fur 
ther along the lines of the IBRD study (U.K., U.SoAo). 

A debt crisis is usually the result of wrong development stra
tegies, therefore development strategies should be more carefully 
studied (Germany)~ 

The UNCTAD Secretariat should initiate studies on an early 
warning system in association with the World Bank Group. But care must 
be taken not to forget countries which have low debt service ratios but 
need development assistance (Ghana). 

- Work along the lines of the IBRD debt study should be carried 
further and a better system should be developed for an early recognition 
of debt crises (U.K., U.S.Ao, and some others). 

Further work should be carried out by the UNCTAD Secretariat, 
exploring (1) the effects of aid tying on comparative prices with regard 
to (a) tied sources of procurement and (b) aid tied to projects as well 
as to the source of procurement, and (2) the wider effects of tied aid 
on trade (U.K., Tunisia). 

Aid should be multilateralized to avoid the harmful effects of 
tying (U.A.R.). 

- When tying cannot be avoided, diversification of the sources 
of finance for individual developing countries should be provided(Japan). 

Parliamentary procedures should be changed to permit commit
ment of aid for periods longer than one year (Tunisia). 

Assurances should be given for longer periods for aid to deve
loping countries if certain requirements are fulfilled (Italy). 

b) Suppliers' credits 

The Bank Staff Report on Suppliers' Credits formed the basis for 
discussion on this item. The Report was presented by the Bank Represent 
ative, who at the close of the discussion stated that the Bank had started 
work on the problem of financing facilities for exports of capital goods 
by developing countries, and that it was hoped that the result of this 
work could be made available in time for the next UNCTAD Conference, in 
New Delhi in February/March 1968, hereafter referred to as UNCTAD II. 
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Points of interest raised by delegations were the following: 

IBRD and IMF should assist in setting up Fbreign Trade Banks 
on a regional basis (Tunisia). 

A roster of first rate consulting firms, recognized as reli
able by international institutions, should be set up and made available 
to developing countries (Tunisia). 

- The importance of keeping suppliers' credits separated from 
development aid was stressed (U.K.). This view was shared by France, 
Germany and Japan. The u.s.A., Switzerland, India and Israel doubted 
the possibility of making such a well-defined distinction between the 
two types of financial flows. 

Adequate control on indebtedness can only be exercised at the 
receiving end (U.K.). 

Donor countries' government control on suppliers' credits may 
hamper private initiative (Japan, Germany). 

- Suppliers' credits should be reserved for quick. yielding pro
jects (Belgium). 

Better administration of external debt in LDCs may lead to 
undesirably stringent planning of external finances (Germany); it will 
not solve the problem if the supply of development finance is insuffi
cient (Israel). 

The idea of pooling requests for private export credits 
through development finance companies in LDCs is objectionable (Germany). 

- Maturities should be related to the useful life of goods fin
anced only as a maxirnv~; the project's payments capacity and the coun
try's transfer capacity may permit shorter maturities (Germany). 

A new body to coordinate policies and practices of creditors 
is not feasible, given that present bodies are also inefficient (Germany, 
Italy). 

Coordination vis-a-vis individual debtors should be fostered 
(Belgium, Italy), but excessive regulation of the financial policies of 
debtor countries should be avoided since it may induce excessive plan
ning (Germany ) • 

While the use of existing 11 clubs 11 is an acceptable idea, the 
creation of ad hoc groups should be avoided (Germany). 

Joint financing is a possible solution (Belgium), but requires 
further experience (Germany). 

The report is too brief on the causes of excess suppliers' 
credits (France). 
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The IBRD should continue to elaborate the study, both by up
dating figures and by giving a fuller explanation of present practices 
and policies of donorst coordination, and present a second study at 
UNCTAD II (Japan). 

The IBRD study should better clarify the difference between 
long-term official loans and medium-term commercial official lending 
(Canada). 

c) Mobilization of internal resources 

The major points raised were:-

The UNCTAD Secretariat should become a clearing house of 11 gap" 
projections on individual countries made by IBRD, UN, UNCTAD and other 
bodies (Tunisia). 

The effects of regional integration on trade and of regional 
agreements between developed and developing countries should be taken 
into account when projecting trade gaps (Tunisia). 

Further research is needed on the correlation between capital 
inflows and growth (Germany, India). 

A study of the possibility of setting up an international fis
cal system for providing aid to LDCs should be undertaken (Ghana). 

- Greater emphasis should be placed on commodity support agree
ments as a substitute for budgetary aid (France). 

The indebtedness data published by IBRD greatly underestimate 
the phenomenon; public debt, long-term is $)6.4 billion; including private 
debt, $42.6 billion; including short-term and arrears, $47.6 billion 
(u.s. s. R. ). 

d) The Horowitz Proposal 

The report of the Expert Group set up by the Secretary General of 
UNCTAD to consider the problems involved in the proposal and similar 
schemes and possible variations formed the background for the brief dis
cussion on this item in the Sessional Sub-Committee. Five delegations 
spoke. The Israeli delegate (An Economic Adviser to the Bank of Israel) 
urged that the proposal be placed on the agenda of UNCTAD II. The delegates 
of Ghana and Argentina supported the proposal and suggested further anal 
ysis of certain technical aspects - for example, possible sources of funds 
to meet the interest differential. The Belgian delegate emphasized the 
difficulties of the proposal and said that the pending replenishment exer
cise was the way to provide IDA with new resources. The U.K. delegate 
said that there was no case for further technical analysis, and .proposed 
waiting to see the outcome of the IDA replenishment and of the supple-
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mentary financing scheme. The Plenary Session adopted a recmfu~endat1on 
of the Sub-Committee, over the objections of Lebanon, Kuwait, U.A.R., 
Sudan and Tunisia, that the Secret&ry-General of UNCTAD review the 
effects, if any, on the Horowitz Proposal of the longer-term trends of 
the capital market using such experts as he deemed fit. The dissenters 
stated that they agreed with the report of the Expert Group and con
sidered any further study of the proposal superfluous. 

e) Supplementary financial measures 

The report of the Expert Group was considered. There was no sub
stantive discussion; no specific questions were raised, as it was suggested 
by the Chairman that such questions could be forwarded to the Expert Group 
for consideration at their next meeting. General statements were made, 
especially by delegations of countries which are not members of the Expert 
Group. 

The following specific points were made:-

-~ Jhe Bank Staff proposals were too ambitious and too complicated 
(Germany!/). 

Skepticism was expressed of the idea itself (Australia). 

Coordination was needed between supplementary financing and 
compensatory finance and the need for parallel efforts for commodity 
arrangements was stressed (Switzerland). 

The Group had not expressed any value judgment on the relative 
merits of channelling aid through the proposed scheme or through develop
ment assistance; such a judgment was outside its terms of reference. 
However, it should be made clear that supplementary financial w~sures 
were in fact supplementary to basic development finance (India~). 

The amounts involved are important and consideration should be 
given to establishing which countries could qualify for supplementary 
financing (Italy) . 

Supplementary financing should correspond to intermediate or 
wedium-term financing rather than long-term basic development finance 
(Spain). 

The scheme is complex but there is no doubt as to its useful
ness: the technical difficulties were not insurmountable (Israel). 

The case for the scheme still held good: further information on 
cost estimates was, however, called for. It would be necessary to con
sider carefully the timing of the sch~~e, in view of the discussions now 
under way for IDA replenishment (U.K. Y ) . 

- IDA replenishment was a w~tter of priority : 
could meet in October 1967 (U.S.A.11) 

1/ Member of the Expert Group 

the Expert Group 
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It was important to distinguish and define the roles of supple
mentary finance and compensatory financing facility (Belgium). 

Objections to the principle of the scheme wer~ ~eiterated; a 
number of technical difficulties were indicated (France1f). 

There was no conflict between commodity arrangements and supple
mentary finance; while welcoming any modifications without altering the 
basis of the scheme, the Bank Staff scheme was practicable (Sweden!/). 

, 1Strong support fo~ the scheme was voiced by Argentinal!, Finland, 
Ghana!! and Yugoslavia±!. 

Discussions showed, on the whole, that the respective countries 
continued to take rather f~~liar positions. The developing countries, 
SWeden and U.K. continue to support the main features of the Bank staff 
proposals; some of them would like further discussion of certain aspects, 
in particular cost estimates and policy package. France re~~ins opposed 
to any such scheme. Germany again referred to its alternative proposal. 

It was decided to convene the next (third) session of the Inter
governmental Group on Supplementary Financing in Geneva in October, for 
two weeks or more, commencing about the middle of the month. There is 
also a possibility of a short fourth session of the Group being held 
early in December 1967 to adopt its report. 

It seems to be generally agreed that this subject is likely to 
figure prominently in UNCTAD II. 

f) Tourism 

The Sessional Sub-Committee explored the various aspects of tourism 
in the course of a general discussion which stressed the increasing signi
ficance of tourism in economic development and expressed concern at the 
possibility of overlapping of work by the UNCTAD Secretariat and other 
bodies dealing with tourism in all its phases. 

The Bank representative pointed out that the Bank Group has re
cently been more active in the field of tourism. In its general economic 
appraisal work, the Bank was now taking a detailed look at the sector in 
those countries where its scope or potential warranted it. The Bank ack
nowledged the cooperation of the UNCTAD Secretariat in this connection. 
The Bank Groupts operations also had an increasing impact on the sector. 
While the Bank continued to finance infrastructure (roads and transport) 
which often found much of its justification in benefits to tourism, the 
IFC had for the first time participated in a hotel project in Kenya and 
both the Bank and IFC provided funds for various development finance com
panies, or development banks, which in their turn financed hotel and other 
tourist ventures in their own countries . 

!/ Member of the Expert Group 
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The Plenary Committee approved a resolution of tba Slb-Committee 
endorsing the past and future program of work of the UNC~. n Secretariat 
and asking for a report, next year, on the results of tLe International 
Tourist Year (1967). 

4. An interesting development in this session was the setting up of a 
Working Group consisting of one representative of each g~up of countries 
to prepare a report to the Trade and Development Board in(icating the 
status of discussions of the various points under review. The Working 
Group met concurrently with the Committee and presented a report at the 
closing session. This report indicates the consensus of views on questions 
on which discussions of substance had reached the point where a consensus 
could be formulatedo It also indicates the questions on which discussions 
had not reached such a point, namely: a) supplementary financial matters, 
b) international monetary issues and c) the Horowitz Proposal& 

S. As to the date and place of the Third Session of the Committee, it 
was decided that this should take place after UNCTAD II. 

Development Services Department 
May 4, 1967 
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1. In accordance with the decision taken at its first session (Geneva, 

10-14 October 1966)1:/, as appr·oved by the Trade and Development Board at 

its second special session (New York, 21 Dec ember 1966)~ the Intergovernmental 

Gr oup on Supplementary Financing held its second session in Geneva from 

6 to 17 February 1967 .1/ 

2. The discussions in the Group centred on a number of major issues r aised 

by the Bank staff scheme on supplementary financial measures which are outlined 

in Chapter I. Other issues were also discussed . The record of the Group 1 s 

discussion of all issues considered is to be found in Chapter II under t he 

+allowing sub-headings : The pol icy package; Export projections ; Import prices ; 

Invisibles; Shor tfalls and overages; Form and terms of assistance; Cost of 

the Scheme; · Administr ation of the Scheme and r el ati onships between the Agency 

and other international organizations ; An alternative scheme submitted by the 

delegation of the Federal Repub~c of Germany . Chapter III is concerned with 

organizational matters . 

3. By decision of the Gr oup , a number of statements by delegations and 

r epr esentatives of the Bank and the Fund made during the course of the session 

ha-ve been annexed to the present report . These statements , which r elate to 

the policy package; to the alte~ative scheme submitted by the delegation of 

the Feder a l Republic of Germany (also r eproduced) ; and to mor e general · 

consider ations of the supplementary financing scheme pr oposed by the Bank, 

are contained in Annexes A- D below . 

J/ TD/B/C.3/41- TD/B/C .J/AC.J/16, Chapter III, paragr aph 6 . 

~ TD/B/113, paragraph 9 and annex . 

3./ The terms of r eference of the Inter - governmental Gr oup are annexed to the 
report of t he Committee on Invisibl es and Financing r elated to Trade on 
its r esumed firs t session (TD/B/73--TD/B/C . J/22) and to t he r eport of the 
Gr oup on its first session (TD/B/C.3/41~TD/B/C . J/AC . J/16) . 
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The basis of the Scheme 

CHAPTER I 

4. The Bank staff Scheme provides for prior agreement between a member country and 

the Agency on export projections, development programmes and policies and feasible 

domestic adjustments. If a country acts within the frareework of such an agreement, and 

if actual export.·s are lower than agreed projections, there is a prima facie claim for 

assistance under the Scheme, if the Agency determines that the country ~as fulfilling 

its obligations at the time that the shortfall occurred. 

5. A number of issues require further consideration: the extent to which the Scheme 

would operate, as has been suggested, automatically or quasi - automatically; whether 

assistance should be based on objective, well- defined, criteria, as proposed in the 

Bank study, the discretion of the Agency being exercised within the limits of these 

criteria; or whether the provision of assistance should be based, to a much gr eater 

extent, on the discretion of the Agency. 

The policy package 

6. An agreed policy package is a crucial element in the Bank Scheme . The discussions 

on this subject brought out the following major issues: 

(i) Is it feasible to include all of the matters suggested by the Bank staff 

in a policy package? How far do they go beyond the current practices of the 

Bank and the Fund? 

(ii) Can the Agency conduct its relations with the country without undue 

interference in the latter's affairs? 

(iii) Is it agreed that the initial understanding on policy should consist of an 

agreement on certain basic macro-economic variables? 

(iv) Alternatively should the Agency limit its concern to matters of export 

performance? 

(v) Would the performance of a country be judged with reference to the degree 

of its adherence to agreed policies or to the attainment of certain 

quantitativemxgets, regardless of the policies adopted? 

(vi) Must there be anything more than an understanding on the likely amount of 

basic finance available during the planning period? 

(vii) Should there be provision for a revision of development programmes in the 

course of a planning period and if so, under what specific circumstances? 

Should revisions be confined to a reallocation of resources among sectors 

or could they also include the over-all size of the programme? 
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(viii) Use of IMF facilities: the question arises of the relationship between 

the compensatory financing and other facilities of the Fund and the Bank 

Scheme and also the general relationship between the Fund and the Agency 

administering the Scheme on matters which are within the jurisdiction of IMF. 

(ix) Adjustments: the major issues are how to make adjustments which YOuld not 

disrupt the development programme and who is to decide upon them. 

Export projections 

7. Adverse movements of export proceeds ~or which ther e should be assistance under 

recommendation A.IV.l8, Part A, are defined as shortfalls from "reasonable expectations 11
• 

In the Bank staff Scheme export projections for 4-6 years are considered to be 

''reasonable expectations". In view of the difficulties in projecting export proceeds for 

such long periods of time, can one in fact say that those projections constitute 

expectations which are "reasonable", expecially having in mind that the projections 

would constitute the norm for assessing any assistance due? If not, other possibilities 

would be to have shorter projection periods or to make successive revisions of the longer-

.1 term projections. Both alternatives would, however, increase the likelihood that 

development plans which usually cover a 4-6 year period might have to be changed . Other 

, definitions of reasonable expect~tions o·f an ad hoc basis might also be possible . 

8 . A problem was, however, whether any alternative to the Bank staff proposal would 

result in a quantification of "reasonable expectations" adequate for medium-term 

development plans, it being understood that the Scheme is intended to prevent disruptions 

of such plans. 

Import prices 

9. Should export shortfalls be calculated in real terms, i.e. after taking account of 

unexpected changes in the purchasing pow~r of exports as a result of an unexpected 

change in import prices? The relevant issue here is whether it is possible to make 

satisfactory indices of changes in the prices of imports, possibly of imports purchased 

under pre- agreed import programmes: 

Shortfalls and overages 

10. The Bank Scheme assumes that in calculating the amount of assistance under the 

Scheme deductions would have to be made for accufuulated overages, use of IMF facilities 

and feasible domestic adjustments . The relevant issue is whether overages should 

be earmarked exclusively for offsetting export shortfalls or whether there are 

circumstances in which they might be used for other legitimate purpos~s, for example, 

to finance an unexpected increase in essential imports, or to finance projects 

originally scheduled for a later date. 
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f£~!d terms of assistance 

11. As regards the terms of assistance, the basic issue is whether they should be 

those of basic. finance, whether as a result of the deterioration in balance of payments 

prospects resulting from the need to incur new debt, th~ terms of assistance should 

be mo~e lenient than those of basic finance, or whether on the other hand they should 

be decided in the light of the probable duration of the shortfalls . In addition it 

is important to determine how f~ such terms could be; compatible with the principles 

set out in part A.II.3 of UNCTAD recommendation A.IV. l8 . 

Cost of the Scheme 

12. The basic questio~ in this .field is whether or not the s~ · of $300 - 400 million 

a yea~ suggested in the Bank staff study is a realistic estimate . of the amount needed 

for the initial period. of the Scheme . 

1~e coffiffiitment of donor countries 

13. The question is whether the operations of the Scheme will in practice be limited 

by t :_:. unwillingness of donor countries to accept anything more than a ~;~pecific 

co~~itment. In that case a system of rationing might be needed . 

~ltern~tive proposal by the Fede7al Republic of Germany 

14. The delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany submitted to the Group a note 

of a system of supplementary financing whlch was intended ·as an alternative to the 

Scheme .set out in the Bank staff study . Several of the ,points mention~d in the 

preceding paragraphs are relevant to this alternative . 

15, During the course of the session remarks were made by the representatives ·of 

Fra..11.ce !l.b.d the Uni t~.d Kingdom. These are found in annexes C and D to this report . 
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The content of the policy package 

16. The Bank 1 s paper on the policy package (TD/B/C. 3/ AC. 3/6) covered the 

following elements: 

(a) Pla..11s and programmes; 

(b) Export policies arm projections; 

(c) :Monetary and financial policies (including mobilization of domestic 

resources); 

(d) Adjustment to changing conditions. 

17. The following is an account of discussi-ons on the Group relating to that papP-r. 

Gene~al observations 

(i) There was general agreement in the Group that external assistance 

and domestic plans) policies and performance were of necessity -. 

closely related. It was also agreed that assessment of performance 

should be based only on economic criteria. However, the~e were 

considerable differences of ·opinion with regard to the .content of the 

proposed policy package. Many n)embers expressed the view that the 

policy package was likely to be too complex or too co~pre]?.e~s_:i:v;~. :_.: ... .. . 

A large number of members felt that its scope shou~~ _not. ext~n~. uuch 

beyond that of the existing consultations that recipient -countries already 

undertake with the vlor ld Bank, the Fund and others. Some members 

considered that this eventuality would not in fact arise owing to the 

nature of existing a:':'rangements. 

Some members of the Group 1.Janted to know if countries unable to formulate 

a development plan Hould be eligible for participation in the Scheme. 

However, it was generally agreed that this question did not have much 

practical importance since nost developing countries have a programme of 

\

one sort or A.Ilother. It 1-ras pointed out that under the Bank staff Scheme 

comprehensive planning would not be a precondition of. participation in the 

Scheme and, in appropriate cases , it would suffice to have a partial plan 

covering only public investment. 

(ii) According to one suggestion,. the scope of the policy package could be 

limited to an agreement on objective criteria derived from the national . 
• accounting interrelationships contained in any plan. The i~plernentation 

of the macro-economic targets th t result from such an agree~nt could be 

en~ed through informal consult<:..tions. It 1.-.ras feared that there would 

be considerable political difficulties if the agreement on the policy 
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package included details of the means to achieve the agreed 

macro- economic targets. The representative of the Bank and some member s 

expressed sympathy with this view. 

According to another suggestion, in view of the marginal character of 

assistance from the Scheme, the policy package should have only a limited 

scope covering the export sector and related policies . It was pointed out 

I 
that a judgment on the whole of the development plan would be an unnecessary 

duplication since this would have already been done in the process of 

providing basic finance. 

It was also thought by some that , in any event, the general policy 

understanding covering the Scheme should not, except in r elation t o the 

export sector, extend beyond that already reached in connexion with the 

provision of basic development finance . 

(iii) One delegation pointed out that in reaching agreement on and assuming 

certain responsibility towards a large number of development plans with the 

countries concerned, the Agency might be able to pl~ a most important but 

very difficult role in the co- ordination of investments , a problem which is 

a subject of concern to a number of international organizations. 

_ Speci fie questions 

(i) Export projections 

There was considerable discussion of the validity of the use of export 

projections as a basis for the Scheme . This discussion as well as the 

question of revision of export projections is recorded in 

paragraphs 18-22 below . 

(ii) External assistance 

A question was raised whether the Scheme assumed any commitments with regard 

to the provision of basic finance. The Bank staff proposals ass~~ed that 

in appraising the development plan, t he Agency would have to be convinced 

that the amount of externa l assistance envisaged for the agreed plan lvas 

realistic and adequate . Many members of the Group felt that the Scheme 

would not serve its basic objectives if there was no reasonable assurance 

with regard to the availability of basic finance. On the other hand, it 

was emphasized that it was unrealistic to assmne that developed countries 

could commit .themselves to provide agreed amolints of aid for five years in , 
advance . It was e~)lained on behalf of the World Bank staff that no such 

legal commitments were contemplated under the Scheme . All that was envisaged 
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was a continuation of the present practices concerning mutual consultations 

between donors and recipient s which often resulted in a consensus about the 

level of external finance which a country could reasonably hope to receive 

over a given planning period. 

(iii) Export pol icies 

There was ge~eral agreement that an essential component of t he policy 

package would oe an undet·standing on export policies, so that it could be 

determined whether or not an export shortfall was due to causes outsi de 

a country's control .l/ 

(±v) Monetary and financial policies 

Ther e were objections to the inclusion of monetary and financial policies 

in the policy package on the general grounds t hat these matter s were b~ond~ 

the appropriate scope of the Scheme . Insofar as they were to be included 

in the policy package, the representatives of IBRD and IMF poi nted out that 

the views of each should and would prevail in their r especti ve areas of 

responsibility . Collaboration between the Bank and Fund was described as 

close and continuous . 

(v) Revisions and adjustments 

In the view of the represent atives of t he IBRD and some member s , it would be 
I 

essential regularly to reappraise and, as appropriate , t o revise the policy 

package . It might also be necessary to make adj ustments to part or all of 

t he policy package i n the case of unforeseen shortfalls . These views were 

supported b,y t he argument t hat all of t he element s of the policy package 

wer e interdependent and that , f or example, a fall in export proceeds would 

entail changes in personal income , tax receipts, public and private savings , 

import demand and so on. 

It was agreed that at t imes development plans mi ght require adjustment in the 

event of unforeseen shortfalls in export proceeds. Since the purpose of 

the Scheme is to prevent di sruption, some members felt that adjustment 

should be kept to a minimum. Others agreed that some portion of the . 

disruptive effects of export shortfalls should be absorbed by measures of 

adjustment . It was also agreed that plans would no doubt be r evised· i f 

unforeseen events other t han export shortfalls made this necessary . 

One relevant consideration - export marketing strategy - is set for th...in 
TD/B/C . J/41 - TD/B/C.3/AC.3/16, page 5, sub-paragraph (d). 
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(vi) 

MaQY members of the Group felt t hat the revision should cover only the 

sectoril aliocation and not the over-all size of the plan. Some members 

exPressed a ·fear that di~ficuities mi~ht arise i~ the .Agency and the country 
• • ' I 

did not 'agree on the -scope of such a . revision. It was also ,felt qy some 

members that revisions should i n all cases be initiateQ. by .th~ · 90l.Ultry 
. . ..: '. : . ..... ... 

and should not be imposed on the country Oy- .the ,Agency. 

The ·Z:elati~n of performance to the amount of assistance extended under 
the Scheme · · · 

.. 
, . ·A question was raised whether a country ·would still be _eligible for 

II 

assistance from the Scheme if for some reason it was unable to fulf~l -.the 
·'. 

entire policy paokage. It was suggested that the ·packa:g·e coula · in any 

. case only 00· a general guid'e and" that cases would have to be decided on 

their merits. 

In relation to this and other similar questions, the represe~tative of the 

Bank urged that the Agency should have considerable latit~de, and expressed 

l ·the opinion' that the Scheme would be unwork~bl~ without t)?.eexistence of 

\' ·· a ~ubstantial degree of confidence between the Agency and member countries. 

Some members expressed reservations about the ext'ent of authority to be 

exercised qy 
-automaticity . 

' ...... . . . ·. 
the Agency and expressed a prefe:t~nce for a greate~ degree of 

But many members felt that in view of the limitations 

. · · attaching to any 'policy package prescribed in advance each application· 

would necessitate an act of j tidgment by t he Agency. 

Export projections 

18. ·For its discussion of export project':ions, the Group had before it two. documents, 

the . first describing &xport proj ect ions in the World Bank (TD/B/C:3/AC.3/ll) and the 

second·· comparing the methodology used i n calculating export shortfallp in the World 

Bank staff Scheme and the revi sed I~W f acility for compensatory finance . 

(TD/B/C. 3/ AC. 3/5). · .. ·· ·. 

19 . Whi:le it was genera:lly agreed t hat t he methodo:)..ogy applied by the World Bank was 

sound, the ·question of the role which export projections would pl~ in a scheme for 

supplementary .finance · was not 'sett l ed. On the one hd.nd, it was . argued that export 

projections were an essential component of a d~velopment plan and that ~he uncertainty 

facing pla.nning ' authorities in relation t o export prospects ' was the primary' justification . .. . . ' . 
of the Bank- staff proposals~ ·' On' the ot her hand, the vie•..r was expressed that export 

·• ' 
projections were too unreliable, especially for periods as lopg as, 4- 6. years. and could 

·.· .. . 
t her efore not· be regarded as . proV:idi~g a secur e .basis for -' fin~~q ial: commit ment s by 

. . . . . . 
donmr countr i es. Some delegations expressed the view that despi te t he limitations on 

t heir accur acy , they woul d t aken together ser ve as a r easonabl e guide to the est imate 

of the f unds which donor countr ies would be asked t o pr ovide . 
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20. Frequent revision of projections was said to be one means of basing the operation 

of the Scheme upon more reasonable expectations . The greater degree of flexibility 

which would result from such revision 1-muld benefit all parties : donor countries 

would be assUred of a firmer basis for the financial commitments of the Agency, while 

recipients would achieve a greater degree of responsiveness to inter~al and external 

changes . However, the contrary view was also expressed that frequent revision of the 

export projections underlying a countryls participation in the Scheme would defeat 

the basic objective of supplemental'Y finance. Furthermore , downward revisions of 

export projections might result in requirements for additional basic finance or 

ur.desirable revisions of development plans and programmes . 

21 . It was noted that the differences in methods of calculating export shortfalls 

under. the World Bank Scheme and the IMF Compensatory Financing Facili ty reflected 

differences in basic objectives: the former was designed to deal with the 

unpredictability of export earnings, the latter \vi th their instability . The Scheme 

is designed to provide countries '\ori th an assura...'rlce that a projected l evel of export 

proceeds envisaged as part of an agreed development plan will be avail able throughoUt 

the plan period . A shortfall from the projected level of export proceeds would, after 

agreement on suitable adjustments and use of other sources of finance , be offset qy 
supplementary finance. The Fund Facility, not directly linked to the planning process , 

is intended to offset negative deviations from a medium- term trend of exports , whether 

such fluctuatic:J.s are foreseen or not. This question is discussed in detail in 

Annex A.5 , which reproduces a statement by the IMF representative with which the 

IBRD repr~se~tative concurred. In this connexion the IMF representative r eiterated} 

the statement in TD/B/C.J/AC.J/15 that the proposition that the Fund's Compensatory I 
Financing Facility would not be aff'ecte~ by the coming into existence of a \ 

supplementary financing scheme was an assumption. 

1\ 
22. Although based for the most part on major commodity exports , the Bankls projections 

yould take all mercbandise~ort~to accqun~ In this regard it was pointed out 

that certain exports other than major commodities, which sometimes represent only 

a small proportion of a country's total exports , may contribute a major share of 

fluctuations in total exports; this aspect of the volatility of export earnings was 

said to require further consideration. 

1/ For a discussion of the problem of incl~ding invisible receipts s~e paragraphs 27- 29 
below. Some discussion took place of the possible effects of optimistic export 
projections, resulting in very large export shortfalls . It was pointed out that 
the internal consequences of such events for a country might lead to downward 
adjustment of the d welopment programme, ~;..rhich could in turn reduce the claim on 
the Scheme, despite the size of the shortfall . 
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Import prices;!) 

23. The study of supplementary financial measures by the World Bank staff recognized 

~ally, e~t shortfalls should be calculated in real~rms. The desirability 

of such a calculation was widely recognized in the Group but there are difficulties of 

a statistical nature. which would make it difficult at the outset to include import price 

data for all participants in the Scheme . The Group discussed the recommendation of the 

World Bank staff paper that consideration of import prices not be br ought into . the Scheme 

in the initial five years. There was some support for this view due to the nume~ous 

difficulties which consideration of import prices would entail, although other 

delegations believed that an effort should be made to do so . 

24. It was noted that unit value indices which are the only generally available 

indicators of changes in the price of imports are somewhat unreliable, in particular 

because they are influenced by changes in the volume of imports as ~ell as by price 

movements and they do not take into account changes in the quality of imports nor of 

changes in the composition of imports over time. ·?./ 

25. Others in the Group recognized the importance of the difficulties encountered in 

compiling reliable· price indices but did not feel that these problems were insoluble. 

In their view, import price charges. can be air,nificnnt for individual countries and 

therefore it would be desirable to consider-further the possibility of comp~nsating these 

countries for such changes. It has been suggested that a country- by- country approach 

{I would make it possible to t ake import price data into account in those cases where 

U adequate statistical material was available. 

26. It was suggested that the problem might be solved by seeking to estimate changes 

in the cost of a libundle 11 of imports which had been agreed to as a requirement of a 

development plan or of a 11bundle" of imports generally required for development plans; 

during the plan period reca.lculations of the cost of the projected import 11bundle 11 

could be made with the use of suitable price information. 

Invisibles 

27. A paper presented to the Group by the staff of the World Bank (TD/B/C.J/AC.J/12) 

shows the significance of invisibles in t he current account earnings of some of the 

J/ The Group's discussion of this subject was based on document TD/B/C.3/AC.3/13. 

?} In this connexion reference was made to pages 29- 42 of TD/B/C.l/PSC/5 as a · 
particularly useful statement. 
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countries for which sufficientl ~r detailed data are available. In this paper it is \ 

{ 

suggested that the appr opriaten:ss of including invisibles in export projections. be 

decided on a country- by-country basis. The reasons were th~t data on invisibles are 

subject to uncertainties due to the complexity of invisible transactions, insufficiently 

detailed information concerning specific items or the grouping of disparate 

transactions under general headings, and reporting of information on a net basis - a 

procedure which underestimates gross receipts. 

28. Another difficulty mentioned in discussion was that on occasion exchange rate 

policies of developing countries could have serious effects on invisible earnings and 

that it would be difficult to take such changes into account in projections. It was 

argu0d that this difficulty might be resolved or alleviated if such policy changes as 

were relevant to invisible earnings could be part of the agreement between the Agency 

and the country. 

29. There was substantial agreement that where invisibles are of considerable 

significance in the balance of payments of a country and especially where adequate and 

reliable data are available which would permit projections to be made, such projections 

should if possible be included with the export projections agreed between the Agency and 

the countrf. It was pointed out that some invisible transactions were more reliably 

predictable than others and that such items, for e7~ple, receipts from tourism, 

interest ~~d dividends, and remittances from nationals abroad, could be projected with 

reasonable accuracy . This view was questioned on the statistical grounds mentioned 

above. 

Shor tfalls and overage~ 

30. According to the Bank staff study (TD/B/C.3/AC.3/7), an export shortfall is to be 

measured by the extent to which actUQl exports -during a particular period fall short of 

the pre-agreed projected ve~ue of exports for that period. However, it is envisaged 

that the amount of assistance provided under the Scheme would be "less than the amount 

of export shortfall in accordance with prior understanding between the member and the 

Agency, by deducting (a) accumulated over ages , (b) drawings on a member 1 s own reserves, 

where feasible, (c) use of the IMF Compensatory Financing Facility or other credit 

f acilities, i f available, and (d) that portion of the shortfall that could be absorbed 

by the country without disruption of t he development effort;1 (Bank staff s t uay, p. 66). 
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31. One unsettled question was whether there could be legitimete uses for cverages 

outside those envisaged in the Scheme1/ . It was pointed out that i f a country 

accumulated overages in the early years of a planning period and then experienced 

unexpected and justifiable calls on foreign exchange, one could not assume that these 

overages \Jould be available to offset future export shortfalls. It was also pointed 

out that there might be more general difficulties in ccpturing overages for the purpose 

of offsetting shortfalls. One view expressed was that arrangements for this purpose 

might require surveillance by the Agency of the foreign exchange policies and operations 

nf tho country concerned . 

32. According to another suggestion, it should be permissible for overages to be used 

for increasing investment or reconstituting reserves. In support of this suggestion 

it was pointed out that the use of overages f or these purposes would enhance a country's 

ability to meet future shor tfalls out of i ts own r esources and would therefore result 

in a reduction of tha future cost of the Scheme. It was clso suggested that an increase 

in the size of an investment progra'1II!le v10uld be particularly justified if overc.ges 

resulted from a significant structural improvement in market conditions. 

33. The point was made that UNCTAD recommendation~IV.l8 explicitly provides for long

term assistance c.nd this requirement would not be f ulfilled if cr edit advanced against a 

shortfall in one year were to fall due fer repayment out of an overage occurring shortly 

afterward. 

34. On the other hand, it was pointed out that unless overages were captured for the 

\ 

purposes of the Scheme, che cost of the latter would rise significantly . It was 

further suggested that the basic purpose of supplementary finru1ce was to safeguard a 

pre- agreed development programme, not to increase its over - all magnitude . However , 

there should be no objecti8n to an alteration of time sequence in a programme of const~~t 

over- all magnitude : thus i f foreign exchange availabilities becama more plentiful 

than expected in the earlier years of a plan period certain projects could perhaps be 

brought forward. However, there was s ame doubt if administrative considerations would 

allow any significant flexibility in this matter. 

35. The Bank staff study assumes t hat net overages 1rould not be carried over from one 

planning period to ano t her . This is intended to give an incentive for countries to 

promote their exports. A suggestion was made that there should be no rigidity in this 

matter and that in appropriate cases overages mi ght be carried over from one planning , 
period to another. 

1/ The proposal of the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany (Annex B.l) relies 
on an ex po~~ determination of a shortfall a~d consequently there would be no 
overages. 
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36. The Bank staff proposals assume that a country's repurchase obligQticns in respect 

of such Fund drawings, compensatory ~nd other, fu~d repayments of such short-t erm 1ebts 

as had been used to help finance short.:.alls under t he Scheme, "The ·l:.har in the curr~n-~ 

or earlier planning periods, ;..10uld constitute a prior cle.im on the use of overages. 

It is also understood that under t hese proposals the Ager ~ .; would have to finance 
- -

repurchases of such Fund draw2r i,s and repay.nents of such short-term debts as hn.d helped 

to finance shortfalls under the Scheme even when there were no overages. It was 

suggested that the ngency should undertake the refinancing of short- term debts only if 

these were incurred with its consent. 

37. It was generally agreed that in considering the use and reconstitution of resarves, 

the Agency and the FtL~d should collaborate closely and that on matters concerning the 

desirable level of reserves the views of IMF should prevail. 

38. T~a ~~staff proposals envisage that assistance fr~~ the schene would be 

adjusted in the light of assistru > available from IMF and other sources. ~ fecr was 

expressed that if the Lgency insist ed on prior use of other credit f acilities, 

assistance from the Scheme might be unduly delayed . 

39. The Bank staff Scheme assumes that insofar as an export shor t fall could be 

absorbed by fe asible adjustments, for example, cuts in consumption and ~?orts, ~rithout 

affecting the progress of the pre- agreed develo~~ent progra~me, i~ would not be financed 

by the Agency. It was suggested that e reduction in domestic consumption would serve 

no useful purpose if it did not result in some saving of : oreign exchange which could 

then be used to f inance essent ial imports. 

40. The Benk staff paper indicates t he de sirabilit y of operating the Scheme, where 

appropriat e , on t he basis of .... the best avr..il.:l.ble data '<Tit~- a vi8W to ensuring timely 

assistance in case of shortfalls. In this connexion it was pointed out that the J,_gency 

should bear in mind its character of a residual lender in so operating the Scheme. 

Fo!]t and tcl'Ills 2 f assistancey 

Form of assistance 

41 . Realizat i on of the basic obj ective of t he Scheme, namely prevention of t he 

disruption of a sound development plan in t he event of nn export shortfall, would depend 

greatly on the speed with which ~ssistcnce was made available. Assist ance related to 

J} The G!'oup's discussion of this subject was based on document TD/B/C.3/8 . 
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projects could not generully be provided speedily since project preparation and 

evaluation is a time consuming process. There was therefore general agreement in the 

Group that this forn of assistance -v;ould not serve the basic objective of the Scheme. 

However, one opinion was eJ~ressed that thare could be cases where it might be desirable 

to promote specific projects e.g. for purposes of diversification or for earning foreign 

exchange, in which cases assistance could be tied to such projects . 

42. As t o whether assistance should take the f orm of a freely usable loan or a loan 

for the financing of particular i@ports, the World Bank steff study proposes that the 

choice should be left to the discretion of the Agency administering the Scheme. 

43. According to one suggestion, the form cf assist~ce should be selected on the basis 

of an analysis cf the -vmy in which an export shortfall hac.l caused a disruption of the 

development progrronme. I-2 the disruption resulted primarily from a reduction in export 

proceeds and consequently in the amount of foreign exchange available t o maintain the 

planned level of imports, assistance should take the form of financing of imports. If 

the disruption arose largely because of a reduction in government revenues and public 

savings (threatening the government's capacity to maintain the planned level of public 

investDent) a freely usable loan would be mere appropriate. It was generally agreed 

that there should be a considerable degree of flexibility in determining the form of 

assistance. 

Terms of assist~~ 

44. The Bank staff study envisages that supplemGnt ary fin.3llce should be provided on the 

same terms as those applicable t o basic l ong- t erm development fin~ce. In accordance 

with present practices within the World Bank Group the terms of assistance would be 

tailored t o the individucl cir0umstances of various countries, trueing into account their 

over-all econoDic and financial si·t.uation - present and prospective - and paying 

particular regard to such factors as the ex~ort outlook, the debt se1~ice burden and 

savings potential. The Scheme assumas that whenever the situation requirc:s concessional 

terms for basic finance, supplementary finance should also be m~e available on 

concessional terms. 

45. It was suggested that the terms of supplementary finance should reflect the terms 

of basic finance applicable at the time of a shortfall and not necessarily those 

applicable t o basic finance at the beginning of the plan. In support of this suggestion 

it was pointed cut that an export shortfall implies a deterioration in t he prospects for 

exports and an increased debt-service burden compared with the beginning of the planning 
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period; consequently the terms of basic finance i tself should in general become softer 

than before and the terms of assistance for supplementary fin~~ce should reflect the 

new terms required for basic finance. One view \las expressed thQt a part of the 

objectives of recommendation A.IV.l8 could be construed to mean that tho Scheme would 

cover medium-term shortfalls and that therefore the torTis of assistance could in such 

cases be of corresponding duration. 

46 . According to an alternative suggestion, although the terms of assistance should be 

flexible, they ought to be related to the duration of the shortfall and there might 

therefore be provision for harder terms than those for basic finance in appropriate 

circumstances. 

47. The suggestion was advanced that instead of tailoring the terms of assistance to 

the economic circumstances of each country individually, it would be administrativelyj 

mere convenient to group countries into categories, each of vihich would have specifie 

terms of assistance. There might be three such categorivs of which the no.~C normH 

(25 years maturity, 7-year grace period, 3 per cent interest) might be the middle one . 

48. Under the Bank staff proposals, the Agency would have the right to request 

repayment earlier than originally stipulated if the resource and foreign exchange 

~osition of a country improved so substantially as to enable it to repay its debts to 

the Agency before maturity without affecting the probTess of agreed development 

programmes. This point of view was defended on the grounds that the right would enable 

the Agency to recover and relend these funds at long term and on favourable rates of 

interest to countries whose need was clearly greater . It was, hmvever, felt that such 

a provision would be unduly stringent, especially i1 it w~re intended to use such 

improvements during one planning period to repay loans obtained to offset shortfalls in 

a previous period . It ms suggested that instead of speeding up repayment to the 1.gency, 

investments or reserves should be increased. 

Cos~the Scheme 

49. A major issue which arose during the Group's discussion of this i tem concerns the 

approach which could be adopted to determine the amuunts required to operate the scheme . 

One means would be that adopted by the World Bank staff, i.e. to estimate the likely 

magnitude of the aggreg~te annual shortfall, and then to derive nn estimate of the 

Scheme's annual financial requirements on certain assumptions concerning the number of 

countries qualifying for assistance and also with respect to internal adjustments and use 

of overages and other sources of finance. The second approach would ~it the scope of 

a scheme from the outse t to the amounts which donor countries would agree to make 

available and would tailor its operations accordingly. 
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50. It was widely recognized in the Group that whichever approach was adopted, the 

funds available to the Agency would be a specific amount since no open-ended obligation 

was contemplated. Some delegations, however, expressed the feex that the financial 

requirements of the proposal of the World Bank staff, by the very concept of the Scheme, 

could not be limited. I t was also argued that an increase in the number of count ries 

receiving assistance from the Scheme above the number implied by the cost estimates 

of the IBRD staff might result in pressure on the resources of the Scheme or requests 

for additional funds even during the initial period. The negotiation of successful 

commodity agreements and improvements in projections might on the other hand result in 

a reduction . 

51. Another issue concerns the reductions in cost which might res~lit from different 

measures of adjustment taken by countries and the other sources of finance cited in the 

World Bank staff cost estimates. The latter include the use of overages, reserves, 

IMF facilities and other sources of finance available for the purposes of the Scheme. 

In the Bank staff study the gross shortfall based on historical experience was stated 

to be ~1 .6 billion per yeor and the staff of the World Bank considers that ·~300-400 

million per year is a safe basis upon which to initiate the Scheme's operation. The 

representative of the Bank discussed in some detail the means by which these figures had 

been estimated. Within the group ther e was some agreement with the Bank's estimate as 

a reasonable basis for a consider ation of the cost of the Scheme, though several members 

questioned critically both the data underlying the estimate and its amount. Reference 

was also made to the pussibility of rationing discussed at the Group's first session 

and there was acceptance of this possibility,l/ even though one delegation expressed 

doubt as to its feasibility. 

Administra~ion of the Scheme and relationships _between the 
Agency ~d other international organizations 

52. UNCTAD recommendation A.IV. l8 provides that the Schema f or supplementary finance 

should be administered by the International Development Association and that all the 

major Part I member countries of the Association should contribute to it. The Bank 

staff study does not address itself to the question of the administering Agency . 

However, it envisages the closest co-operation among the gency, the World Bank and IMF 

regardless of the nature of the Agency carrying out the scheme. 

1/ TD/B/C.3/41 - TD/B/C.3/AC.3/16, Chapter I, section 3 (g) and (h), pages 9 and 10. 
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53. There was general agreement in the Group that the creation of a new Agency for the 

administration of the Scheme would be unnecess~, uneconomic and would create 

considerable complications, and that among· the existing agencies the World Bank group 

would be the most appropriate. It further agreed that the Schene should be administered 

in close co-operation with IMF. The specific arrangements which would be necessary 

would require further consideration. 

54 It was also agreed that the largest possible number of developing countries should 

be eligible for participation in the scheme. The question of countries not members ·of 

IMF and the World Bank vras raised . Specifically, it was pointed out that if assistance 

from the scheme could be provided only after a country had had recourse to the IMF 

Compensatory Financing Facility, universal participation would not be possible. It was 

agreed that these questions· required further discussion and that the Group would seek 

legal advice. 

~ alternative Scheme submitted by the 
delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany 

55 . The note by the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany (see Annex B.l) 

ragarded the Scheme prepared by the Bank as a theoretically open- ended scheme since 

compensation for export shortfalls was almost automatic once the conditions of the policy 

package were met. Since export projections were by their very nature unreliable, the 

magnitude of the potential shortfalls was almost unlimited. It was thought that the 

policy package as envisaged in the Bank study and, therefore, the Scheme as such, could 

not be implemented and that the assurance of quasi- automatic compensation could affect a 

country's will to adjust t o changing circumstances. 

56. The note also stressed that export projections for periods of up to six years were 

an unreliable basis for financial claims and commitments and that the Bank study did not 

provide for a close connexion bet,ween the Compensatory Facility of the Fund and 

supplementary financing. It considered that th.e provision of complete or ne.[U'ly 

complete compensation provided for in the Bank study differed from the notion of 

coverage of a ';substantial portion11 of shortfalls as envisaged by UNCT.AD recommendation 

A.IV .l8. 

57. The note suggested a solution to the questions posed by recommendation A.IV.l8 that 

it regarded as more realistic and feasible than that put forward by the World Bank. 

I 
Essentially, the note envisages (a) a Joint Committee co-ordinating IMF and the Agency 

administering supplementary finance which would examine the cause of shortfalls when they 

arise and all relevant circumstances including the performance of the country and would 

decide whether the shortfall should be referred to the Fund's Compensatory Facility or 
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{ to the Agency for Supplemen·tary Financing; (b) the establishment of a limited fund 

for supplementary financing within the World Bank Group; and (c) that the amount and 

terms of supplementary financing would be determined on the merits of each case. 

58. While there was widespreuu agreement that the note had been drn-fted in a 

constructive spirit and that i t cont ributed to identifying some of the main problems of 

the IBRD proposal, a grea~ deal of criticism and many reservations were expressed by 

members of the Group. One position was that the note was partly based on a 

misunderstanding of the Bank Scheme. The Scheme was not open-ended since its resources 

would be limited by the contribut i onsof the countries concerned and by the one specific 

need that the Scheme was designed to meet. The Bank study did not provide for full 

coverage and referred to the possibility of r at i oning. 

59. It was also suggested that the Bank Scheme was not quasi-automatic since any 

request for assistance would necessitate a judgement by the igency which would take into 

account the available over ages, possible adj ustments as well as the plan i tself. The 

policy package was not unrealistically complicated and would mean little more than some 

enlargement of existing consultative arrangements . It was also suggested that even 

though the Bank Scheme was not automatic the degree of discretion in the pr ocedure 

suggested in the note (i .e. an ad hoc and e~ post assessment of both performance and the 

nature of the shortfall) would greatly affect the certainty as well as the speed of 

assistance. The note envisaged almost complete discretionary powers for the Agency. 

- ~ 60. The setting up of a new body t o co- or dinate compensatory financing and supplementary 

financing involved legal difficulties and was not regarded us realistic. Moreover, 

the need for a co- ordinating body disappeared because the compensatory facilities of the 

Fund would be drawn on directly and in t he f irst instance when appropri ate. 

61. The delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany expressed its appreciation of 

the comments made and its readiness to give further thought to the problems involved in 

its proposal in the light of the discussions in the Group. 
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.Qpenig&__£f_ihe ~ession 

62. The sassion ~as opened by Mr. Jo W. Saxe (United States), Vice- Chairman- cum

Rapporteur of the ' Group . 

f\.dort~ion of the aE@nda 

63 . The provisional agenda issued before the session (TD/B/C . 3/AC . 3/14) ~as adopted 

unchanged, and is reproduced bela~: 

1 . Adoption of the agenda 

2. Electioc of Chairman 

3. Consideration of the interim record of the Group's first session 

/1.. 3tudy of the proposed scheme for supplementary financing including 
consideration of the studies requested by the Group 

5. Any other business 

6. Adoption of the report of the Intergovernmental Group on Supplementary 
Financing to the Committee on Invis ibies and Financing related to Trade. 

El ection of Chairman 

6.4, . T~1:3 Group elected Mr. M. Mermolja (Yugoslavia) as Ghairman. 

yre-'3?lY'·irQs and attendance 

65. Credentials ~ere received on behalf of experts from the follo~ing countries: 

lJ:-gentina ) Brazil, Ceylon, Federal Republic of Germany, France , Ghana, India, Japan, 

Poland, S~eden, Un..i.ted Arab Republic , United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

I~3land , United States of America, Yugoslavia . The follo~ing countries designated 

obssrvcrs t o attend the session: Algeria, Australia, Austria , Belgium, Canada, Chile , 

China , Congo (Democratic Republic), Denmark , Ecuador, Finland , Greece, Guatemala , Iran, 

Iraq, I srael, Italy, Jamaica, Netherlands, Ne~ Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Paki stan, Peru, 

·~ Phi2.ip-Cl::.nes, Republ ic of Korea , Republic of Viet-Nam, Romania , Senegal, South Africa, 

Spain, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, Venezuela . Representatives of t he International 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International Monetary Fund, the 

OrgP~liz~tion for Economic Co- operation and Development and the International Chamber of 

Coilli~erce attended the session. The list of participants is r eproduced in Annex E . 

.Q£gaJ2.j. 7.~tion of w~k 

66 . In addition to the documents submitted at its first session1/, the Intergovernmental 

Group .had before it the follo~ing documents: 

1 ' j 3oe TD/B/C . 3/AC.3/3, paragraph 7 . 
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- Provisional agenda (TD/B/C.3/AC . 3/4) and agenda as adopted (TD/B/C . 3/AC.3/14) 

- A comparison of methods used for the calculation of export shortfalls in the 
IBRD staff scheme for supplementary financ& and the revised IMF facility 
for compensatory finance - Note by the UNCTAD Secretariat (TD/B/C . 3/AC . 3/5) 

- The policy package of the supplementary finance scheme - Paper prepared by 
the staff of the InternationRl Bank for Reconstruction and Development -
Note by the Secretary-General of UNCTAD (TD/B/C . J/AC . J/6) 

- Shortfalls and 11 overages" in the supplementary finance scheme - Paper 
prepared by the staff of the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development - Note by the Secretary-General of UNCTAD (TD/B/C .3/AC . 3/7) 

- ~pplementary finance: Form and terms of assistance - Paper prepared by 
the staff of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development -
Note by the Secretary--General of UNCTAD (TD/B/C .3/AC .3/8) 

- Information note by the ill~CTAD Secretariat (TD/B/C . 3/AC . 3/9) 

- Adequacy of external liquidity - Tables submitted by the staff of the 
International Monetary Fund - Note by the Secretary-General of UNCTAD 
(TD/B/C .J/AC . J/10) 

-Export projections.in the Horld Bank - Paper prepared by the staff of 
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development - Note by the 
UNCTAD Secretariat (TD/B/C.3/AC .3/ll) 

- The contribution of 11 invisibles '1 to foreign exchange earnings - faper 
prepared by the staff of the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development - Note by the UNCTAD Secretariat (TD/B/C . 3/AC.3/12) 

- Supplementary finance: Ccnsideration of import prices - Paper prepared by 
the staff of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development -
Note by the UNCTAD Secretariat (TD/B/C.3/AC . 3/13) 

-Effects of recent change~ in the Fund's compensatory financing facil ity on 
the annual cost of the supplementary financing scheme - Paper prepar ed by 
the staff of the International Monetary Fund in consultation with the staff 
of the lJorld Bank - Note by the UNCTAD Secretariat (TD/B/C . J/AC . J/15) 

- Intergovernmental Qroup on Supplementary Financing: Report on its fir st 
session (TD/B/C.4/4l - TD/B/C.4/AC . 3/16) 

- Compensatory Financing of Export Fluctuations - report of the International 
Monetary Fund - Note by the UNCTAD Secretariat (TD/B/C . 3/L . 35) 

67 . The Group considered the question of its further sessions. It was felt by several 

delegations that two further sessions might be necessary before the Group could complete 
its task. The Group left it to the Committee on Invisibles and Financing related to 
Trade to determine at its forthcoming second session (4 - 19 April 1967) and in the light 
of its discussions of the report of the Group, the date of the latter's third session . 

The secretariat was requested in the meantime to explore the possibi.lities •of holding a 
one- week session of the Group towards the end of June, preferably at the Palais des 

Nations or elsewhere in Geneva and to ~nform the Committee of the result of its explora
tions. It was agreed that in any event a session of two to three weeks in October would 
be desirable. 
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A. l Observations by Mr . Lal Jayawardena (Ceylon) on 9 February 1967 

1 . As ~tr . Friedman has indicated in his introductory remarks, the question of the 

policy package is indeed at the heart of the whole supplementary financing scheme . I 

should like to address myself for the most part to one aspect of the policy package and 

to sketch out a possible format for the package that is compatible with the political 

and institutional realities of countries attempting to develop within a democratic 

framework. The policy package as outlined in the Bank 1s paper on the subject , in effect , 

formalizes the series of understandings that emerge in the course of present- day 

relationships between the Bank and member countries . The distinguishing characteristic 

of the present situation, on the other hand, is its informality. There is no formal 

document which can be said to embody the package . Rather, the whole is conpounded of 

several ingredients - of informal exchanges of letters between Bank missions and member 

country officials, of occasionally more formal communications usually outlining a work 

programme that has to be put under way before the Bank missions' next v.isit, and of the 

observations of periodic Bank missions to the country which co~uent on its over-all 

policies prior to consultative group meetings at which aid is negotiated . An essential 

facet of this informality is that there is no explicit advance understanding of the 

conditions under which the Bank would or would not co -operate with the country concerned 

in furthering its development efforts . 

2 . The situation may, however, be completely transformed when these relationships 

become formalized in a policy package. A country might then be obliged to enter into a 

scheme where it expects a benefit but has as a quid pro guo to enter into a more or 

less tangible and specific contract . In these circumstances, it will usually tend to be 

extremely difficult for governments not to accede to requests for a public debate in 

parliament and if necessary for a tabling of the package in the house. It is true that 

a similar formal understanding arises when a conntry has to make a dra-vri.ng on the Fund 

but it is understood that such drawings are of a short- term ad hoc character , and 

that the policy prescriptions involved are of an emergency nature which do not usually 

have to be observed for longer than the period of the drawing. It is therefore, in 

these cases, not too difficult to secure parliamentary approval and matters are eased 

often by the consideration that the domestic negotiating party is th central bank . 
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3. The situation is considerably more delicate in the case of a policy package which 

is dasigned to govern a country 1 s normal development and which it will always have 

to live with so long as 'it maintains a development plan and expects to benefit from 

the 8"clpplementary financing scheme. Parliamentary oppositions can justly claim that 

governments which enter into such agreements are transitory and could seek the right 

to be consulted about understandings that may affect economic policy should governments 

change . In these circumstances, a minimum r equirement for the acceptance of a policy 

package under conditions of parliamentary democracy is that it should be a public 

document available for l egislative inspection or criticism. 

4. The question then arises as to what form such a policy package is to take if it is 

to be successfully negotiated through an el ected legislature. The provision of 

supervised credit to peasants in the agricultural sector provides a helpful parallel. 

The usual procedure is for a development bank to l end money against approved farm 

develop~ent programnes and liquidate the loan out of the proceeds of the output. The 

credit is conditional, in the sense that the farmer will have to observe certain 

cultivation procedures, adopt a recommended cropping pattern, sow at stated times, 

apply fertilizer inputs at the correct time and in the right proportions, and in 

general, control the use ' of his other inputs in a prescribed manner. Agricultural 

extension services will be always available to see that the farmer conforms to this 

programme, and if at any time the farmer fails to do so, his credit can be withheld. 

The distinguishing characteristic of the policy package that applies in this instance 

to the farmer, is its objectivity. There is not much room, for example, for debate 

as to whether the fertilizer dosage is accurate or whether the cropping pattern is 

right. These are issues that can be settled on an objective basis in the light of the 

best available techrdcal knowledge. Similarly, the farm development programme does 

not infringe on the details of a farmer 1 s livelihood beyond the extent necessary for 

him to r ealize targeted outputs. On the whole, therefore, there is little room for a 

political debate on the extent of control involved. 

5. Is it then possible to devise a policy package that provides a similar degree of 

objectivity in the case of developing countries that would qualify for membership 

in the supplementary financing schene? Tho tentative answer would be that the 
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possibiliti~s for doing this are rather greater than might seem the case at first 

sight . It is always possible to derive f rom a development plan a set of objective 

criteria based upon the national accounting interrelationships contained in it. A 

comL~on mathod of plan formulation is to present the base -year data in the form of an 

integrated set of nationru_ accounts on lines similar to that recommended by the United 

Nations and the OECD with appropriate modifications to take account of the availability 

of data for developing countries . ~~ . Reddaway 1 s work on the Indian econom~ for 

instance, contains five separate accounts - an account indicating the availability 

and utilization of resources; a revenue and capital account for the public sector; 

an income and current expendi ture account for the private sector; a consolidated 

capital account for the whole economy; and an international transactions account. The 

process of nacro - economic planning should then eventually 1dnd up with a projection 

of the various components of each account for some future year so that annual rates 

of growth can be derived for each . The policy package can then be tied to the rates 

of growth of these macro-economic variables . There would of course be room for 

flexibility as regar ds the number of variables that can be included in the package, 

dependirrg on the nature of statistical data in the country . The manner in which 

these rates of growth are to be_achieved can be the subject of a continued dialogue 

between the Bank and the member country concerned, and annual reviews would serve to 

determine how successfully the country was living up to its obligations . 

6 . To illustrate this proposal more concret~ly, a development plan that is postulated 

on some assumption of foreign aid, that is basic finance, autooatically carries with 

it some implication for the rate of growth of domestic savings . This can in turn 

be broken down into public ~~d private savings . The growth of public savings is 

determined by the growth of government r evenue on the one hand , and of government 

consumption expenditure and transfer payments on the other . Private savings then 

emerge as the difference between total savings and public savings . In a consistent 

set of accounts private savings also r epresent t~e difference between private disposable 

income and expenditure . If the policy package were to be couched in terms of the 

1/ W. B. Reddaway: The Development of the Indian Economy, London, 1962. 
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rates of growth of each of these variables it need not be concerned 1rlth the means 

of achieving these rates of growth. For instance, while the package would contain 

a savings target it need not necessarily provide any specific indication as to how 

such a savings target is to be realized. While the package wo·uld determine an annual 

1·ate of growth of government consumption, it need not indicate whether this is to be 

achieved by adjustments in expenditure on ' health, education or in other soc~al 

services. Similarly, while the package would indicate the rate of growth of public 

savings, it need not say whether this is to be accomplished by an elimination' of a 

subsidy on food. In other words when the policy package is translated into macro-· 

economic terms and expressed as a set of rates of growth of the relevant variables 

or as quantitative targets to be aimed at, a number of controyersial details are 

avoided, and it can become a genuinely negotiable political instrument, 

7 . It must always be in the nature of the case that there will be a continued 

interchange of specific suggestions and methods for achieving the macro-economic 

targets included in the policy package, as is indeed the situation in the present 

relationships between the Bank and a member country. In very large part there will 

ba little room for doubt as to what the most appropriate methods might be, and 

correspondingly substantial scope for arriving at agreement on details. But in the 

last analysis once the broad macro-economic fr3JJ1ework has been agreed upon between 

the government and the Agency, the detailed methods for achieving the goals that 

have been set must remain the responsibility of parliaments and governments if 

de:Velopment is to proceed within a democratic framework. 

3. There is a further consideration to be borne in mind. Supplement~-y financing 

must be recognized as being supplementary. That is to say there must be adequate 

guarantees of the ... basic finance required for a development plan . This is not to 

imply that donors should necessarily be asked to accept l egally binding commitments 

extending over a five-year period. But there muct be sufficiently firm assurances 

of levels of assistance extending over a plan period of a kind ttiat the present 

annual pledges of aid do not provide, so that countries can embark with some measure 

of confidence at the beginning of a plan on an investment programme that generates 

a continuing requirement for external finance over subsequent years . In the context 
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of present informal relationships, the Bank and a member country have, in a rough

and- ready way, to co - ordinate guesses about future aid availabilities . But the 

formal assumption of ru1 obligation by a developing country to adhere to a policy 

package must be matched by some sort of concomitant obligation on the part of 

donors in regard to basic finance , if tha whole arrangement is to be a politically 

negotiable one in the country concerned . It \vould again be extremely difficult 

for parliaments to be persuaded to accept a policy package in the knowledge that the 

benefits guaranteed thereby would, in the ordinary course of things, represent only 

a relatively small proportion of the external resources r equired to underwrite a 

development plan. 

9. Havi ng said this, Mr . Chairman, my delegation must reaffirm its commitment to 

the basic purposes and broad outlines of the Supplementary Financing Scheme as set 

for th in the Bank staff study. In this r espect, I must confess to having certain 

reservations regarding the modifications to the Bank 1 s Scheme suggestad by the 

delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany . While reserving my detailed comments 

on this for a subsequent occasion, I might add that an undue formalization of the 

relationship betvreen the Bank and the Fund might be inadvisable and that there is 

still a need for the kind of norm that the Bank has had in mind against which export 

shortfalls should be measured . Nor does my delegation feel that the operation of 

the Supplementary Financing Scheme would require a gigantic administrative machinery 

if the work is entrusted to the Bank which is already engaged i n the process of 

working out policy understandings with member countries in the ordinary course of 

its business . These are points which I hope will be further clarified in subsequent 

discussions. In our view, however , the Bank Scheme does fiJ~ a genuine lacuna i n 

the presently existing structure of facilities available to developing countries in 

quantifying reasonable expectations of export pr oceeds by means of an export 

projection, so that countries experiencing shortfalls are spared the burden of 

deflationary adjustments that would disrupt their development plans . My delegation 

would like to bring forward the day when the Bank Scheme comes into operation, and 

the suggestions that have been made in the course of these observations have been 

presented with the intention of making just this advance possible . 
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A. 2 Observations by Mr . Lal Jayawardena (Ceylon) on 15 February 1967 

1. · I should like ·to clear 'up·· certain problems mostly of a senantic nature and of 

relevance to the dlscussi6n ·on the policy package that have arisen over three aspects 

of the~Suppl~entaty ~ Financing Schene, two of which have come up again this morning . 

2. May I deal first, however, with a point that has cone up earlier, This concerns 

what supplement~ financing is to be regarded as being supplementary to . In the view 
. . 

of the German ana Japanese delegations supplellientary financing is supplementary to 

existing ·facilities . · · In the view o·f my delegation, B.J.'1d I am· sure of most developing 

countries, supplementary finance is supplementary to basic finance. The only s~tisfactory 

way of resolving an issue such as this is to go back to the historical record. of the first 

Conference during which the tero "supplementary financert was born. Being a friBnd of the 

Rapporteur, I did not have th~ heart to desert him in his labours last afternoon and do 

the necessary historical research myself. So for the moment, I must speak from @Y memory 

of the discussions in the First and Third Committees of the Conference. 

3. The issue under discussion at that ' time was compensatory financing, and many 

developing countries felt that compensation was due to them as a matter of justice for 

the secular decline in the terms of trade from which many of theLl had suffered . They 

argued that·such declines in the terms of trade had Wlped out 8.J.'1d in some cases more than 

wiped out the inflows of capital received by them. Many developed countries, on the 

other hand, felt unable to subscribe to the view that co~ensation was due to developing 

countries to 'make up for the real loss in aid receipts and took the view ~hat any 

financial assistance ·should be regarded as supplementary- that is suppl ementary to 

basic finance . ·It \-las in the atte~t to provide a constructive outcoille to this debate 

that the United Kingdom and Sweden cane up with the recomendation on supplementary 

financial measures which gave"priwal~y emphasis t o L1eeting shortfalls in export proceeds 

rather than to adverse movements in the terms of trade, and secured agreaQent to call 

such assistance supplementary to ordinary financial flows. 

4. The se.cond problem concerns the question of the foru.a.li ty of the policy package in · 

the SUpplementary Firianc'ing Scherue . I think the essential issue is that as rel ationship's 

between the ·Bartk and member countries stand at the moment, there is no explicit advance 

unders·tand'ing of the conditions under which the Balik would or would not co-Operate with 

the country concerned in furthering its development efforts . The relationship between 

the Bank and the country develops informally in the course of nUQerous Bank missions on , 
the basis of an interchange of suggestions for economic policy . The essential point 

about the Supplementary Financing Scheme is that there is something called the policy 
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package, however loose the understanding involved in it, which the country has to follow 

if it is t o qualify for a benefit under the arrange~ent. Parlianents will want to know 

what this is about in a sense in which they may not under present arrangements between 

the Bank and a country. 

5. The third area of misunderstanding has grown out of the suggestion I made in 

paragraph 8 of my earlier statement (see Annex A.l above) that there should be adequate 

guarantees of basic finance. I did not mean to imply that guarantees were required in 

any firr~ legal sense - in the sense 'of underwriting a plru1 - but since a development plan 

usually pre-supposes some level of basic finance, I suggested that there must be 

sufficiently firm assurances of assistance of a kind that present annual pledges of aid 

do not provide. No developing country would feel confortable about planning its 

develop1nent on a hand-to-mouth basis and some assurance has therefore to be forthcoming 

of assistance that might reasonably be expected over the plan period in the joint 

judgement of the Agency and the country if planned development goals are to be realized. 

6. The reasonableness of what has been suggested here, would I think be thrown into 

relief when one considers the present situation of international law in regard to the 

obligations that devolve on donor countries in assisting developing countries. I an 

no international lawyer myself but since the question of legal guarantees has been 

raised I sought the advice of a very distinguished international economic lawyer and 

jurist from anong the delegations present here, the observer for Turkey - Dr. Uner Kirdar. 

In his view, international law has developed t o the point when assistance to developing 

countries is no longer merely a moral duty of States, but through new international legal 

instruments - such as the Articles of Agreement of IDA, the Charter of Punta del Este, 

and the new Part IV on Trade and Development of GATT, etc. - is also becoming a 

contractual obligation . 

7. This view, I lJUst confess, came as a surprise t o oe but on looking at the legal 

argument involved it carried t my mind complete conviction. I should like therefore 

with your indulgence t o quote, Mr. Chairman, from Dr. Kirdar 1s definitive work on the 

structure of United Nations economic aid to under-developed countries t o illustrate 

his reasoning. The argument derives from a consideration of the Charter of IDA and 

proceeds as f ollows: 
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"The most remarkable feature of the IDA 1s Charter is that it recognizes the 
necessity of assisting the less developed countries as an international obl igation. 
C~ntrary to the old traditional public international law - the system which dealt 
only with a completely decentralized society and was concerned almost ~ntirely with 
the formal delimitation of areas of sovereign competence by leaving even such 
important matters , as the use of arrued force by one State against another, to 
domestic sovereigntyY - the developing modern international l aw has ~~ its main 
task the organizativn Jf a peaceful and a prosperous world co~ty.~ In the light 
of this new role of mo ern international law, the preamble of IDA's Charter declares 
that the ~~vernments on whose behalf the Charter is signed eonsider: 

"That mutual co-operation f or constructJ..ve ecunomic purposes, healthy 
development of the world economy and balanced growth of international trade 
foster peace and world prosperity; 

"That higher standards of living and economic and social progr ess in the less 
developed countries are desirable, not only in the interests of those countries , 
but also for the international comounity as a whol e ; and 

"That achievement uf these objectives w:.uld be facilitated by an increase in 
the international flew of capital, public and pr~vate, to assist in the 
devel opment of the resources of the less developed countries . i/ 

"It is apparent that the Charter of IDA positively proclaims that the maintenance 
of peace and the achievement cf world prosperity are tied up with the development of 
the underdevel oped countries. Thus, from the standpoint of international law, 1aid 
to underdevel oped count~iest ceases t o be ~erely a benevolence or a moral duty of 
States , a method designed t o eA~anJ international trade, r a part of the tactics of 
international politics . Henceforth it becoiJes a neans f .Jr the fulfilment of the main 
task of international law, a necessity l egally recognized by ~~ international treaty 
concluded by both the wealthier &~d the less fortunate members of the world 
coiLliillln.ity. "Y 

1/ See Jennings, The Progress of International Law, Cambridge, 1960, p . 354. 

gj For a prJfound study of the differences between the two systems of international 
law see als :) the f ollowing article and booklet by the same author: "The 
Progressive Development of Internativnal Law", BYIL, 1947 , pp . 301- 330 ; 
The Progress of International L~w, published by the Syndics of the Cambridge 
University Press, 1960. 

l/ See Articles oi Agreement of the International Development Association, 1960. 

~ U. Kirdar, Structure of United Nations Ec0nomic Aid to Underdeveloped Countries, 
Martinus Nighuff, The Hague, 1966, pp . 260, 261 . 
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A.J Sulruuary of observations by Mr. Irving S. Friedman (World Bank) on 10 February 1967 

l. For the sake of clarity and taking into account the nuwber of questions deal t with, 

it seems useful and convenient to group the problems in br~ad categories. 

Nature of the -policy package 

2. The policy package, which can be understood as an agreeDent between the Agency 

administering the ScherJe and a member country about the development prograQme and policies 

which are objectively regarded as appropriate by the international community, is a key 

feature o:f the Scheme . The IBRD proposal rests on this concept, which is essentially 

based on actual experience. ~ort projections are related to the policy package. In 
( -

the setting up of such ·a policy packaga it is possible and advisable t o Qake use of 

\ 

· procedures already existing. in international organizations like IBRD/IDA, IMF, ClAP, etc . 

3. Virtuall all developing countries have comprehensive or development 

progr these contain e ort projections·, frequently o 

The Scheme is intended t o be universal, but some countries rr~y not .be in a position 

initially t o partic{pate in a few cases, because of the lack of even minimum development 

progra.Iili!les , ... and in others, because of their inability at . the.: time t o pursue economic 

policies appropriate t o devel pment . The situation in this respect is bound t :.) improve, 

runong other things. because of the advisory assistance of international organizations . 

The policy package proposal assumes that as economic developLlent will inc.reasingly assume 

the highest priority f or developing countries, the successful impl~entation of this 

approach may help r emove some of the existing constraints on the flows of development 

finance into these countries. 

Elements to be embodied in the policy package 

4. As the representatives of several donor countries pointed out, questions do arise 

about the availability of f oreign assistance in development programmes. The policy 

package does not involve the enforcement of any contractual coDDitments f or bilateral aid 

• over a nunber of years~ but it is clear that estimates about the f oreign exchange needs 

of the programmes have- to be made and that the developing country must als o haye s ome 

reason t o. believe that the basic development finance requ~rements are ~egarded as 

reasonable by the donor countries . In order to assess that a · shortfall is beyond tp~ 

control of a country, the policy package cannot be restricted t o the export sector only . 
' . ... . "":. . ·. . . . ~ . ·• . . .. .. . 

The factors and policies affecting exports · arise in all sect rs ·of the economy. 
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The nr oblems of flexibility and revisions in development prograQmes 

5. Development programmes are ~et up f or a .number of years, but some of their 

imp).enenting policies cannot be rigid. Nobody would, f or example, argue that oonetary 

or fiscal- p~+icies can be fixed over time . Flexibility is necess~, but it has to be 

withi n a cer tain fraoework -:- that of an agreed developLlent progra.rnm.e. "Rolling" plans, 

whatev~r ~~ their theoretical merits, have been impracticabl e thus far . Continuing 

consultation and .discussion may be expected t o keep dovm .·areas of disagreement; however, 

when a disagreement arises between a country and the Agency about the revision of a 

development programne, the A encl1s "ews should prevail in the ultimate, if the 

country wishes assistance from the Agency . In prac ~ ese proble~ are solved by 

consul tation and investigation assisted by informed and objective technicians eager t o 

find the best practical solution. 

Limite to t~e Agencyts r ole. 

'6. The policy package require:oents under the Supple:oentary Finance Scheme may constitute 

an extension of - but do not go significant~ beyond what is already in practice 

However, the f orms LlaY be different and it will be applicabl e to all member 

countries. The existence of permanent control of the Agency by the representatives 

of ~~e national governLlents constitutes a safeguard against· excessive intervention. 

l ·11 certain confidence in international agencies, which are create9. by governments and 

ultimately run by thetl, is of course needed in order to provide then with the necessary 

authority t o carry out their task of judging eco.norrl.c perfol'I:la.Ilce . . Assessment of 

aconooic perfoDnance has t o be according t o economic criteria . Political and social 

aspects are inevitably involved but econorri.c criteria should rule ·in judging economic 

per fo rmance. The Agency has one prime obj~ctiile : - t o assist in the achieve~ent of 

sound development. 

International and inter-agency co-ordination 

7. Sometioes development progr aQmes of different developing countries :oay t o a certain 

extent be in conflict with one another. In this case the Agency may well perform a kind 

of economic arbitrat i on r ole . To s ome extent this sort of arbitration is already going 

on in international financial or ganizations. The attempt should be made t o deal with 

this problem in collaboration with r egi onal economic or ganizations and on the basis of 

econonic criteria . As t o the co-ordination with the requirements of other organizations, 

it can be assumed that these requirements fit into a reasonable development progratlLle . 
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So far as ~onetary and exchange policies are concerned, the views of the IMF would 

I 
presumably guide the ~gency . In general, the policy package represents what a country 

discusses with and agrees upon with donor countries and international organizations 

about its development prograone when it seeks basic finance. The Agency, in such cases, 

would not duplicate these efforts or arrive at separa~~d different understandings . 

Thus, there is no need for duplication involved in several agencies going over the saQe 

ground concurrently . 

8. Questions arose about actions of other countries affecting the exports of 

devaoping countries . The Agency can only take account of changes in commercial policies 

that countries have already agreed to in judging the export outlook . 

Feasibility 

9. The policy package cannot aim at precise enumeration but all the t:lLle should seek 

reconciliation of the sovereignty of a nation with the needs of international 

co-operation. Therefore, the proposal ~de by the representative of Ceylon see~ a very 

constructive one , that the public policy understandings would be in broad ~cro-econo~c 
.c 

terns, including i gs , public and privat do~estic 

savings etc , while impleoentation would be left t o working relations e country 

and Agency. The policy package and the Scheme in general would certainly not be "easy" 

is true of any non-automatic scheme of 

internat~onal finance~ Given the co-operation of m~ber c~ntries, and with the 

application of objective standards, the adninistering Agency, with the necessary egree 

of technical competence, should however be in a position t o implement the Schena 

successfully. Dealing with the ~ore di ffficuJlt aspects is already part of the going 

activities in developoent finance . 
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A. 4 Summary of obser--ratig-~~ •r :~3·v2-9g .. S0 -:.lfr~.edman (World Bank) 
on 15~-di'eb+"-!:k1H~ -19.67 · ·---·-- .... · · · · · · · · 
---=~-:==-::~-..."':'! .. ... -~"'::"" .... 

p.eneral rel!!,8.rks 

L · The f'ollm,Jing attempts to si.umnarize .the.0r,€marks made during the .turthE;li discuss2..on 
~ • ..1' .. .. \ • 

on the policy package on· l5 l<,ebrt'.ary 1967; it does not however attempt to summarize 

remarks t-rl'ii:ch: . were al!•e'ady made i .n the previ6'us discussions and have been circulated to 

the Group. 
., 

2 . It: ':ts very diffic·uJ.t to pr edj_ct in advance the futu:ce wor.tnng of ·an dmternational 

fidanctal .. me'ch~ni.s~. "It sb.oUJ.d be noted that the Grc,-pp·:vr..s:-·oonsidering and tryi~ 
answer how the SChemo Iilight wor1

_, including fu~;-;;1:.-e policiaP and procedures, rath3r 

than vrhat might be includ'9d in an international U:1de:..~8tanding on the ochepl.\3. :procedures . '· ) . . . 
aii.~ policies of inte:mational financia:l orgariizations we?e ·a 11j:ted in the light of 

ex?erience and changing circumstances . In this respect a number of questions which 

1,re:-e · rai~ea on tl:e 'policy package couid: not be answered definitively at this time. The 

Se;he:ne was not expe~ted to even begin until 1969 O!' 1970 ., One cannot possibly. 
p~cU.ct vii th~-y___.p._r_· c-tr-~=-· s-~=-· o-n- · wh--c.·:-:-· a-t:--·7-:t;h:-e=-p-o~~~ . ...J.-:--. -c~-,.-p-a-ck~a-g-e-t.r:;..,.ffi......,..-=-b-9:'":1 ike· five or ten years from 

{. ~ -~~;·~.<.-. HovJever~ i+, seems 

.fo:!-1 basic finance will 

safe to say ·chat whatever poliGy packages p:cev·ail at the tim'3 

~ h<> sJJi+.ab e :for supplementary Tinance ... 

3. • ·;' ~~s ·to the ~-nfluence of intielnat~_onal insti tutj.ons, there is no questiiD.n of 

cha nging the a.ut hori ty 01' existing international organizations' particularly there is 

no, qyestion of the Scheme 'exeroising authority 1>Jhich has been entrusted b':f ·inte:t'national 
• · . .l . . .. 
agx·eements to existing ihterna·tional organizations . It has been suggested that ti.o 

c~oice' of policy alter·nati v:-s :!..~ t he adjustment process should be left to the cofmt r.:l.es. 

There i s no objection to such a procedure as long as it co-nforms with obligations under 

international agreements and that it is :;.·ecognized that a countr.r cannot unilat·~&:rally 
: .. 
deci.de that it is "fulfilling the poli0y prog1·ammes and still be entitl ed to assistance 

from the internationB.l co~.mur..i ty ~· It ·should be emphasized that no internation~ 

organization wants to 1~un the economy of a pm.~t;icular country. All .countries live 

·.~i.th 'the problem. of reconciliation of de·v-elopiiLent objectives with the ;u"90. for- ·day--to--.day 

sho1"t-term policies. Mo:ceover, for a great many co1L11tries and for all of the ." 

\\

developing countries , snort-term policies had noTinally to operate within the fra;nework 

.. o:f developmen~ objectives b~cause of thei~~ - o~erwhelining impo:·ta11ce for these countries. 

In ce~tai~ circmnstances changes in the ·development plans cannot be avoided . · 
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4. Specific questions 

(i) How comprehensive should a polioy package be? 

On the basis of present practices, in certain cases it may be fairly comprehensive --and in other cases only embody the critical points such as, for example, fiscal 

policy or management of public utili ties. Thus sometimes you may go deeply 

into a particular question, but the coverage may not be wide. There will, o! 

course, be no. need to look in detail into elements which are satisfactory from 

the development viewpo~nt. 

(ii) Formality 

Here again, the attitude will be dictated by the circumstances; at present, 'the~e 

problems are dealt with privately and on a country by country basis. The Ceylon 

representative has made a useful distinction between what might be publicized 

and what should be kept private. Wh t is needed is that the mandate to the 

Agency should be clear. The additional workload involved will not be too heavy 

as most of the policy package elements are already covered by existing activities. 

Completely new procedures will only have to be set up for those occasional countries 

which had no previous arrangements with existing institutions. Most probably, 

there will be more fo~ty in the future not only because of supplementary 

finance, but as a general trend . Due to the special circumstances of each 

country, there cannot be a nnique t~ of policy package. It would be possible, 
...... 

if requested, to describe some of the different policy packages now in use, 

eliminating, of course, names , of countries involved. 

(iii) Criteria 

In this respect one cannot have very simple ones, such as grow~h rates. Others 

like investment pattern, domestic savings, export effort, need to be considered. 

The real question is whether a country is making satisfactory efforts for its 

economic development. A blend of targets and policies could be worked out. 

(iv) The nature of the claim 

It should be stressed again that the Scheme elaborated by the Bank 1s staff i~ not 

( 
~ an ~tomat:!:s. Q!l~ The Ag~cy will have to mak;j"udgements and decisions a~ the 

performance of the country will be checked at the time of the unexpected shortfall. 

\ 

However, the Scheme does aim to deal with the serious problem of unce~ainty 
ry arising out of unexpected export shortfalls. One should make a clear distinction 

between greater certainty ano automaticity~. 
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(v) Will supplementary finance be an addition to ba'sic finance ·o'r a 
substitute for the latter? 

Supplementary finance should be considered as additional . 

(vi) Is there a danger that t h3 very poor countries who badly 
need additional resources will not be eligibl e for partici pation 
in this Scheme? 

The vast majority of countries now have some form of development programme, incl uding 

the poorest countries. One cannot expect the same behaviour in every country, but 

what is being sought is determination by each country to give economic devel opment 

1 

primary emphasis, and clear evidence of this. The Scheme itself is designed to 

serve needs of several categories of countries. 

(vii) Does it underwrite basic aid? 

The procedures suggested in the Scheme would lead to a greater degree of 

comp~en~n by creditors and do~ors of the external aid requir ements of. 

countries. There would, however, be no legal commitments for the projection 
4C ....... 

periods. It is hoped that the careful examination of development programmes 

internationally mightfacilitate the required flows of development capital. 
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A.5 Observatic::ms by Mr. J .M. Fleming (Int~~9.nal Monetary Fund) 
on 8 February 1967 . · 

1. As r egards the first passage in my earlier remarks that has been subject to some 

questioning, I believe that our discussions are in danger of being confused by the 

rather vague or inconsis~ent use .of te!,ns such as "short-term and long- term fluctuations 

and shortfalls!! and "persistent 11 and "non- persistent n shortfalls . 

2. In our Compensatory Financing Scheme 'CFS) we ha~e taken sho1~-term fluctuations to 

means· fluctuations of actual exports round a medium- term t r end, or moving average , and 

we have taken 'short- term shortfalls to mean negative devi ations f r om such a trend . By 

analogy medium- term fluctuations would mean fluctuations round a long- term trend and so 

on. It should be noted that even shbrt- t erQ shortfalls , as we have defined them, 

though in general they would be short- lived, might on occasion per sist fo r a l onger time 

than would be comfortable, and in this sense , may be persistent, though short- term, 

shortfaLls. In any event, it is clear that the type of shortfall considered in 

connexion With the Supp~emerrtary Financing Scheme (SFS) does not fall under any of these 

headings . It is a shortfall not from an export trend but from a five-year export project~ 

3. The difference between a shortfall from a five- year pr ojection and a shortfall 

from a five- year moving aver age does not seem to me to be one which can be described as 

the difference between a l ong- term and a short- term shortfall . 

4. As regards the second passage which has given rise to difficulty, perhaps I could 

put my point in a somewhat different vray . If the Compensatory Finru1cing Scheme and 

the Supplementary Financing Scheme as presented in the Bank study were in existence 

simultaneously, during certain periods it would be only the CFS , and during other 

periods only the SFS that would be effective . During projection periods for which 

projections had been pessimistic, the SFS would be out of operation so far as financing 

is concerned, and the CFS could go ahead doing what it is supposed to do, that is, 

evening out short-term fluctuations. On the other hand, during projection periods 

for which projections had been optiF~stic, the CFS might still be paying out money and 

taking it back, but it could be serving not its ovm purposes, but rather those of the 

SFS for which it would be helping to pr ovide r esources . 

5. I ~~11 admit that the SFS does contain an el ement of smoothing out within the 

projection period . The f act that over ages are offset against shortfalls. means that , 

jf the projections f or the individual years are themselves smoothly distributed over 
' the period, the export availabilities of the country will be smoothed out also , so that 
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one of. the .~bje:e-y,~ve~. of the CFS .will, t.o some degree, be fulfilled though not by the 

GFS itself. . Howf?Ve_r,. the other main objective .. o.f the GFS, which is. to keep export . . ~ , ~ . . ·. 
availa~}ities .from getting .to.o f .a::r .away .from actual . e.~orts , will not necessarily be 

fulfilled • . The &if~ct~ Qf . thi$ ¥iii show up ~t the e~d of s~ch . a p~ojectto~ period, 
.. ... . ·.· -. 

when there ~y be a rather aPrupt transition from a level of export availabilities which 
• t " •• 

is supported by .large _amounts of pupplementary financing b~ck to a level at which 
. ' . . " ; 

p~ojected and act,ual expo:rtG .. co~ngide. In other words , there may be an abrupt fall 
• ... .... • • • t 

in export availabilities at the end of s-qc~ a pe.riod, the -y:ery sort of thing which 

compensatory financ_ing is. suppo~ed to try t .o . s..rnooth. qut~ But the GFS is :in m-w;iti:'!>n eithe:.:

to prevent this.taking pl~ce, or .to ~tigate it. I would say that in such a situation, 

the objecti~es, of .the .SFS wo~d . not . be implemented . 

6. There is_ still some . ~eluctance to believe . that th~ di~ti~ction betw~en the Scheme 

as c~ntaiped in the Bank study and the basic financing arrangements does not correspond 

to a distinctign betwoen lpng- term and ~hort-term shortfalls ., To bring out the point 

more clearly, let us suppose a country has the sq~t of fluctuations in its ~xports 

that ev~rybody wovld . rec9g~ze as being long- term fluctuations, say a .regular ten-year . . 
cycle or s~~et~ing like t~at . Ibw, if a cyclical decline were ~rre~tly anticipated 

at the til:!+e the export projections were made, there would be no shortfall whatever 

under the SFS, whic~ seems to show that that Scheme, as presented, is not intended to 

deal with long-term, shortfalls in any ~ormal sense. 

7. At this point perhaps, I should make it clear that I have not been discussing 

the question of compatihfulity as between the UNCTAD recommendation on supplementary 

financing and the GFS. Frankly I hclieve that the recommendation contained hro 

separate and possibly not quite consistenl:. trends of thought; on the oi:lo krand, it dealt 

\-rith persistent shortfalls and seemed to assume that these were the same type of short

falls as the F'lmd 1,;ras dealing with, except that they went on for a long time. On the 

other hand, it also suggested a new definition of shortfall in terms of reasonable 

expectation. Now as I ur-jer~tand it, the Bank, in its study, has essentially followed 

up the second sl:.rand of thought rather than the first: and has made it into a consistent 

systen. Therefore, my remarks about problems of reconciliation do not relate to that 

part of the original resolution wnich deals with the persistence of shortfalls of the 

Fund type. 
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8. Coming back to what the distinguished representative of the United Kingdom was 

saying, I would certainly agree that technically the two schemes are completely 

compatible, but technically you can have a cooling mechanism and a heater operating 

simultaneously in tha same room. That would be technical~Jr compatible but it would 

not make sense. This is an exaggerated analogy, but it brings out the point. The 

whole question is not whether the two schemes in their present form could run together 

but whether, if they did so, they would attain their r espective objectives~ However, 

I would like to say that there is not the slightest doubt in my mind that the 

objective of . smoothing out export availabilities and the objective of providing for 

adequate finance for sound development are as such, entirely compatible . 

9. I would be inclined to agree with the distinguished representative of Ceylon 

that the main difficulties are·~those which arise over the policy package - the 

difficulties we have been discussing, though important, are not the most important. 

But the difficulties with regard to policy packages arise more on ordinary Fund 

drawings, or Fund advice to its members, than on the CFS because that Scheme is to a 

considerable extent automatic in its application; the policy conditions are lighter 

than those that are normally applied to Fund drawings in the credit tranches. I 

also agree with him very much that the Bank and Fund have always managed in the past 

to co-ordinate their activities and I am sure they will do their best to do so under 

all circumstances, but clearly the closer the principles of the Supplementary Financing 

Scheme are to the principles of which the Fund is the guardian internationally the 

easier such co- ordination will be. 
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A~6 Observatior:.s by Mr. J .}~ . F.i:§!?ing_ (Intern .. atJD}la.l Monetary Fund) on 9 FebrJ.ary 1967 

l.~ The policy package to which countri.es participating in the Supplementary Financing 

Scheme are expected to subscribe at the beginning of planning periods includes several 

matters uith which the Fund is closely counectedJ such as exchange policies, trade policies 

(in t heir b!lance of pa;yEents aspec.:t) and domestic financial policies. 

2. In section 4 of the Bank staff paper on the poli~~r package (TD/B/C.3/AC.3/6) it 

is said I:. hat "In r·eachii g an 1'llderstanding with a member count1--y; the Agency eould 

avail itself of the exper~ence and advice of the ll'iF on matters within the field of 

the Fund 1 s responsibiJities. 11 In discussions du:r·j_ng its first session (TD/B/C.3/ AC .3/3/ 

Add.l) this Group concluded that 11Th;; IY.F is the responsible agency in matters of 

adjustment arising from ba.. .~ce of paJliler1ts diff iculties. Close co-operation betwt)en 

the Fund and the Agency vrot1.J.d therefore be necassal"'J in providing measures of adjustment 

to be adopted in connexion ui th the uti:l.ization of supplementary finance. 11 In any 

event, I am confident ·that the Agent of' the SvppJ.e.:-r.entary Financing Scheme, if the Bank 

has anything to do \vith its ma~;'?.gemcnt, 1dll in fact consult the Fund about the initial 

agreement and -v.ril·l try to c.ct on its adV.Lce. The Fund for its part would certainly 

seek to co-operate to the best of its ability with ar,y SL:heme that might be set up as 

a re~ult of the deliberations of this t ody, tj1ough as I poin~ed out yesterday the 

success of this co--operation is b01 .. md tel be in.f"l."L:ene;e<i to some extent by the nature of 

the s cheme that emerges . However, I ~~_ll u~t conceal the point that the Fund staff 

has some difficulty in envisagiug the mocJ.alities e.nd content of this co--operation, 

partic~larly as regards the pol ~. cy package. 

3. Wha.t is to be the content e.s .~ z : a s ~· ur..:l matt o::·:::; are concerned of the initial 

agreement regaj.'ding the policies to be folJ m·ed by the country concerned over the five-

year planning period? In the first pJ.ace :h s eems cleaT that it cannot contain 

conc-;:·nte prescriptions as to monetary, fiscal and excbange policies to be adopted in 

various possible contingencies over the pJ .. ann.ing period a::> a whole though it might do so 

wij;h respect to the initial year of that period . The Fund, in making stand-by 

agreements, does not attempt to prescribe policies for more than a year at a time for 

the s ::..r:l='le reason that the balance of payments situations to which these policies 

have to be adapted cannot be predicted for more than about a year ahead, if as much. 
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Certai~ broad policy objectives could, no doubt, be laid down, which countries 

might seek to attain over the five-year period. For example, that there should be 

no inflat:;i..on~ .. no balance of . payments restriction~, realistic exchange rates, etc . , but 

countri es could scc:xce::J_y undertake to succeed in attaining such objectives, wher e 

success dep~nds ~s much on circumstances as on the good intentions of gover nments . 

5. Another possibility that has been suggested is tht;'-t countries be asked in the 

ini.. tial agreement to bind themselves to follow such recommendatians as the Fund !flight 

IDEL~e subsequ~ntly during the lifetime of the plan, provided that thes~ were compatible 

with the agreed investment progra.IDI!le . ~ However, there are two problems here . . In the 

f irst place one wonders whether countr~es would in fact be willing to give the Fund as 

much of . a blank cheque as this solution woul.d require, In the second place, could the 

7und on its sid~ accept t~e proviso that its: policy recommenda~ions should always be 

cq~patible with :the sc<?le and timetable of the investment prog:mnme envisage<?. in the 

in.i.tial agreer;J.ent.? In certain circumstances, for example in the event of a failure of . 

aid on bas.=!-c financing to mat~rialize on the scal.e originally expect_ed, the Fund would 

be Jound to recommend some curtailment of aggregate domestic expenditure, including 

ir..ve stment expenditure, in order to make room for the improvement_ in .the balance of 
. . 

current . pa~ent.s that .wou.)..d then become necessa:cy. Admittedly, where the only cause 

a:· difficulty in financing the investment programme arose from an export shortfall, such 

a decJ.ine in investment expenditure would not in general be appropriate, . ~hQ.ugh, if the 
. . 

adaptation might be c~ed for. But a. 
.. 

Hhorbfal1 threatened to persist, other means of 

p·.1:re case of this sort is rather seldom found. In most situations tpere are multiple 

c.au.ses of difficulty: • . . Anothe:i.' p1"\~s5 ble case is whe:.·e e.:::1 investment pro.gr~e t ,hat 

looked perf.e ct],.y r easqnable at the time of the initial agreement turns out to be 
; . . .~ 

in:f}_ationa..--y - perh_aps because of a rise in unpJ.an.."led investment despite t}le. _best 

efforts of t~e country concerned - and as a result the country becQmes less competitive, 

and its exports .fall -below expectations . In such a case the Fund might want to 
. ' ( . . . 

re commend some st~etching out or slowing down of planned investment expenditure. 
' ' . 

6. I 1.J0uld -conclude by saying that_, while I have no ready solution for thes_e dif~iculties, 

t~ey ar e likely to be more easily overcome if the Scheme itself is such as to encourage 

and reward the maximum flexibility in the development process. 
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A.? Observations by Mr . James Mark (United Kingdom) on 15 February 1967 
. -

1. I should ~ike to begin my comments by referring to the summary in paragr aph 5 of 

our own pap~r (TD/B/C.J/42 - TD/B/C .J/AC . J/16, Annex C) . 11 The ·country would achieve 

an underst~ding with the Agency as to how much -of its other possible sources of 

finan9e (reserves, IMF compensatory fina.Iice, etc . ) it would use annually in the event 

of an export shortfall or other balance of payments difficultie5 ~· It would indicate 

the measures to economize foreign exchange it rid.'ght adopt in these circumstances . 

The country would also agree in general as to the measures required to ensure the 

success of its plan". 

2. You will notice that the summary emphasizes three points, other sources of funds; 

possible economies; and measures to ensure the guccess of ·the_plan ~ The Bank has 

told us that the information required to formulate ~he pollcy package is already 

available in the case of most. ·countries . I would 'think, however, that· there would -., 

be some increase in consultation. These matters; which are contained in the policy 

package, are naturally linked with t~e understanding between the Bank and the 
. . . .. . 

individual country about its development programme and the resources needed to carry 

it out, but the policy package is a separate complex of points . 

3. Now I suggest that, in considering how the policy package may differ from or go . -

beyond existing arrangements, we need to look at it under five different heads: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

4. On 

further 

its comprehensiveness ; 

its duration; 

its formality; 

the influence to be exercised by the Agency; 

the nature of the claim which the recipient country is entitled to make . 

comprehensiveness we need tho advice of the Bank and the Fund. How much 

does the policy package go beyond what happens under existing arrangements? 
. -

My only comment is that we have had two different sug·gestions which may limit the 

policy - package~ The first is -the suggestion (now repea~ed by ·our Indian _co11eague) 

that it should be limited to export performance. The second is the suggestion by 

our colleague from Ceylon that a macro-economic framework should be agreed upon between 

the government and the Agency, but t hat the detailed methods for achie~ng the goals 
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which have been set must r emain the responsibility of the recipient country. These 

are, of course, alternatives . My own delegation would favour the second since it 

seems to offer a solution of the problem of distingUishing between economic and 

political aspects of the development programme . On the other hand , we doubt whether 

the package can be limited to export performance, since this is hardly separable from 

the other aspects of a country's economy. Inflation, for example, will affect 

export performance. 

5. The duration of the agreement between the Agency and the co~try may be about 

five years . Again we need to ask the Bank and the Fund how this compares with the 

types of agreement which they already have with individual countries . The Fund 1 s 

arrangements, as I understand them, rest on a basis of more or l ess permanent working 

arrangements, but within these, decisions r el ate essentially to short- term problems . 

6. The distinguished delegate of Ceylon has suggested that 11 the policy package •••• 

in effect formalizes the the series of understandings that emerge in the course of 

present-day relationships between the Bank and member countries. The distinguishing 

characteristic of the present situation, on the other hand, is its informality. 

There is no formal document which can be said to embody the package . " But my 

delegation wonders how firmly it will be possible to expr ess the policy package, 

whether or not this is d0sirable . It will not, as we have r ecognized, provide a 

cast-iron pr e-determined sot of measures which must be taken when a claim is made. 

It is bound to be necessary to consider the situation on its merits, though certainly 

having regard to the factors which the Bank has noted. In these circumstances, we 

doubt whether it will in fact be possible to have anything more than a general 

understanding. 

? . As r egards the question whether or not the Scheme will mean the exer t ion of 

grsater influence by the authority over the r ecipient countriest policies th~~ is 

exercised by the Bank or the Fund at pr esent , perhaps this question ~ill look different 

if we come to agree that the formula suggested by our colleague from Ceylon should be 

applied. In any case, ther e will be a considerable difference between any formulation 

of the general principles of the Scheme, which may seem very far-reaching, and the 

manner in which it will operate in practice. 
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8 . On the natur~ of the claim which the r ecipient countrj will be abl~ to make, my 

dE:l egation has two comments. Firstly, th8 most obvious comparison (apart from that 

with compensatory financial f acilities) is with drawing rights on the Fund . 

SQpplementary financial measures loans would probably b~ of much longer matur ities 

than the time within whlch the E\Uld expects drawings to b8 repaid . But it would bo 

useful to know how ·such loans would differ, both in th.s a!neunt of resources available 

for tho Scheme and tho dcgre0 of scrutiny which a coWltry 1 s economy would undergo 

before r eceiving help. Our scconu. point is on the ~uostion Hhother or not the policy 

package would underwrite basic aid . My del egation has already expressed its views on 

this point. It might be r aasonable to add, however, that although we find no such 

implication in the policy package, it might be reasonable to expect that some better 

degree of assurance would eventually emerge from the development of the processes of 

international consultation to \vhich' supplementary financial measures would contribute . 

This is a personal r efl ection rather than an expr ession of thG views of my own 

· Government, and I think that i li is e.bout as far one crm prudently go in making any 

positive comment on this point . 

9 . Let me sru~ up those corrments. Firstly, the Bank's study on supplementary 

finahcial measures j_s necessarily in gcnar al terms and this may well give a somewhat 

over simplified and over- emphatic picture of how the arrangements for individual 

countries would 1-10rk, SGcondly, my delegation thinks tnat th policy package may 

wE:ll go somewhat beyond present lLDderstandings in comprehensiveness and duration, 

though we are not clear whether it noed do so in the formality vli th which it would be 

expressed . ·Thirdly, it would, wu think, increase the general influence of inter

national institutions on the economic policies of individual countries, though it is 

not easy to be precise on this point . Fourthly, it dovs not underwr1te basic aid 

(though · it certainly involves an Ul'lderstanding of f.i. country 1 s reasonc.ble Gxpectatioi1s 

of it) but c.s thG 'international dialogue dovelops it may bE:- r eo.sone..blG to expect that 

developing countrias might recoi vc, more .;:>.ssurance on t.:ri s vi tcl rna t ter . 

must not exagger ate ths magnitud8 of these developments . 

Lastly, w 
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A. 8 Observations by Hr. V.C. Shah (India) on 17 February 1967 
l. I am grateful for this opportunity to make one more intervention even after my 

delegation has offered comments on this issue. I tnke the floor again with same 

hesitation because the eagerness to continue the discussion on the policy package shown 

yesterday by my delegation may have raised some expectations on the part of the 

distinguished r epresentatives . ~V hesitation is due to the fact that the purpose of 

my intervention at this stage is not to offer any profound solutions for the intricate 

issues inherent in the concept of the policy package, but r ather to try to focus the 

attention of this Group an the Bank representatives on certain vi tal problems arising 

out of the concept of the policy package . With this somewhat limited aim in view I 

shall attempt to examine the relevance of the concept of the policy package to the 

three rather fundamental ingredients of a development plan, viz. consistency of targets, 

their feasibility and the optimality of the development programme. I have adopted 

this framework for explaining my delegation r s anxieties an appr ehensions because the 

Bank study and the Bank paper on tho policy package r ef er in one way or another to these 

three features of a plan, perhaps , 1-rith varying degr ees of emphasis . 

2. Before I turn to an examination of the concept of t he policy package , I must state 

that my delegation has, indeed, been gratified to note that the debate on the policy 

package in the last week did clarify some of the issues as a r esult of the valuable 

contribution made by the distinguished r epr esent atives of the Bank and several members 

of the Group. It was rightly pointed out that the concept of the policy package i s not 

an entirely new one and that it traces back to the days of Marshall aid. Ther fore , 

what is envisaged with r egar d to tho policy package is an extension of dialogue which 

already exists between international financial institutions and developing countries. 

This is fine as far as it goes . However, in the view of my delegation, it is essential 

to consider in depth some of the complex issues which may arise concerDlng the concept 

of the policy package . These may better be analysed, as stated earlier, by 

considering the implications of tho policy package for the three basic ingredients of a 

sound evelopment programme, viz. its internal consist ncy, f easibility and optimality . 
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3. As far as the consistency of both macro-economic and ssctoral targets is concerned, 

we are fully in agreement with the statement on the pol~cy package made by my 

distinguished colleague from Ceylon. I wonder, however, if the Agency would be 

satisfied merely with an examination of the consistency of such targets. It is quite 

conceivable that a country can prepare a perfectly consistent set of targets for a 5 per 

cent growth rate or for a 10 per cent growth rate for t.ne same period. In view of this, 

the Agency would like to go beyond an examination of the set of targets from the 

consistency point of view and it w'O'Uld be justified, in the view of my delegation, in 

doing so. It is here that the question of the relevance of the concept of the policy 

package to the feasibility of a development programme arises. 

4. In this context, my delegation finds it somewhat difficult to come to grips with 

the implications for the concept of the policy package . It is true that in economics 

everything depends on everytlring else . All economic policies have ther efor e a bearing 

dir ect or remote on the export targets and the export performance of a country. The 

Bank's paper on the policy paokage, TD/B/C .3/AC.3/6, r efers to basic development 

policies. Let me quote from paragraph 1 on page .2. ".Another basic feature of the 

Scheme is a 'policy package' , i.e., an agreement between the Agency administering the 

Scheme, and a member country about the development programme to be undertaken by the 

country and a set of basic development policies which are objectively regarded as 

appropriate by the international community". The statement in the Bank paper raises 

two issues: 

(a) What are the objective criteria for regarding these policies as 11 appropriate11 ? 

(b) Is it desirable and necessary for the Agency to consider nbasic policies"? 

As to the first question - criteria for judging the appropriateness of all development -

take, for instance, the methods of achieving a given savings rate: taxation, earnings 

of public enterprises, economy in public consumption, policies of ploughing back of 

profits and so on . How would the appropriateness of the various methods of raising 

domestic savings be determined by the Agency? Take, again, monetary policy. It is a 

perfectly valid point that monetary policy should be geared to maintaining reasonable 

stability . But-:.tha~crucial question is: how will the Agency determine that a , 
particular type of monetary policy is 11 appropriate11 for ensuring financial stability 

during the plan period? 
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5. In the opinion of my delegation, the second question is even more important : is it 

desirable or necessary for the Agency to examine what the Bank paper refers to as basic 

development policies? Let me hasten to add that we do recognize the relevance of all 

economic policies for evaluating the feasibility of a development plan. ~mat we would 

like to emphasize is that since suppl ementary finance is complementary to basic 

development finance and supplementary to c_ompensatory finance, both the logical and time 

sequence dictate that consideration of all the basic development policies may not be 

necessary for the successful operation of the Supplementary Finance Scheme . In fact, 

our apprehension is that insistence by the Scheme management on a prior examination and 

periodical reviet..r of the 11 appropriateness 11 of all economic policies may tend to impair 

the objective of the Scheme viz . to provide timely assistance to a country . I would, 

therefore, like to reiterate our view stated earlier that the concept of the policy 

package should be confined to the export sector and trade policies . In this connexion, 

the Bank paper states, and I quote, 11 The policies which are relevant relate to 

contemplated investments, particularly in the export sector, the incentives to be given 

to producers in this sector and the exchange and trade policies which might affect the 

country 1 s competitive position in world tracle . 11 

6. Even in this field of trade policies as stated in the Bank paper, my delegation 

may refer to some difficult questions. vlill the Agency accE:pt a policy of export 

incentives or will it question the theoretical basis of export incentives? Will it 

raise doubts about the economic wisdom of plan investment in a specific export industry 

on the basis . of the doctrine of comparative costs which, as we all kno'i-7, has its 

limitations in a dynamic -sense? Again, since the theories of trade and development 

have yet to cover a good deal of ground before suggesting clear-cut criteria for trade 

policies conducive to development, will it not- be desirable for the Agepcy to confine 

itself to an e~ation of export targets, export investments, perhaps, projects for 

export industries and some aspects of trade policies, such as quality_control and import 

priority for export industries? 
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7 . These, Mr. Chairman, arG the diff:tculties and doubts in our minds so far as the 

relevance of the policy package to the feasibility of a development programme is 

concerned . Turning now to the important question of the optimality of such a plan, 

let me fiTst quote once again from the Bank paper on the pollcy package - page 3 -
11 In the first place, given the long-term goals of the country, the progrrumne must be 

formulated to achieve those goals as efficiently as possible". Now we know how 

controve:csial are the various ';investment criteria" discussed extensively by 

economists) especially development theorists. We also know how complicated and 

difficult they are at the ope1·ational level . True, we have some useful consistency 

growth models but we are still not sufficiently advanced in setting up optimal growth 

models which are operationally meaningful . In view of these limitations, a question 

would arise as to the nature of the measuring rod which the Agency would adopt for the 

purpose of discussing with a developing country its development programme from the 

point of view of determining the efficiency _of the goals and of the path of achieving 

these goals. If economic theory does not provide adequate help for this purpose , 

would the Agency be inclined to adopt non-economic criteria to judge the efficiency of 

a plan? 

8 . To sum up, my delegation would very mtlch like to be enlightened on the following 

questions. From the point of view of feasibility of a devGlopment plan: 

(a) What would be the real content and depth of the basic development policies 

included in the policy package which will not be tantamount to undue 

interference in the domestic decision making right of a developing country? 

(b) Are there obje~tive criteria for judging such policies as "appropriate11 

or otherwise? 

(c) What sort of trade policies would the Agency regard as desirable for a 

developing country to achieve its export targets, keeping in view the 

linutations of the theories of trade and development? 

(d) 1-Jould the Agency attempt to judge the 11 desirability" of planned 

investment in specific export industries, and if so, again keeping in view 

.the limitations of the theory of comparative advantage, how? 

(e) Will the Agency be inclined to go into the question of the optilnum 

allocation of resources of a developing country? If so, what would be its 

objective criteria for determining the optimality of a development progr amme? , 
(f) Going a step beyond the stage of consensus between the Agency and a 

developing country regarding the development programme and the policy 
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package , my delegation attaches considerable importance to the distinction 

between policy performance in the sense of pursuing policies agr eed upon 

at the start of a development plan, on tha one hand, and economic 

performance in the sense of achievement of targets in various sectors of 

the economy, on the other . Will the Agency, when approacned fo r 

assistance to meet an unexpected shortfall Ul exports, be concerned 

wi·th policy per formance or economic per;forrru.mce? 

(g) Lnetly, suppose that a country dev~ates from the policies agreed upon a~ 

the time of the formulation of a development plan, e . g . by changing tho 

investment or the import pattern - policies, however, which have no 

direct bearing on export performance . Assumo further that such a country 

experiences an export shortfall . Will it be eligible fo r assistance from 

the Supplementary Financing Scheme? 

9. I hope that the collective wisdom of the Intergove~mentai Group and tho Bank 

representative~ will throw satisfactory light on this set of questions . The search 

for their answers, let me emphasize, will be continued, keeping constantly in view 

what has been r epeatedly pointed out by the distinguished r6presentatives of tha World 

Bank and other colleaguE:Js of this expert group, viz ·. the supreme need fo r 

reconciliation betvreen safeguarding the right of tho developing countries to 

reserving for themselves the decision-making powers, on the one hand, and t he 

fulfilment of the requirGments of the policy package so vital for the successful 

operation of the Scheme, on the other . Let me conclude, Mr . Chairman, with a 

restaternent of · our posit~on that we have faith in the wisdom and the rich experience 

of tho~international institutions to manage a complicated sch me such as this. This 

faith of ours will, however, be strengthened and deepened if some broad guide -lines 

could be evolv8d regarding the concept of the policy package as it will have a direct 

bearing on the consistency, feasibility and optimality of a developm6nt progr anrrne 

at the time of arriving at a prior consensus between the Agency and the member, as 

also on the r eview of economic polici8s pursued during th& plan period. 
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B.l Note by the dele5 ation of the ederal Republic of Ger nany 
?n supplenentary_!inanciil neapures 

1. The delegation·-of· 'the Federal Republic of Ger:oany to the Intergover nnental Group 

on Supplenentm-y Financing followed with groat attention the course of the delibera

tions of this Group at its October neeting last year and expressed, on that occasion, 

its vie\vS on a nun1ber of the pro blens which arise in connexion with the · Sch€me for 

Supple.nentary Financial Measures proposed by the staff of the IBRD. 

2. In the neantio.e, we !lave studied the probl ems b3fore us c.now in tho, li&ht of \~hat 

has been said by the pm-ticipants in the first neotint; of the Group . Since , e.s is 

well known to the menbers of this Group·, we have certain doubts with regard to sone 

of the salient aspects of the schene proposed by the IBRD staff, we have considered 

the question whether one could not :rind other and, as we feel, nore realistic ways 

of inpl enenting recommendation A. IV. l8 . The result of these considerations which , 

of course, m-e still of a r ather prelininary character, was thc.t an atte:rapt should be 

nade to develop a schene more closely along the lines already indicated in the 

recomnendation itself and, in doing so , to avoid some of the complexities of the 

proposal of the 'staff of the IBRD. 

J . We have tried to set out in this note the startin0 ?Oint of our deliberations , 

and - in part III - to lay down some thoughts about how a feasible solution could 

perhaps be f ound . " We would be gr ateful if our note which we have fornulated in a 

constructive spirit found the attention of nenbers of the Group . 

I. 

4. The present discussion on supplenentory financing is based on UNCTAD r econmendation 

A. IV. l8. This recor::rrJ.endation sets forth in rather genGral terns , yet with regard to 

sane aspects in a quite distinct nanner , a nunber of ideas as to how a scheme for 

supplementary financial neasures could be instituted. The International Bank \vas asked 

to study the feasibility of a schene on the basis of the obj ectives and principles 

enbodied in the r ecomnendation. 

5. The study by the IBRD staff is now before us , and it is our task. to discuss it 

thoroughly from all r el evant points of view. The study pr oposes n highly el aborate and 

comprehensive schene ~th nnny interestin5 features . All of us have aid it the tribute 

it deserves . Nevertheless, the pr oposed Schene raises many questi ons which up to now, 

in our opinion, are not yet answered, and there are serious doubts as to whether it can 

be carried out in practice . 
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6. It is important to note that with regard to so~e essential aspects of supplementary 

financing the IBRD staff proposes solutions or procedures which are not entirely the same 

as those vfuich ar~ outlined in recommendation A.IV.l8. The authors of the Scheme, 

apparently, thought it advisable to interpret some of the guidelines given in_ 

r ecommendation A.IV.l8 rather extensively in order to arrive at a more comprehensive 

scheme, which viaS, of course, a legitimate approach . Nevertheless, it is intere~ting 

to list the points in which there are distinctions between the IBRD staff study and· the 

guidelines given in the recommendation: 

(a) The recommendation provides that the scheoe should normally be applicable 
. . 

after a developing country had had recourse to the International Menetary 

Fund after its compensatory financing facility . 

The IBRD staff Schene contains no such close connexion between supplementary 

financing and IMF conpensatory financing; recourse to the IMF is only a 

. possibility. 

(b) The r econmendation envisages, once a prina facie case has been established, 

an examination of all relevant economic circumstances in order to assess how 

far assistance fron the scheme eould be required and justified in order to 

help avoid disruption of development progranmes . 

The IBRD staff Scheme provides for prior agreement between the country 

concerned and the Agency on export projections, ·on development programmes 

and policies, as well as on feasible adjustments . If the country acts within 

the frDn.e-work of such agreeoent and if actual exports fall behirui:..' the agreed 

projections assistance could be granted quasi-automatically . 

. (c) The reconmendation sets _forth that assistance could cover a substantial . 

portion of any shortfall. This means, in our opinion, that the amount will 

be fixed accordi~g to the uerits of each case and in th~ light of what 

financial resources are available. 

The IBRD staff Scheme envisages complete or nearly complete compensation 

(after adjustments have been taken as agreed upon) inasmuch as other sources 

of financing are not forthcouing . 

(d) The recomoendation envisag~s that the resources for the .scheme are 

prescribed in advance . 
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· · The IBRD staff Scheme pr ovi des for open- end financial obligations of donor 

countries . The financial r equir ements of the Scheme are determined by its 

working criteria and are , therefore, theor etically unlioited. 

7 . Certainly, ther e might be differences of opinion about the r espective merits of 

the various features mentioned above . At any rate, it should be obvious that our 

comoents on certain ideas , that have been intr oduced by the IBRD staff , do not imply 

any criticisn of the basic concept of or a r etr eat from recomoendation A. IV. l8 . 

II. 

8. The doubts we feel as to the feasibility of the Schene proposed by the IBRD staff 

~ay be sunned up as follows: 

(a) The basis of the Scheme is deter~ined by the agr eed export pr oj ections . In 

our view, expor t forecasts for a period of up to six years cannot be ~ade with 

any satisfactory degr ee of accuracy . This is due to the i mpossibility of 

making dependable forecasts on the situation of supply and demand for a 

multitude of products in _a multitude of countries , as well as to the lack of 

r eliable information and statistics . While it is certainly appr opriate to 

use export for ecasts as guidelines for develop~ent planning - forecasts which , 

of course, r equire continuous adjustment as circunstances change - it i s not 

possible to nake then the basis of valid financial claims and conmitments . 

By the way, such rigid pr ojections could, after some years, have l ost any 

economic significance and any connexion with reality . They @ight, therefore , 

tend to l ead to r~sallocation of valuable r esources of the country concerned. 

In addition , to base financial assistance upon deviati ons from expor t 

projections nade long ago would have the str ange consequence that a country 

whose export developnent had been forecast ina pr ecise nanner would r eceive 

nothing at all even if its expor ts were to fall dranatically, wher eas a 

country whose export developnent was judged unduly optimistically would receive 

large amounts even if ther e were no really adver se novenent i n export earnings . 

The basic idea of r econoendation A. IV.l8 is to give assi s t ance to countries 

which experience export setbacks, as in the case of a natural disaster or a 

sudden deterior ation of market conditions . We do not understand the 
• 

recommendation to imply that its purpose is to establish a systen of insurance 

against the uncertainties of projections . In our view, after a country has 

suffered a shortfall in exports by r easons beyond its control and has 

presented i ts case , the Agency nust exauine all r elevant circumstances, and 
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will surely be able to recognize a11.d deterrri.ne shortfalls as such - taking into 

account the developnent of export proceeds in the current and in the preceding 

years. 

(b) Another essential featuro of the lBRD st&ff proposru_ is the policy p_ckage. 

Its basic concept is sound and constructive . However, the question is 

whether it is feasible. To conclude agreenents of the scope envlsaged in 

the study w.i.. th perhaps 50 - 70 developing countries in any meaningful way 

would necessitate a trenendous a0ount of work and, therefore, require a 

gigantic aOninistrative nachinery. In addition, it has to be considered by 

developing countries whether they would be prepared to bind themselves vdth 

regard to their economic and development policy to such a degree and for such 

a l ong period unless they were assured that supplementary financing would 

cover the whole or almost the whole of a possible shortfall . However, whether 

that assura11.ce can be given must appear doubtful (see 8(e) belovr). And even 

if supplementary finance is forthconing in a substantial way no guarantee 

could be given "Qth regard to basic financing on W-hich development financing 

must rely in the first place as far as external r-esources are concerned. 

(c) The degree of automaticity which is enbodied in the IBRD staff study is 

questionable. If a country is assured of full or nearly full compensation 

~ts 1dll to adjust - beyond the adjustments agreed upon in the policy package -

to changing circumstances could be weakened. Efforts towards diversification 

night be inpaired. In addition , there is a financial problem involved 

(see 8(e) beJow). 

(d) The IBRD staff Scheme does not expressly provide for co- operation between the 

Fund facility for compensatory financing ond supplementary financing . 

Adoittedly, both schenes are defined in a somewhat different way and their 

basic purposes are not quite identi~al . However, it is obvious that they 

both try to give help to those colli~tries which experience a shortfall in 

export receipts and therefore a shortfall in foreign exchange availabilities 

It is only natural and indeed necessary to connect both schemes and to find a 

reasonable working arrangement between the two. The Bank representative has 

already, in the course of the October. meeting , indicated D. certain readiness 

to consider such a possibility. 

(e) Because of the quasi- automatic features of the Schi3tle its financial requirenents 

are, theor etically, unliQited . The financial est~ates presented in the 

IBRD staff study are very global and based on uncertain assunptions. In 
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parti cular, it is not known how exactly the authors of the study arrived at 

an annual figure of $300 - 400 Dillion, after having established by 

extr apolation of statistical data that th - cver~e annual shortfall would be 

of the order of $1.2 billion , after deduction of IMF drawings and over ages . 

It does not appear appropriate to base the cost estinate to a consider abl e 

extent on the assunption, as nay per haps have been done , that only n limited 

nunber of developing countries would partici pate i n the Schene . Clearly, it 

was intended by reconnendation A.IV.l8 that assistance should be oiven , in 

principle, to all devel oping countries which experience export shortfalls and 

neet the pr esuppositions sot for th in the r econnendati on . Therefore , the 

anount needed would probably be much hieher than the figure given in the study. 

By obvious r easons of sound budgetary pr.inciples there would be but few 

pr ospective donor countries, if any, able to subscribe to an open- end fund . 

However, if, on the other hand, the financial resources were lioited to a 

fixed anount it would not be possible to inplement a schene so far-reaching 

and entailing quasi-autonatic features . 

III. 

9. These difficulties involved in the IBRD staff Schene require careful exaoination. 

vie doubt that they can be over cone . Ther efore , "We believe that a possibl e solution 

to this dil enca night be to go back to r econnendation A. IV. l8 and to try to work out 

a syste conpl ying nore closely with its wording . Such a systen would certainly be 

l ess el abor ate but it night perhaps have the advantage of being r ealistic and feasible . 

The following ideas , which are not entirely new ones but are clready enbodied largely 

in the r ecomoendation, arc subnitted for considerati on by the member s of this Group . 

10. In accor dance with what has been said above , a r ealistic plan ought to be based on 

the following principles : 

(a) Adequate co- ordination between the conpensatory financ i ng facility of the 

IMF and the supplenentary financing so that the latter truly "suppl ements " 

the existing facilities in cases where this is required. This neans that 

normally supplenentary financing should be used only after r ecourse to 

compensator y financing in the IMF . Ther e would have to be a body 

co- or dinating the two institutions , the IMF and the Agency adninistering 

supplenentary f i nancing . It night be called the "Joint Comni ttee 11 • The 
, 

Joint Connittee would receive and consider applications both for conpensatory 

p.nd supplenentary financing. In addition, the IBRD and H1F country studies and 
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reports might conceivably be co- ordinated for the purposes of the Scheme ~thin 

that CoTJI:ri. t tee. 

(b) Careful examination of the shortfalls at the tine they arise and of all 

relevan.t circu.r.n.stances, including perforn~ce of the country. Deternination 

of anount and terns of assistance according to the merits of each case . 

(c) Establishment of a linited fund on the basis of contributions by donor 

countries and, if .possible, other resources . Adninistration by the Agency. 

This should be one of the existing institutions with wide experience and 

~uthority , preferablY IBRD/I DA. 

(d) Consultation between the count'ry concerned and the Agency in order to make 

the necessary adjustments, to encourage diversification·, and to facilitate 

the decision of the Agency to be taken at the time of the shortfall . These 

cons~tations could be largely based on the ones already conducted by IBRD/IDA. 

ll. The following procedure night be conceivable : 

(a) A country wishin~ to avail itself of the Schena undertakes to consult fairly 

regularly with the Agency about its developnent and econonic policy. 

(b) If, at so:oe point of tine, the country suffers a ser:iLous shortfall in its 

export proceeds it will approach the Joint Comnittee, of which the Agency and 

the IMF are n~nbers, and 1dll present its case . 

(c) The Joint Conmittee will exanine the cause of the shortfall and 'in doing so 

analyse past export developnents Md their probable developnent in the future, 

as well as the econonic perfornance of the country in general . This 

ex~nation should be speedy in order not to delay financial assistance; 

a reasonably fast procedure could be assured since conditions in the country 

are known to the Agency fron previous consultations . 

(d) If the Joint CoDDittee deternines that ther e is an export shortfall of short 

duration and that the presuppositions of conpensatory fin&~cing are net it will 

then normally refer the application to the IMF for compensatory financing . 

However, if the Joint Connittee cones to the conclusion that the shortfall is 

definitely of a long- tern nature (e . g . destruction of pl antations by natural 

disaster, or significant change of the narket situation due to the appearance 

of substitutes), it would refer the application to the Agency for supplenentary 

financing. The Agency would then decide upon anount and concli tions of 

supplementary financing, taking into account the need of the country 

(possible disruption of development prograooes), ~ts general performance and 
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all relevant circuostances as well as the availability of the Agency's 

resources. 

(e) Suppleoentary financing could also be provided if, after a drawing on the 

:b1md 1 s Compensatory Financing Facility, it -were to turn out that the 

shortfall was not of· a short-te~ nature. This would be the case if 

e.g . also in the years follo•dng a drawing export receipts remain below 

expectations and if, as a consequence thereof, the 

interruption of the developnent process persists. 

be if, at the tine of the repurchase falling due, 

danger of an 

Another ex~ple would 

the country were unable 

to effect repaynent or could only do so by sacrificing investoents iopbrtant 

to 'development as a result of a persistent' shortfall in export proceeds 

beyond the country's control. 

(f) The ter~s of supple~entary financing should be flexible and correspond 

to the stage of development of the country concerned as well as to 

its particular situation. Nornally, supplenentary financing woUld be 

extended in a form not tied to particular projects . However, if the 

Agency were to determine that, e. g . f or purposes of diversificati'on: or 

for earning foreign exchange, it is essential · ~~d urgent ' to pronate 

specific projects it ·could tie its assistance t o such projects and 

thereby assure maxinum effectiveness. 
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B.2 Introduction by Mr. Helmut Koinzer (Federal Republic of Germany) to 
the note by his delegation 

l. I am very glad !tq in.troduce our paper to the Group . Before doing so, just a 

short preliminary remark: , I have, of course, no objec~ions at all that this paper is 

treated under item 8 of our terms .of referenc.e although one can well be of. the opinion 

that this is not really another po~sible "method" but only another interpretation of 

the original recommendation. 

2. Now, l4r. Chairman, my delegation has, in submitting this note to the Group, . 
admittedly taken a rather unusual step for a normal UNCTAD proceeding and we are very 

well aware and we can understand that some representatives in this room may feel that 

we have rendered more difficult and perhaps also more complicated our present-discussion

But we felt that it would be useful ~o state to the Group where exactly we stand on 

the question of supplementary financing at this stage of our delib~rations. And in 

doing so we believe that we have contributed to another even more important task, 

namely to identify clearly the various difficult problems which are involved in the IBRD 

staff proposal. 

3. This belief of ours has been confirmed to a very large extent in the course of the 

Group 1s discussion during this week. We have seen that there are quite a number of 

serious problems and that the differences of upinion between the various delegations 

are considerable. I would hope therefore that even those members . of the Group who, 

at first sight, might not be pl~ased with our initiative would fin~. a merit in it that 

we have put forward the problems which need further exploration and w~ch, in our 

opipion, certainly would have come to the ·fore, anyway, in a later stage of our discussion, 

which means at a time where this would perhaps be much more inconvenient for the course 

of the disoussion of this important subject. 

4. This being the purpose of our note, ~IT . Chairman, and our motive in submitting it, 

I may say again what is the es.sence of our position: we think that the Scheme for 

supplementary financing measures as envisaged in the study of the staff of the IBRD 

is, because .of its great. complexity, not feasible and that even if it could be made 

technically feasible it vTOuld hardly be acceptable in view of its unlimited and uncertain 

financial requirements. I shall not repeat here the arguments which we have brought 

forward to sustain this view at earlier occasions. 
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5. On the other hand, we believe that in 1964 there was an agreement among most of 

the countries taking part in the first United Nations Conference on Trade and 

Development that the existing short-term facilities to deal \.Jith problems arising 

from adverse movements of export receipts of developing countries were not completely 

adequate in all cases and that they should, therefore, be supplemented by some new 

system of longer-term balance of payments assistance . This, I believe , was truly 

the objective of recommendation A. IV.l8 and it was on this understanding of the 

recommendation that my delegation in 1964 voted in favour of it and thereby agreed 

to asking the IBRD to make a study of the feasibility of a scheme with the objective 

mentioned above . 

6 . Now, Mr . Chairman, what we propose in part III of our note appears to us to be a 

true and logical el aboration of the objective of which in 1964 we agreed upon that 

it was a sensible one . I would not dare to say that we have made a new intellectual 

approach . I think what we propose is essentially more or l ess the original proposal 

which led to the adoption of the resolution. Certainly, what is set forth in our 

note in a still rather sketchy way cannot rival the study of the staff of the World 

Bank as far as the degree of elabor ation and refinement i s concerned . This does 

not and could not at that time be our ambition . Nor do we believe that with our 

proposal we have found a panacea or a philosopher's stone . We are very well aware 

of that we, ourselves, still have to r eflect gr eatly on the details of the pr oposal 

and we are open to any suggestion which could improve it . Yet we believe that, 

fundamentally, our proposal could be a compromise between, on the one hand, the 

necessary and desirable from a development assistance point of view and, on the other 

hand, the financially and politically acceptable . 

7. The main ideas of our proposal, Mr . Chairman, may be summed up as follows : 

(a) Creation of a financial mechanism for longer- term balance of payments 

assistance to developing countries that suffer from setbacks in their export 

receipts which cannot be adequately dealt with by short-term balance of 

payments support; and for this purpose, the establishment of some kind of 

special fund attached to IBRD/IDA with a fixed amount of resources ; 
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(b) This fund would opc~:-3:l:.e on an .Q.Q._hc~. b!!sis ar1d vould ma5.nly serve tuo purposes; 

(i) ,.giving 8.ssistance in cases \-lh0re the short- term assi stance · by the 00' 

would f:rom the outset· appeal' to be· inadequate· :i.ri vie\.J of the nature of the 

difficulties that ha\''-3 arisGn; (ii) to consoT:.datG short- t.erm 00' c r edits 

i n cases wher~ it tv.r·ned out latGr that the difficulties Here of a l onger-

. tern natu-::e than ol .... _:_g]!'Ally ass1.u:r.ed and. •:hie~ should, therefor e, be ·dealt 

-with by louger-term ·aso5.Btance . 

(c) Co-ordination with the TI1F Campen sato:':'y .Financing Facility that would taic9 

:plnce th:roug~ a ~·oi..J.t ir.sti tution whicl1 ~.;e ha-re called a Joint C0Ji11'-.Ji ttee 

in which both the tMF and the f:ld:!Dniste:ring Ager_cy of- the newly establi she(!_ 

fund would be repre sented. Th::s jo:in-:::, l:ody would receive and r eview 

requests !'rom dev·eJ.cping countries for assistance and. wouJd pass them on 

either to the IMF or to the new IBP!J/IDA fund, Th:i_s p!'ocedure sh(;mld be 

·designed in such a way as to· assure speedy .:-.ss~: starce to the countries 

concerned , 

:d ) TJ:1e amount anci the terms of the· longer-te-r:l! supplerr_e:1ta:ry assistanc9 uould 

have to be dcte:rmined accord:i.ng to the rr.e rj_ts of each case, ta.ldng into 

account the gravity of tl:-3 export setback, the possible de-gree of disruption 

of develop:nent p:::-og:t'8lllD.esJ the perfor.ma'1ce of the country concerned, and so on, 

and on the otr_<'!r te.ncl, on ths financial res::m.cc8s of the suppleiii.entary 

financ::.ng :f.'und . 

8. '7'hus, there vlOU~ .d be :in ')1 1:':' <r::;te'a. , no :t ong--t!:!.LTG. e.>~po:c b projections as a basis 

of financial_ claims anl obl~_c.Htions; no roo::-e or less contral'!tual policy packages 

obl:i ging developm.,nt c:nmtrie ·; to fo1J o·,.: 1Joj_i_ci8s p::-e':'iously sanctionen by an inter

national agency; thare uou2.d a1,Jo be no open· en(!_ finandal obligations for countrie .:; 

contributing to the Sch.J?3. 

9. But I think that thc:ce ~.ot:J.c:i. be reasonable assurance fo:c developing countries 

that they could -rely en fixla.l'lc:i_al ass:i_stoncc of a longer-term nature in cases of 

bo.lnnce of payments difficulties due t:;, :...erious export. setbacks, difficulties that 

c~nnot be overcome by short-tel~ balance of p~ymonts suppo~t from the IMF or from 

other sources . 
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10. I should like to limit myself to these remarks. I would, of course, be glad to 

give any additional explanation. In conclusion, Mr. _Chairman, I should like to say 

that the ideas we have put forward are the views of the delegation of a country 

which is expected to contribute substantially to a scheme of supplementary finance 

at the time when any supplementary financial ~cheme would come into existence. I 

would be much obliged if these views would find consideration by the members of this 

Group. Indeed, Mr. Chairman, I am now looking forward with the greatest possible 

attention to the comments of the members of the Group on our note and I would be 

particularly grateful if the representatives of the developing countries would present 

their views. We would certainly contemplate all these comments very seriously and 

we intend to think about possible elaborations or improvements of our ideas . 

11. With regard to further procedure, I consider the proposal made by the United 

Kingdom delegation to consider both the IBRD Scheme and our proposal in a parallel 

way is a very sensible one. In this respect, I should like to commend the secretariat 

for the very fast and excellent work it has already done in order to facilitate 

that task. Of course, general comments to our note would be also very valuable and 

welcome. I thank you, Mr. Chairm.an . 
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· B. 3 Comments by Mr . James Mark (United Kingdom) on 13 February 19-67 

1. I have already said that my delegation welcomes ~he German paper as a con

tribution to our discus,~ ion . It offers a valuable critique of the study by the Bank 

which forms the basis o:t: that discussion . We need such frank criticism if we are to 

bring out the points which need clarification. It is, moreoever, an honest and 

thoughtful attempt to express certain serio~s doubts about some fundamental aspects 

of the scheme . These also must be brought into the open, and we must see whether 

they can be resolved or whether the scheme needs amendment in order to remove them. 

The paper is put forward, as I hope that we all recognize, in a constructive spi~it . 

Our German colleague has made this clear by stating that his Government is prepared 

to support a scheme for supplementary financial measures (SFM), provided that one 

can be worked out which it can regard as practicable . I hope that ·we shall all 

approach this discussion of the paper in an equally constructive manner . 

2 . I said in my earlier comments on the paper, when we were dealing with matters 

of procedure, that I would wish to offer my delegation's views on the s~bstance of 

the pape~ later on . That is the purpose of this present intervention. In general, 

my delegation considers that, although the paper contains a number of telling points , 

many of its criticisms of the_ Bank 1 s s tud'y are based on ·misunderstandings , some of 

which have been cleared up in our recent discussions, while we consider that . many 

features of the alternative scheme suggested in the paper are open to criticism. 

3. I shall refer to individual paragraphs of the German paper, but . I think it 

important to group the criticisms which I shall offer on behalf of. my delegation to 

the .concerns ;whioh, we think, h~ve prompted them . It is these doubts and · concerns, 

above all, which we have to bring out into the open ? in doing so we shall be able to 

identify the central points on which our further discussion would probably be based . 

We think that there are six points which cause concern to the German delegation: 

(i) the first is that it would be difficult to refuse . entry into the Sob,ell)e · 

to any country which could meet a bare minimum of requirements, and ·· 

that this would much increase the demands which the scheme would 

involve (paragraph 8 (e)); 
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(ii) the arrangements for prior consultation on all the matters included 

in the policy package are unrealistically complicated (paragraph 8 (e)); 

(iii) in particular, the export projection included in the package would be 

insufficiently reliable (paragraph 8 (a)); 

(iv) in comparison with the complex trial arrangements , the payment of 

compensati on when a claim was made would be quasi- automatic (paragraphs 

6 (b) and 8 (c ) ); 

(v) this would give rise to an unlimited commitment by contributing 

governments (paragraphs 6 (c), 6 (d) and 8 (e)); 

(vi) this commitment would include basic aid (Paragraph 8 (b)) . 

4. I do not propose to comment in detail on th8 observations about the relation

ship between SFM and the Fund's Compensatory Financing Facility (CFF) . I t hink 

that the Bank has made it clear that the SFM scheme does involve prior drawings 

under the CFF scheme where the country is eligible . In the long run, of course, 

CFF would not contribute additional net resources, since the drawings are short- term 

and we must assume that after, say five or six years, repayments would balance new 

drawings and these repayments might well have to be refinanced by SFM. 

5. I will comment one by one on these six concerns, as I have called them . 

6. The first is a valid point . My delegation agrees that it might be politically 

difficult to refuse entry to countries which wish to join . Moreover, the Bank has 

told us that nearly all developing countries have a development programme of some 

sort . But we note that in the cost es timates which the Bank has now circulated, the 

reduction in total gross shortfalls which is made to allow for countries which do 

not join the scheme is relatively small , if the figure of $250 million is to be 

related to the total of $1600 million though we may have misunderstood the signifi

cance of these figures. 

7. The second (the complexity of the ·policy package) is a poini on which a great 

deal of misunder standing can arise and has arisen . This is perhaps due , paradoxi 

cally, to the very quality of the Bank's study: to the comprehensiveness and 

thoroughness with which these questions are discussed in it . But the Eank has 

explained that, in fact, ~he existing work done on individual countries would pro~de 
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the basic data . I think that we ought to expect little more than some enlargement 

of the existing processes of consultation . Certainly the Scheme should not depend 

upon a large increase in the number of consultative groups, for which the Bank has 

only limited plans . The Agen9y will certainly wish to discuss beforehand the 

matters ref~rred to on page 48 of the study; and, if a shortfall should arise, the 

adjustments for which it would wish to ask (set out on page 50 of the study) . But 

we all realize the probable limitations on the information available and on the 

ability of an international agency to influence the policies of an individual 

country, though. . this ia not to underrate the value of the influence exerci sed by 

these agencies . We should not expect any revolu~ionary change though, as the 

distinguished delegate for Ceylon has pointed out, existing arrangements would 

probably become more formalized . 

8. As regards the third concern, it is true that export projections are, of 

necessity, unreliable . It .is preci~ely the uncertainty of these projections which 

the scheme is designed to meet . But the evidence in the study suggests to my dele

gation that the ~certainty should not ~e over- estimated, and we note that the Bank 

hopes to improve the t~chnique of forecasting . The real problem is whether this 

uncertainty might give rise to an unlimited commitment . This raises the next two 

problems. 

9. The fourth, we think, is mistaken, There can be no question of quasi- automatic 

operation as the Bank has explained . Some phrases in the study (e.g. pp . 65-66) may 

be unintentionally misleading here, but the Bank has explained (and my delegation 

would certainly envisage) that any request for assistance would necessitate a com- . 

plex act of judg~ment, which would have to take into account such matters as 

available overages, and possible adjustments to the economy in general and the plan 

in particular . 

10 . On the fifth concern, the commitment will be limited because the countries 

concerned will only contribute limited funds . We should not regard this as unduly 

restrictive; it is a characteristic of all international financial arrangements and 

we should not expect SFM (whatever form the Scheme may take) to be any different . 

We shall make the best estimate we can, with the advice of the Agenc:;r, of the funds 

needed to operate a worthwhile scheme; we may hope that these funds will be provided 
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and that they will be adequate . But the Agency will have to operate with them and 

within whatever limits they may enclose . It was no doubt for this reason that the 

recommendation expressed the hope that "assistance could cover a substantial 

proportion of a shortfall from reasonable expecta tions" . It did not provide for 

full cover, and the Group has already discussed the possible need for rationing. 

The scheme proposed in the German paper would be equally exposed to this possibility 

once the size of the fund which it envisages had been determined . We need not, 

however, be too pessimistic about the probable adequacy of resources (once allowance 

has been made for offsetting factors and policy adjustments) especially j.f, as my 

delegation hopes, progress is made vii th agreements for individual commodities. 

ll. Finally, on the sixth concern, the recommendation does not state or imply that 

the scheme will guarantee the basic aid needed to ful£il a development programme; 

nor, in the judgement of my delegation, does the Bank study . The scheme is designed 

to help to meet shortfalls arising from one specific cause. Here , I am afraid, I 

must differ from the views expressed by the distinguished delegate from Ceylon in 

his earlier statementl/ . I do not find this intention in the study , nor would my 

delegation endors e it . All that the Scheme does imply is that , in the initial 

understanding between the Agency and the country, it should be clear that the 

country 1 s expectations of aid to finance its development programme are realistic. 

12. Turning now to the alternative scheme outlined in part III of the German paper; 

I am afraid that .my delegation feels that it contains some serious weaknesses . I 

will mention four . 

13 . It is intended to be simple, compared with the Bank study. But in fact it 

involves a new Committee, superimposed on existing institutions to co- ordinate them . 

We think that the normal process of informal consultation is more appropriate and 

simpler. Moreover, most of the need for any such machinery surely disappears if 

i t is clear that CFF will in all cases be drawn on first of all when available 

(paragraph 11 (b)) . 

!/ See Annex A. l above, paragraph 4. 
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14. Secondly, it appear s tho..t examination of a claim to assistance will take place 

ab i nitio when the claim is made , though there is provision (paragraph 11 (a)) fo r 

general prior consultation on.develapment and economic activity . This ex post 

examination will surely , involye Qolay . 

15. Thirdly , the scheme r e jects export projections . But what is the basis on which 

a claim to assistance can be judged if there is no prior projection with which to 

compare what has actually happened? 

16 . Fourthly , the prospects for the r e cipient countries would be very uncert ain . 

All that they uould count upon would be some unspecified amount of a id , ·derived from 

judgements, the basis of which would only be indi catad in advance in the most 

general terms. 

17. My delegation considers tho German paper most valuable , as I have said, in 

drawing attention to criticisms of the Bank 1 s scheme and in expressing concerns 

which must be satisfied . Our comments may hav~ seemed critical, but we hope that 

they ~ave r esponded to the challenge , and thereby furthered our discussion . I 

should like in conclusion to draw together tA~ mai n views which emerge from our own 

comments . 

18. What a r e we to hope for from a scheme of .this k ind? Not , as donor countries 

might fear 1 a comprehensive underwriting of the total need of d@y eloping countries 

for aid ,. deriving from o.. scheme which, once set up, will automatically involve them 

in unforaseeable commi t ments . The Scheme is to be ~et up to meet one specific 

need - the prevention of the di sruption of development programmes which arises f r om 

an unexpe cted shortfall in export earnings . Its funds will be limited by wha tever 

agreement i s made to finance it; ~nd its operations will constantly r equire acts 

of judgement by the Agency under the general authority of its Board of Governors 

or Directors. Nor , as the r ecip i ent countries might fear, shall we have an Agency 

with comprehensive powers, interfering in every aspect of their economic life and 

di ctating their economic policies and the political decisions which these involve . 

The Agency will have neither the status nor the r esources to do this, even if it 
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wished for or were given the authority to do so . Nor, thirdly , shall we have a 

new and complicated organization to supervise international aid or a vast ex

tension of existing arrangements for consultation . 

19 . What we shall have, in the view of my delegation, is a scheme with specific 

but, we may hope, adequate resources, set up to meet a specific need and doing 

this as well as it can . It should do a great deal to remove or substantially to 

diminish one main problem which confronts developing countries in planning their 

development . It should supplement the commodity agreements which my Government 

hopes will be negotiated in increasing numbers . It should develop furthe r the 

dialogue between these countries , the international agencies and the developed 

count~ies . Moreover, since the Agency will need to specify the terms on which 

it will lend to individual countries, it will thereby provide a much- needed 

standard by ' which donor countries can judge the terms appropriate for aid loans 

to these individual countries . 

20 . These are substantial aim&,) though much more modest than those for which 

some may hope and which some may fear . These are the aims which my Government 

had in mind when it put forward the original proposal, in company with the Swedish 

Government . These are the aims which we should wish to see embodied in whatever 

Scheme this Group may recommend . 
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13.? Cornm~§. __ .Qx_Mr._ J .J. .. ·-~I.rsteP. _(SK~.Q.en) o~ lJ_J'ebz:B.BJ.:Y. 'J-.2.61. 
• ' ' I ' ' 

1. Th~ disc~ssions in this Group have certainly shown that we are in the pr:esence of 
. ... . . ~ 

an extremely complicated prob~em. If anyone ever believed that easy solutions could be 

found, then our work has certainly proved him wrong. The basis for our efforts here has 
... 

been the excellent report of the World Bank. The Swedish delegation maintains the opinion 

that a scheme of .the tyP.e set out in the report is feasible and realistic. During our 

discussions we have of course been aware of a number of complicated factors that might 

call for modifications of the Scheme proposed. But at the same time, we have after 
' ¥~0- •••• 1" 

careful consideration f ound that these difficulties. can be overcome if the member States .. . 
have confidence in the Agency t~at will run the Scheme. . . ·. 

2. Now, this is ~ur generally positive attitude. But we are aware of the fact that a 

number .of delegations J;lere have voiced critical .views. We have been :VUp:r;essed by the 
~ ·' 

constructive spirit in which these criticisms have been formulat ed . This is also the 

impression we get from the paper submitted by the delegation of the federal Republic of 

Germany_. I beg your indulgence, Mr. Chairman, for this long introduction before coming 

to the subject of the day, but I feel it necessary to try to put this very mportant .. . . .. 
p~per i~ its right framework. 

3. It is an important document and it has been presented in a constructive and a lucid 

way. Furthermore, I think we should all be grateful to our German colleagues for 

summarizipg in such ~ concrete manner the critical views expressed in the course of our 

delib~ratio~s . In fact I believe that the presentation of this paper has brought us 

over to a new stage in our discussions. We will now be able to attack much more directly 

the central difficulties before us and see what _practical solutions can be found. 

4. The German note is divided into three distinct parts . The first spells out in 

detail why they think that the Bdnk study is not in full conformity with the UNCTAD 

recommendation r equesting the study. The second gives the r easons why the German 

delegation does not think the proposed scheme feasible and the third, finally, is mainly 

an effort to present an alternative. 

5. Let me . start with pert I. The first ground set f orth to substantiate the German 

o.oo.tcntion is -worded .::.s .f .,.llows: "The lBRD->.staii:f Schema..o.onba.iD.a...:J.o snch-.cl.O$ e_e, •nnarlon 

botwE~n supplp.centnxy~ancing .and IMF compensatory financing; recourse to the IMF is 

only a possibility." 
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6. In the opinion of this delegation the Bank Scheme does, however, contain such a 

close connexion between compensatory and supplementary financing . Let me refer to the 

last paragraph of page 7 of tile study where it is stated: "It wou~d be expected that 

as far as possible, a part or even all of the shortfall would be offset by use of the 

countryls own reserves or by drawings on the IMF . To the extent that export shortfalls, 

as defined under the scheme, were to overlap shortfaJ~s under the I~~ compensatory 

financing facility, the IMF should, if possible, be the source of he+p 11 • 

7. In paragraphs 6 (c) and 6(~ ~the German document it is said firstly that the Bank 

Scheme presupposes 11 a complete or nearly complete compensation" of any shortfall , while 

the recommendation provides that "assistance coulcl cover a substantial portion" of any 

shortfall. It first strikes this delegation that the distinction made by the German 

delegation is rather sophisticated; vrhat constitutes in fact the difference between 

"substantial portion" and 11nearly complete"? But in fact it is explicitly set forth 

in the study that the object of the Scheme is "to assure financing of a substantial 

part of the shortfall" (page 7) . 
8. Secondly, it is stated that the Scheme is open- ended . In fact I do not believe 

that any country around this table would find it realistic to work on an open-ended 

scheme. It is our understanding that the Bank Scheme does not attempt that, and that 

is why the possibility of rationing the resources has been discussed and should be kept 

in mind. 

9. Permit me now to say a few words on part II of the German proposal. The German 

delegation exposes its serious doubts of the feasibility of the Scheme . My delegation 

has with great care studied the Scheme as proposed by the Bank . We have l istened to the 

explanations given by the Bank staff members present at our meetings. This has convinced 

us that the Scheme is in f a ct feasible . 

10. Had the German delegation contended that it would not be feasible to transform 

recommendation A. IV . l8 into a workable scheme, I would have had to stop with noting the 

two opposite views. But the German delegation takes a positive approach to the 

recommendation and outlines an alternative to the Bank S~heme . That makes it possible 

for me to go one step further and to compare some basic features of the two alternatives . 

ll. In doing .. -'~;o -let me firs t state that it seems to me unfair if one would hold it 

against the German proposal that there are many things left unclear or not ·dealt with . 

We should instead concentrate on the most basic features that distinguish the two 

alternatives. 
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12. First, the German proposal aims at eliminating the problems connected with the 

policy package . But does it in f act ? According to the proposal 11 a country wishing to 

avail itself of the Scheme undertakes to consult fairly regularly with the Agency about 

its development and economic policy" (paragraph ll (a)). These consultations would then, 

it seems to this delegation, form the base fer the judgement of the Agency on· whether 

the countryts "general performance!! merits comp~nsation under the Scheme . I do not think 

that there will in practice be a great difference between the policy package under the 

Bank Scheme and the procedure outlined in the proposal. I would very much like to know 

the opinion of the German delegation on this point. 

13. Secondly, the German proposal aims at reducing the evident difficulties inherent in 

the concept of export projections for such long periods as 4 - 6 years. If doing so, 

one must, however, find another suitable definition of "export shortfall". The German 

proposal does not give such a definition. It is only stated, in general terms, that the 

Agency "will surely be able to recognize and determine shortfalls as such - taking into 

account the development of export proceeds in the current a.nd in the preceding years" 

(paragraph 8 (a)) . It seems to us that this will create a gr eat uncertainty as to 

whether supplementary financing will be available or not. 

l4. The German approach also aims at reducing the automaticity of the Scheme and confers 

a very great discretionary power on the Agency . Now I have alreddy stated that we have 

to place greut confidence in the Agency. But if the rather limited degree of automaticity 

as foreseen · in the Bank Scheme - is r emoved, then the task of the Agency will be extremely 

complicated. Personall.y I vmuld not envy those who would serve in an il.gency with so much 

discretionary power. 

15. Much more could be said, ¥rr . Chairman, but I have already taken too much time from 

this Group . Permit me just to reiterate that our point of departure here has been that 

the Bank Scheme is feasible where.J.s our German colleagues doubt that. For that reason, 

it is evident that we have not f ound it possible to agree on some essential points. But 

I do not want to give our German friends the impression that we have not appreciated 

deeply their effort, which indeed will be of great help to us ill in our endeavours to 

hammer out a workable scheme. 
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1. I have listened with great care to the statements made by my Swedish and United Kingdom 

colleagues and the sentiments of my own delegation are very much in accord with what has 

been said in those interventions. 

2. In my last intervention on the question of the pol icy package, I made some tentative 

critical reflections on the proposal by the Federal Republic of Germany . I should like 

now to place these in a somewhat fuller context . As has been underlined by the Swedish 

and United Kingdom delegations, the proposal is certainly a very constructive one . My 

delegation is particularly gratified that it has accepted the principl e and the idea of 

supplementary financing . It has within this framework attempted to work out an 

arrangement which, in the view of the German delegation, is a feasible one, to insure 

development plans against export shortfalls . In doing so, the proposal judges the Bank 1 s 

suggestion to be deficient in certain respects and seeks to provide appropriate remedies . 

The main burden of my intervention is to indicate that these deficiencies are remediabl e 

without sacrificing the essentials of the Bank Scheme . 

3. The deficiencies in the view of the German delegation appear to lie chiefly in the 

following areas . These deficiencies r e first that the export forecast is unreliable 

and that the forecast might freeze in an unreal way the development plan of the country . 

I allude here to some of the nuances in paragraph 8 (a) of t he German teXt . " .. . Rigid 

projections could . •.. have lost any ·. •. connexion with reality. They might therefor e 

tend to lead to misallocation of valuable resources of the c untry concer ned . 11 Secondly 

it is ~ that the policy package is too onerous, and the administrative arrangements 

of the Scheme too cumbersome . The thi rd deficiency is f elt to be that the financial 

co~tment is open- ended and fourthly, that the relationship between the IMF and the 

Bank Scheme is insufficiently specified and that "recourse to the ll1F is only a 

pos.sibility11 (paragraph 6 (a)). 

4. So far as the export projection is concerned, I think it is important to state that 

such projections, with all their deficiencies, are an essential tool of planning . There 

are several points involved . When the projection is juxtaposed against the import 

requirements of a planned rate of growth, the magnitude of basic finance necessary f or 

that rate of growth becomes immediately obvious . If that rate of growth is not to be 

sacrificed, then basic finance of a certain more or l ess precise order of magnitude has 

to be forthcoming and a country needs some assurance of this . What the Bank seeks to do , 
is to supplement this basic finance if downward deviations occur from the pr ojection which , 

if not financed, would threaten the development plan . On this score, I would like , at 
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the risk of some digression, to correct a misunderstanding that appears to have arisen in 

the mind of my United Kingdom colleague in regard to my earlier observations on the policy 

package (see Annex A.l, paragr ph 8) . Supplementary finance would operate only in the 

case of an agreed plan. The plan would assume some assurance of assistance that might 

reasonably be expected over the plan period4 in the joint judgement of the Agency and 

the country. Hence, participation in a supplementary financing scheme presumes adequate 

basic finance. 

5. Now there is an important sense in which the fear expressed by the German delegation 

in relati8n to export projections is real - namely that the original projection may not 

show up what subsequently turned out to be a genuine structurE..l change in the export 

prospects of a country . This is the fear that is implied I think in the last part of 

paragraph 8 (a) of the German note, t o which I have already alluded. The fear .is that 

the country will use the Bank Scheme to avoid an adjustment to a changed pattern of 

comparative advantages. This view is set out more explicitly in paragraph 8 (c) of the 

German paper - 11If a country is assured of full or nearly full compensation, its wiD_ 

to adjust - beyond the adjustments agreed upon in the policy package - to changing 

circumstances, could be weakened . Efforts towards diversification might be impaired . " 

It is this view which I must submit i s mistaken . No country would, I think , want the 

international community to subsidi~e the misallocation of its resources and would want 

to insist on a blind adherence to an obsol ete pattern of comparative advant~ge . It is 

of the essence of the new type of international co- operation envisaged by the Bank that 

steps would be taken to detect changes in the structure of comparative advantage and to 

deflect the course of a country's economy. But this is a time- consuming job and the 

function of the Scheme is nto f acilitate a smooth t ransition between the original plan 

and t he r evised plan", as argued in the l ast paragraph of page 52 of the Bank's report. 

My del egation would like to express its compl ete accord with the sentiments of that 

paragr aph. 

6. Ther e is another sense in which an objective export projection is essential . It enables 

quick access t o the resour ces needed . When I say this, I do not mean that access should 

be automatic, and here I agree entirely with the sentiments expressed by the United Kingd~ .. 

delegation . But I find it difficult t o believe that in the absence of an export norm, a 

sufficiently quick access t o assistance and a precisely determined access , can be found. 
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7. Finally, on the question of export projections, they do provide an objective basis 

for the assGssment of need. In the form urged by the German delegation, the whole 

arrangement becomes a totally discretionary one and there is some element of inconsistency 

between this aspect of the matter and the concern expressed elsewhere, in the German 

proposal, about the policy package. Here I must endorse the sentiments very clearly 

expressed by my Swedish colleague that there is considerable discretionary power in 

the German version of the proposal. 

8. To avoid the repetition of going over ground already traversed in roy observations 

on the policy package~ I shall take up the views expressed in the German proposal about 

the policy package and the unwieldy administrative arrangements together, and deal 

-rather briefly with them. The administrative arrangements might be unwielqy if an 

elaborate policing arrangement is contemplated and if a separate Agency is required . 

As I have already explained, these fedrs can largely be taken care of by entrusting the 

operation t o the Bank. Similarly the fears in regard to the policy package can be 

dealt with by defining the content of the policy package, in macro-economic terms. 

9. So far us the financial commitment is concerned~ it has I think been adequately 

explained that the figure of $300-400 .million per year is wh&t might be reasonably 

expected on the basis of shortfalls in the past. I must emphasize that there is no 

known method of estimating a magnitude such as the financial commitment implied in the 

Scheme except on the basis of projecting past relationships into the future, unless 

one is t o indulge in pure gumsswork and I for one, would be content to take the figure 

of $300-400 million as an outside estimate of the finance likely t o be required annually. 

It f ollows inevitably I think that no open-ended commitment t o finance the Scheme is 

envisaged. To repeat the suggestion I put forward the other day, it should prove 

possible t o regard the Bank estimate dS representing the maximum required f or financing 

the Scheme. Should aggr egate shortfhlls exceed the annual amount estimated by the Bank, 

one could, I think, contemplate a lesser degree of financing of shortfalls and accept 

s ome f orm of rationing based on defined norms. 

10. Finally, Mr . Chairman, on the question of Fund/Bank relationships, I think our 

recent discussion in this r oom has clarified matters to a considerabl e extent. It is 

clear that where the Bank export proj ections prove pessimistic, as Mr. Fleming has 

argued, the Fund compensatory facili t y alone will continue t o operate. In other 

circumstances, the Bank facility will add t o the finance provided by the Fund 1 s 
, 

compensatory facility, so t hat it is fdr from true t o say that resource t o the IMF 

only remains a possibility. 
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B. 6 Comments by Mr . K. G. Vaigya (India) on 14 February 1967 

1. My delegation has studied the paper presented by the distinguished delegate of 

the Federal Republic of Germany ~ith care and has listened to the introductory remarks 

made by him ~ith great attention . We have also listened with considerable interest to 

the comments offered by other delegations on the German paper. 

2 . We are extremely gr1:1teful to the distinguished delegate of the Federal Republic of 

Germany for presenting an extremely stimulating paper ~hich raises a num~er of very 

crucial questions .for ~hich it ~auld ne extremely important for this Group to find 

ans~ers. The German paper is an extremely constructive contribution to the ~ork of this 

Group and ~e viw it rather as a critique o.f the Supplementary Fin1:1ncing Scheme of the 

World Bank than as an alternative to or a substitute for it . Viwed as such, my 

delegation ~auld ~ish to offer the follc~ing rather detailed comments on the German pape~. 

3. Paragraph 6 (a) : Here it is o~served that the close connexion contemplated in the 

original UNCTAD recommendation bet~een supplementary financing (SF) and compensatory 

.financing ( CF) is not established in the IBRD scheme for SF . \..J e think that ~hile the 

SF scheme, no doubt visualizes the possibility o.f dra~ings on the CF facility , as 

pointed out by Mr. Fleming, there could be situations ~hen only one of them could ce 

effective. I.f so, a strict adherence to the close connexion is not possible in logic 

or practice. 

4. Paragraph 6 (b) : Here the German paper regards SF as quasi- automatic and recommends 

instead an examination of the economic circumstances o.f the country after 1:1 primd facie 

case is established . In our view, since the execution of a deve~opment programme is a 

continuous process, at any rate, during a given planning period, its disruption can be 

prevented only by the speedy provision of assistance in the event o£ an export short.fall. 

SF seeks to achieve this speed through policy understandings and continuous consultations 

between a member ~d the Agency, which avoid the need for time-consuming examinations, etc. 

5. Paragraph 6 (c) : Here the German paper argues that while the original UNCTAD 

recommendation speaks of the compensation of a 11substantial portion" of any shortfall, 

SF envisages complete or nearly complete compensation. \fuat was meant by a "st,hstantial 

portion11 here is very nucha matter of interpretation . SF , in fact expects prior use of 

(a) reserves, (b) IMFfs Compensatory Financing Facility, (c) other sources o.f short-term 

finance, (d) adjustment measures and (e) the exclusion of that part of a ~hortfall in 

exports ~hich ~auld not cause disruption of a development plan . Thus , SF can scarcely 

be said to contemplate complete or ned.rly complete compensation of d. given export shortfa]_l_, 
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6. Paragraph 6~d): Here i t is suggested in the German paper that SF would provide for 

an open- ended financial commitment f or the donor countries . We do not share this view . 

And, in any event, we think that it would be quite r easonable to start with an initial 

fund of $300- 400 million f or SF. 

7. Paragr aph 8 (a): I t is suggested here that if export projections in the case of a 

given country are too optimistic and those for another are accurate, the former can 

get assistance from SF without any real adverse movenent in its export earnings, while 

the l atter will get nothing oven if there is a dramatic fall in its exports . 

8 . We feel that, $ince the same methodol ogy of export projections would presumably be 

empl oyed by the Agency objectively for all countries, there is no reason prima facie 

vrhy the proj ect.io.ns. shoul d be too optimistic or pessimistic in one cas than in anot her . 

So far as accur ate forecasts ~re concerned, i t is certainly not strange that the country 

whose exports fall as predicted does not get anything from SF . For, it would then hav 

either taken account of the projected shortfall in det ermining t he scale of i ts development 

plan or in the organization of its basic development finance, or perhaps, both . 

9. The essential idea of r ecommendation A. IV . l8 is to prevent the disruption of a 

development prograffi@e because of expor t shortfalls . For measuring any shortfall 

whatsoever the setting up of a "norm" is a l ogic 1 necessity . The elimination of the 

concept of a norm ~mplied in the German proposal makes the measurement of a shortfall 

l ogically impossible . 

10. Paragraph 8 (b): Her e misgivings ar e expr essed, in the first pl ace , about the 

feasibility of a comprehensive policy package and, in the second place, that even when SF 

i s f or thcoming in an adequate measur e, nc guaranteee could be given about basic development 

finance . We do share the misgivings of the German deleg tion to some extent alt hough we 

hope that some way could be found out . A comprehensive policy package might cover basic 

development finance, whil e a somewhat mor e detail ed policy framework f or exports could 

cover supplementary f inance . HO\·lever, we do agr ee \.J'i th the German paper that the mere 

provision of SF is not enough if no guaranteee of basic devel opment fincnc e can be given . 

ll . Paragraph 8 (c): The German paper criticizes here the degree of automaticity implied 

in SF . · We do not agree firstly that the Scheme is fully automa~ic . Secondly, to criticize 

the quasi- automaticity of the Scheme as l ikely to l ead to a weakening of the will of the 

beneficiary country to adjust, appears to us to be like arguing that the availability of 

unemployment dol es may weaken a manls interest in obtaining a good job or the availability 
, 

of national health facilities ms.y weaken a man 1 s will t '-' get well . In any event , the 

crutches of SF can c rry a country forward only during a pl an period and if it has not taken 

steps meam-1hile to r eorganize its pr oduction in the light of any structural changes that 

may have occurDed in demand or supply , in the next plan its developmental process could 

breQk down completely. 
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12. Paragraph 8 (4): We generally agree with the substa1.1ce of the thoughts expressed i n 

tr.:.is part of the G.erman paper. 

13. Paragraph 8 (e): While the cost estimates presented by the Bank are still being 

considered by the Group, in our view the figure of $300- L.OO million which has been 

suggested as the initial requirement of the Scheme would appear to be adequate and may 

be a good sum to start the Scheme \.r.i.th. In the event of the resources falling short 

of the requirements, some method of rationing could be considered. 

14. Paragraph 10 (a) : It is suggested here that SF should supplement CF and. other 

sources of short-term finance. The idea of SF, as i!e understand it, is that it should 

suppl~ment not so much other sources of short- term finance in compensating an export 

shortfall as long- term, basic development fiDance. On~v then would it prevent the 

disruption of a developoent programme. We also differ i'2 this inte:r·pretation f r om our 

distinguished colleagues from the United Kingdom and we think that a statenent on page 55 

of the Bank stud,v bears us out. vJhile we fully subscribe to the idea of ensuring 

co·-ornination between the IMF and the Agency, we are not sure that at this stage it 

·.vould be wise -~o formalize and institutionalize such co-ordination . 

15 " .Paragraph 10 (b) : In this part it is suggested that there should be a careful 

~xam_Ln~tion of all economic circumstances surrounding an export stortfall when one 

occurs. It is not clear to us what criteria wouJ.d be aclopted in such an exa.mination. 

Nor is it clear as to what performance of the country would be judged by the Agency . 

Would it be e:'::port performance or performance in othe.' sectors of the economy too? Th'3 

deter~ination of the amount of assist~~ce according to merit could also incl ude the 

posGibility of the assistance judg~1 as necessary e~xc~ding a shortfall . The substitution 

of merit for a measured shortfall as the determinent of the quantum of assistance could, 

in theory, make the system an even more open- ended. co.lllr'J.+.ment than the SF Scheme . 

16. f!a..ra.grapu_Q_j_g_) ~ The suggestion that the scheme could be started with a limited 

fund is wholly acceptable to us and to begin it with $300-400 mi:'~ion appears to us to 

be a good i.rorkable proposition. 

17. Paragraoh 11 (g): We agree. 

18. Paragraph ll (b): Barring the proposal of the establishment of a Joint Committee, 

t ;1e S~ Scheme makes substantially similar proposals , except that it does not see the 

need for the case to be argued out in vi eVJ of the procedure proposed of :~;egular 

consultations on economic policy between a member and the Agency. 
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19. Paragraph 11 (c) : The ex post projections as proposed her e could concei vabl y be 

simpler than ex ante ones but will certainly take l onger to make than those which already 

pre- exist and will eliminate the element of cer t ainty from the Scheme . 

20 . Paragraph ll (d): It is proposed here that the institution from which assistance 

should be sought would be determined by the J oint Committee after determination as to 

whether the shortfall is of a short- term or a l ong- term character . We think that it 

would be extremel y difficult prima fac i e to judge a given shor tfall as either short- term 

or l ong- term . For example, if a shortfall occurs because of a recessionary f all in 

foreign demand, how could it be determined as short- term or per sistent? 

21 . Paragraph 11 (e) : The question is raised here as to what would happen if a country 

has still not recovered from an export shortfall when the repayment to the Agency falls 

due . In fact, it seems t o us , t hat SF solves this probl em adequate~ by extendi ng 

l ong- term assistance for financing a net shortfall . If even by the time of the repayment , 

which would then be after a l ong time, tho country has not recovered, more ser ious 

solutions wil l have to be devised . 

22 . Paragraph 11 (f) : It is suggested here that t he terms of SF should be f l exibl e and 

should correspond to the stage of devel opment of the country concerned . While we fully 

subscribe to the need f or flexibil ity, it is not quite clear to us why the terms should 

oorrespond to the stage of development . Both I BRD and IDA have developed the criterion 

of debt servicing liability as a propor t i on of export earnings which seems to us t o be 

more r el evant as a determinant of the terms of assistanc e . 
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General commei±_ts by Mr. s. Allain (delegation of FranceU._.Q.n th~ 
Scheme proposed by the International Bank (15 Feb~-~~Jl 

1. Since you have invited us to do so , Mr. Chairman, I should like to sum up the 

questions I have asked and the critical observations I have made in the course of our 

discussions on the supplementary financing scheme before us , in order to make quite 

clear the position my delegation takes on the entire system proposed by the World Bank. 

2. I do not wish to give the impression of being persistently critical of the Bank; 

I am bound to say that its staff have done a remarkable and very detailed piece of work. 

It is, I am sure, through no fault of theirs that they have given birth to a kind of 

monster whose expectation .of life, in its present condition, seems to me slight. 

3. As we know , the developing countries consider that one of the main obstacles to 

their development is the deterioration in the terms of trade. It was our understanding 

that suppl ementary financing had been advanced as at any rate a partial solution to 

this problem. It is now clear to us that supplementary financing is a false remedy; 

that at the same time it will impose very heavy obligations and burdens on all the 

parties concerned; and that , in the l ast analysis , it is based on dubious premises or 

faulty reasoning. 

I . Supplementary financing - a fa1se r~medy 

4. Supplementary financing cannot safeguard the execution of development plans against 

deterioration in the terms of trade. 

5. It cannot afford any real guarantee for the developing countries 1 export earnings 

against a deterioration in the terms of trade, either c:hu::d.ng a given planning period or, 

a fortiori, from one planning period to the next . 

6. Within a planning period it is based on "reasonable expectations 11 and not on the 

levels previously attained . 

7 . The Agency 1 s experts ·vrill have to f ollovr the trend of the market and hence , in 

unfavourable market conditions, they cannot do other than allow for a decline . 

8 . The Scheme will, it is true, neutralize the effect of any unforeseen decline 

occurring during a particular period, but it can do nothing to redress a decline which 

could be forecast from the start . 

9. This is likely to result in a highly inequitable and ineffectual distributidn of 

international aid . Here I endorse the criticism expressed by the delegation of the 

Federal Republic of Germany, to the effect that a country suffering from a serious, but 

foreseen , fall in its exports would not be entitled to any aid, whereas ' a country for 

which optimistic forecasts had been made but which could not live up to them would be 

entitled to generous assistance from the Agency even though its exports had yielded 
relatively satisfactory results. 
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l~ag1h~ s~e applies, of course , to all extensio~s pf the _Scheme envi saged such as 

including invisible ee.rnirigs or a.llow:i,.ng for the l eve·l of impor t prices . As Mr . Gassen , 

our Un1ted Kingdom col league, has so rightl y said , this again would be mer el y a matt er 

of correcting any discrepancies that might arise in rel ation to the forecast , which 

again might have been for a decline . 

11. I would coLTinent in passing, therefore, that all such extensions to the Scheme could 

only make it more complicated and unwiel dy without, in all l ikelihood, yielding any 

real advantage to the developing countries, while , as I have pointed out duri ng our 

recent dis~ussions, imposing addi tional restricti ons on these countries , if only by 

subjecting their exchange- rate and exchange- control pol icies to the Agency's supervisi on . 

12. In other words, the assistance rendered by supplementary financing would not be 

proportional to requirements - that is to counter the deterior ation in the terms of 

trade - but would merely be inversely proportional to t he' quality of the projections 

made by the Agency staff . 

13. Even if it could be agreed that , within the limits i ndicated above, the Scheme 

might be successful in curbing the effect of unforeseen decl ines in exports within 

a particular planning period, this would not hold good as between one period and 

another . Thus, if events were to turn out badl y - and her e I am forced to take the 

pessimistic view because, if the opposite were the case , the Scheme would have no 

fUnction to perform - it would be necessary drastically to reduce the export forecasts . 

14. Y~y such revision could be made only under the constraint of the prevailing mar ket 

conditions >rhich, if no other measures had been adopted in the meantime , would not be 

subject to any element of stabilization or organization, and hence could provide no 

shock-absorbing or 11parachute 11 effect to the advantage of the devel opi ng countr ies . 

15. The greater the rigidity imposed by the Scheme on a country ' s economy, the ruder 

will be the awakening . The fact is that the countries affected will tend gener ally to 

implement their plans without paying particular attention to international economic 

developments, and will thus be the less prepared to make the needed adjustment . 

Moreover, the Scheme night well itself exert a depressive effect on the internati onal 

market in a given commodity, inasmuch as by encouraging increases in production beyond 

the level of international demand it would , in a deteriorating situation, have the effect 

of weakening the world commodity markets still further . 

16 . Equally, however, the Scheme would , in our opinion, be unable t o ensure the 

proper execution of development plans, first because they rely only in par~ on the 

amount of export earnings and secondly because, as our discussions have shown, when 

there is a wide discrepancy between projection and achievement, no one is willing to 

continue implementing such plans . 
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17 , Execution of the plans is based on the use of a fund of resources which includes , 

in addition to export . ea~nings~ basic international financing and domestic savings, 

both pubJ_-i_c a.r::i pri ·,rate. 

18. It follows tl:1at supplementary financing B'J.st be adjusted to the exact aLJ.ount of 

the decline in export earnings, whereas other possible sources of disruption, whether 

of polit:i.cal , .:1ai.Jural Ol' financial origin, LlUSt be left out of account in fixing the 

level vf aid . 

19. lnC::.ecd , I wonder '..rhether SU,Pplementary financing should be ~lade available . at all if, 

at the tiQe of an unforeseen decline in earnings, ether causes of disorganization also 

come into play: for iDstance, if basic financing falls short of requir.ements, if crops 

are damaged by bad v;eather, if the country is beset by politic~ disturbances, if its 

domestic savings fall below the planned level or if its capacity to absorb capital fails .. 

to meet the requirements of the plan • . 

20. It is not cle~ to me how, in such contingencies, . supplementary financing should 

be applied, or even that it shonld be applied at all . 

21. Apart, however, from these technical difficulties, I believe there is ·a serious 

misunderstanding in the Group: there seems to be no agreement about how development 

plans should be execu·i.Jed in the event of a substantial-discrepancy between projected and 

actuul exports. 

22~ . Thus, the developing co~~tries represented in this Gr oup have already told us that, 

shcnld their e:x.--ports fall short of the projected l evel, they intend with the aid of 

supplementB.r"'J finan~.ing tq continue executing , their plans at whatever cost. I am 

bo1l!ld to s~ that their. interpretation seems to ne in accor dance with the very principl e 

of the &heme, ru..d I cnr..not but e.gree with it. 

2;. ·Tho oe.velopod c:quntries, for their part; have told us that in such an event some 

revision would be necessary in order to cease financing investment in activities 

rendered unproductive by econc~c developnent so as to avoid the need for an unduly 

drastic revision of the country 1 s economic po::)..icy later on, when tho next plan came up 

for consideration. 

24. This is a perfectly tenable attitude and onc.e again I clearly cannot dis'sent . 

25. All of the foregoing points seem to demonstrate the unreality of a system which 

introduces an el ement of rigidity into the eyer-changing conditions of economic life. 

26. On the other hand, the de~eloping countries have already told us that, should 

their achievements exceed the projected level, they might see fit to•speed up the 

execution or increase the size of their plans, wher~as the developed countries would 
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wish, in these circumstances, to see surpluses built up and reserves of foreign exchange 

increased in order t o reduce the risk that the Scheme night have to be introduced in 

ensuing years . 

27 . All this seems tone somewhat characteristic of a system which purports to be a 

form of insurance but which involves neither the paynent of premiums by the insured 

parties nor any formal commitQent by the underwriters . All in all, the Schene is 

inadequate both in its principle, for it sets out to ensure developnent on the basis 

of a single variable, and in its practice, for it can never truly guarantee the 

execution of development plans . 

28. In addition to these shortcomings,it nust not be forgotten that the Scheme will 

impose on the various interested parties obligations and burdens which they will find 

hard to bear . 

II. Supplementary financing will inpose obligations and burdens which the interested 
oarties will find hard to bear 

29. These obligati ons and burdens will bear no less heavily on the developing countries 

than on the developed c~untries and the international agencies responsible for 

administering the systen . As the representatives of several developing countries have 

repeatedly stated during the discussion, and more particularly this morning, devel oping 

countries will find it difficult to accept the controls that the AGency proposes t o 

exercise over their economic policy - a policy which, as a rule, is hard to separate 

from politics . 

30. I would point out that, in reality, these controls will be of two kinds: those 

that are expressly prescribed in the Bank ScheQe and those additional controls that are 

bound to be applied in practice . 

31 . The controls proposed by the Bank are, if I a~ not mista~en, of two categories : 

those which will be appli ed beforehand and those which will be exercised throughout 

the period of execution . The prelininary controls fcr.m what has been called the 

"policy package 11
: that is to say, the Agency will have to give its formal approval 

both to the countries' devel opment plans and to their export pr ojections . 

32 . It is also anticipated, however, that the Agency will need to hold periodic 

consultations with the countries concerned in order to keep abreast of the executi on 

of their economic policy and that it will have the right to recommend policy adjustments 

over a very wide range of activities , including savings, investment, monetary and 

fiscal policy, etc . 

33. But apart fron these officially sanctioned controls, I an personally convinced that 

the Agency will have to take its day-to-day control even further . In particular it 

will have to check on actual export perfornance, since some developing countries have 
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nu c; a·~:i,sfaci;.ory . statiistics and are liable _to show export patterns unrecorded in any . .. ··.~ -
stat.1stical terms. .. . 
34. Moreo"v~r, I have tried to expJ.ain, during our discussions on the deduction of 

' . . , 

ove~~ag~s, _that this exer(!ise will remain illusory unless the Agenc-y also supervises the 

inport po~~y of the country concerned, the :r.1anagement of its foreign exchange reserves 

and j ' ts exchange-rate policy • 
.... . , ' 

35 ... ~·I ·( 'is clear that, however exorbitant and intolerable these requirel!lents may appear_, 

t huy are a. necessary 
:'.·. I ·t._t .... 

to establ:ish beb.veen 

conse~~ence _ of the conn~xion which supplementary financ_in,~ ,seeks 

export performance and develop~ent plans, an~ ~h~ theoret~cail? 
\.rhi.ch it pur·ports to provide for the execution .of such pla,_;J.s • 

.36 . HOi-Tever, it is to be feared that in addition the system will inyolve · the developed 

co~~ti~ie s ·in· ~blig~tions which they will_ find , difficu;l t to accept.. . In this connexion · 
:.. I • I I ·~ 

I must · di~tingui sh · be-tween the o bligat:l.ons inherent in the systei!l itself and those 
~l. .t • • ; •• ·:. ' ' • • -

which , 1-!hile deriving directly from it, _ r~mai1:1- out~ide _ ~t.. T).'J.e innE?r l9gic .of ._~h.e 

system re'quh~es that the developed countries sho lld _sign what amounts to a blank .. 
• ':11 • . : 

chec.ti..le i n favour of supple::r.1entary financing . I do not, of cm.u~se, wish to . belittle 

t~~~;~ii~k 1's efforts t o estin ate the probable cost of, ~hE? system, but neither do I forget 

th_:·~ . an our discussions l:.ave shown, there would inevitably be a wide margin of 
... ~ ,., "" 1 ~'(' - s . ~ .... . . . 

tu:ce-::t'Bi.nty on ·the subject a:1d that fur.'therm.ore, as the Ba,nk staff themselves 

ac}--.o .. il ed ge, the successive· entry of new 'countri~s into the sy~tem might add considerably 
. - i· ... ~ .. ~ ·.. ~ ,. . ' : . ' 

to ' "C:"\0 cost as estimated :for the~ period , 
,. • ' 1.' ~ · I • • I ' '. ' 

< ~7 --~ / s.:.·'ibe the. donor countr':i_e 3 1.-:~cld be '.li;~bl.e . to ~ccept so ind~fini te an undertaking, 

"{,b.o -'~= n:t= · itself has been cor:1pelled to seek ways and means of setting lini ts to the 

-:p.:: .~:t;j:on o.f ·the systen . 
... . " . ,., ... : i .. 

3e, ·· Cm: this ' point; ' there seem to be two hypotheses: firstly, that put forw~d . by the 

Bank, ·accb~in&;- ·-to '-Qhici{ there would in theory oe no limit to .the scope of supplementary 

fiL~l~ilcg , though this would be accomp~ed by the very detailed and severe controls I 

1137~ been describing, so as to prevent the burden from becoming _too . ~reat; . and 

sec,.mc:ily·''the hypothesis put forward by the delegation of the Federal Republic of "Germany, 

which envisages lighter controls but assunes that the funds available to the 'Agency 
. . ' ... 

woul.115e lini.:tted · from the start. This inplies, I take it, _ that some form of 

:.~ationing \•iOttld '"-be" applied if the. needs proved to be grec;l.ter than the resources 

av-ailab1 e -; W.na-t strikes us as even more serious than the cost of the Scheme itself 

is ·the' .;e':rl~nt :b f ·the additional commit ments which member States ~e asked to make or at 

l east t o anticipate with r egard t o the basic financing of the recipient countriesr 

devel opment plans. 
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39. The requests that will inevitably be addressed to the donor countries in this 

connexion are already a source of concern to several delegations in this Group and, I 

think, rightly so . I am aware that the Bank representatives have told us that no 

formal legal undertaking would be requested of the donor countries on this point, but 

it is nevertheless a logical consequence of the ~stem that , as a general practice, 

consortia, or at any rate consultative groups, would be set up to arrive at assumptions 

~lth regard to financing for periods of about five years . 

40. Ho\-rever, as I have al.ready said, however much goodwill -bhe donor countries may 

show, it is impossible, both for political and budgetary reasons and for purely te6hnical 

reasons; to make such assumptions . 

41. The trouble is, as I said before,that the Scheme proposed to us is vitiated right 

from the start by the lack of any reasonabl e assurance concer ning basi c financing . 

42. Lastly, it should not be forgotten that the responsibi lities and burdens incumbent 

on the international agencies called upon to oper ate the system of suppl ementary 

financing will be no less heavy than those l aid on the two categories of parti~ipating 

countries} and itis open to question whether these agencies can even find the resources 

needed to operate the system effectively . 

43. The responsibility of these agencies - that is to s~, of the admini stering Agency 

relates both to export forec asting and to the policy package . 

44~ As I have already said 7 the task of formulating, for a large number of countries, 

export projections on the basis of which the Agency will assume financial responsibilities 

naturally requires that these projections should be mutually compatible - i n other wor ds , 

the Agency nust allocate between the various expor ting countries the probable capacity 

of the world market to absorb a given product . This ~nounts to organization of markets 

OJ a world-wide scale, but without any discipline in sales or marketing and without any 

penalties for count~ies which exceed their projections . 

45. I am personally in some doubt that the Agency Wlll be equipped to conduct the 

extr e8ely delicate arbitration between developing countries that such an ~rganization 

of r.1arkets would involve . 

46. I shall do no Inore than mention for the record the difficulties that will beset the 

Agency in making projections concerning secondary products for which~here is no 

international narket but which will have t o be taken into account because the system 

r equir e s projections for all exports , not merely for those of a few basic commodities . 
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developments in fields in 

48. A task far more difficult than formulating export projections, however, will be that 

of working out the policy package on which agreement must 'be r eached with every country 

individually. 

49 . It would seem logical that the Agency, in accepting on behalf of the international 

conm.uni ty financial responsibility f or the execution of the plans of a great many . 

developing. countries, should satisfy itself that those plans are mutually compatible. 

50. SuQh regional co-ordination of develop~ent plans is, indeed, wholly desirable, and 

I am aware that several international or ganizations have already taken the matter up . 

In the present case, I think that it is mor eover an essential require~ent for the 

working of the system. 

51. I :o.erely doubt whether the Agency Hill have the r1eans or authority to gain 

acceptance fro~ its associates of the necessary arbitration concerning the most r ational 

course f or their development, as judged from a multi-national standpoint . 

52. In the last analysis it seems quite clear t o ~e that the Scheme .as propaeed t o us 

will not really work, and that one or other of the parties concerned must sooner or later 

compromise on the principles it contains . This is what prompted me to s~, a little 

while ago , that the Scheme before us seemed t o me something of a monster and, all things 

considered, not very viable in its present f orm. 

53. Before concluding I should like t o explain what seems t o me t o be the root cause 

of our present difficulties . 

III. The cause of the difficulties 

54. Their cause appears t o be the introduction of the variabl e f actor "development" into 

a scheme for compensating export earnings . 

55. The best way t o explain t he difficulties is, I believe , t o dr aw a comparison 
\ 

between the IMF system and that now pr oposed by t he Bank. 

56 . The . compensatory financing pr ovided by the International Monetary Fund is, in my 

vie1.-r, l ogical because it is suited t o its purposes . All it involves is automatic 

compensation f or annual fluctuations in export earnings above or bel ow a line which is 

continuous~ adjusted t o actual perfor mance . 

57. It takes the f orm of balance- o.f-peyments or liquidity assistance which is pr ovicled 

without any special allocation -of funds. 

58 . Last~, it entails short-term rep~ent, as a priority charge on any export 

over ages that may occur. 
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59 . The supplementary financing system, on the other hand, seer1s to me too ambitious 

to qe feasibl e . It compensates f or only one of the elements that n~y be lacking in 

the development process and, designed as a form of assistance t o development on highly 

liberal terms, it must be of a residual nature which can only limit its effectiveness . 

60 . The fact that it is designed to supplement only one of the basic elements of 

development has had the i:omediat e effect - as I have already pointed out - of f orcing 

the Bank, from the very outset, to br eak out of this unduly narrow framewor k and seek 

t o obtain, if not pledges, at l east r easonable assurances with r egard to basic financing. 

That is certainly a l ogical development of the system; but it would be no less logical 

- and I s~ this without irony - for the Agency also to seek guarantees against drought 

and r evolutions . 

61 . Another consequenc e of the pieceneal natureof supplementary financing is that it 

cannot be applied aut onatically; t he r epr esentatives of the Bank have explained this 

to us, and I ar1 very grateful to them for doing so . They have also tol d us repeatedly 

that there is no question of over-financing: in other words , of grant ing assistance in 

excess of requirements . 

62 . However, I note that the Bank still has not given us a line of reasoning or described 

a method of calculation that the Agency ni ght use in fixing the ru~ount of such 

supplementary financing, which i s to f orm a sort of bridge bet\-rcen an objective quantity 

such as an observed shortfall in exports and a much more subjective ~~d imprecise 

quantity such as the disorganization of a devel opment pl an . 

63 . I should like t o believe that the Agency 1 s staff will be abl e t o resolve these 

difficulties, but fort-he moment I cannot hel p thinking that this calculation is like 

trying t o wor k out the captain's age from the hei ght of the mainn1ast . 

64. Moreover, i f we assume that this calculation is feasible , I wonder how it would be 

appli ed in the years following a first oper ati on of supplementary financing which 

failed t o give the devel opment pl an a f r esh start . 

65 . The method of calculation, however, is not the only question of applicati on raised 

by the hybrid natur e of supplementary financing. We have been told that this 

financing as a f orm of assi stance to devel opment , must be gr anted on ver-J liberal terms 

as regards repayment ru1d rates of interest . Because it is not, in princi pl e , tied t o 

ru1y specific project and therefore also constitutes a form of balance- of-payments 

nssist&!ce , it will be especially sought after by the devel o?i ng countries; this 

explains why, in the Bank Scheme, i t is hedged about by so many precauti ons and safe

guards, and why, i n particular, it must be r esi dual in character and be br ought into 

operation only after all other possi bl e sources of financing have been exhaus ted . 
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66 . Yet we have also been told that, since its purpose is t o compensate for a lack of 

earni~gs, it must be granted quickly enough to prevent the disorganization of develop

ment plans . 

67. Personally I fear that there is a serious contradiction between the speed of 

operation considered desirable and the residual nature which the very principles of the 

Scheme require it to possess . 

68. I do not wish to take up my colleagues 1 tiQe by dwelling on the many technical 

difficulties already indicated by various delegations, but I run convinced that further 

study would :make it clear beyond any doubt the.t many of these difficulties stem precisely 

from the ambiguous nature of the system; and the severest criticism we can level at 

this plan is that it rests on a fundamental misconception . We fear that in practice 

it will result in an arbitrary distribution of international aid and that it will 

ine\Qtably reduce, as the observer from Nigeria rightly warned, the anount of assistance 

provided through traditional channels because, after all, the contributing capacity of 

the donors is limited in any case . 

69 . For all these reasons , ive wonder whether UNCTAD is not off course in seeking to 

institute a scheme which is so cum.bersome and so inadequate for its purposes . 

70 . We for 0ur part would prefer a greater effort on behalf of the developing count~ies 

to be made in two other directions . 

71. The first direction, as we see it, should be that of an increase in basic 

assistance, which could easily be obtained if donor countries abided by the rule l~.cl 

down at the first UNCTAD session that a ninimum of 1 per cent of their national income 

should be set aside f or international aid . 

72. The second direction in which we ought to exert ourselves is, in our own vievi, 

towards or ganization of the markets for the principal conmodities, for the purpose of 

long- term stabilization of the prices of those commodities on the international markets . 

73. For the developed countries, such an arrangement would have the merit of dividing 

tho burden of the necessary efforts among all consumers throughout the world, instead 

of placing it all on the budgets of a few countries . It woulu he>.ve the furtle r merit 

of obliging the developin~ countries to accept a certain discipline in marketing and 

production and thus to begin the diversification of activities - the only worthwhile 

way to set about solving the ppoblem of r aw material prices. 

74. For the developing countries, furthermore, the stabilization of raw material prices 

would have the advantage of halting the deterior ati on in the tern1s of ttade, while 

l eaving them the masters of their foreign exchange resources and economic policy. 

Again, it would provide them Hith a genuine remedy, whereas supplementary financing can 

hardly claim to be more than an anaesthetic. 
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75. What we are afraid of is that, if countries whose economy suffers from a decline 

in export earnings become addicted t~ the morphine of supplementary financing; it will 

grow more and more difficult t o apply the true remedies later on . There are ·several 

reasons for this . We think that, once the developed countrie s had agreed to bear the 

bur den of supplementary financing, they would be somewhat averse to making a second 

financial effort in order to stabilize the prices of raw materials . vie also fear that 

the developing countries, lulled by the false security of supplementary financing , 

would be loss inclined to accept the discipline of production and diversification which 

is essential . t o market or ganization. Lastly, as I suggested at the . beginning of my 

I 
statement, it is open t o question whether the elements of rigidity 'imparted to the' · 

economy by supplementary financing might not make bad conditions .on ' the inter~a:ional . 
markets even worse, in that the Scheme would not do enough t o discourage the expansion 

of lines of production ·already in surplus . 

76 . Priority should therefore be given to the stabilization of raw material prices and 

t o a general increase in basic aid . · 

77. If these aims were even partly· achieved, t he situation would be completely 

di:fferent and .we should doubtless be able to turn a more understanding eye , if the 

occasi on arose, upon the possibility of granting 1rrhatever compensation might prove 

necessary to such few countries as were unable , f or one r eason or another , t o derive 

sufficient benefit from the or ganizati on of markets . 

78 . But what appears to us to have been l acking so far is the political will t o 

embark on the course I have just outlined . 
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Comments by lr. James i.v. ark (delegation of the United Kingdom) 
on the tasks of the Group in relation to the Scheme proposed 

by the International Bank (16 February '1967) 

-

1. I have asked for the floor because my delegation has formed the view that the 

statement by the distinguished delegate of France yesterday afternoon raises some general 

issues relating to the work of this ·Group which we thilll{ need. to be clarified. 'We heard 

a full and formal statement from iour French colleague, · if I have understood him correctly, 

of at least the provisional views of his Government on the supplementary financial 

measures scheme. I do not wish to amend the comments which I made yesterday about the 

substance of that statement. 

of a statement of this kind. 

My remarks are addressed to the implications for our work 

2. We should perhaps remind ourselves that · we are asked in our terms of reference to 

examine the Bank's scheme and report 1on it as a means of achieving the objectives of 

Part A of recommendation A.IV.l8. It is clear that . the examination of the Bank's scheme 

and its suitability as a means of implementing the recoo:lrriendation must involve us in a 

number of judgements about what is and what is not acceptable to governments. 

3. We are not a group of experts in the usuai sense. ~e are officials of governments 

with some knowledge of what is likely to be acceptable .to governments generally, including 

our ovrn. A famous British politic ian ·said that :Ministers exist to tell civil servants 

'mat the public won 1 t stand for . One could put this round the other way, and say that 

groups such as ours exist to guide governments on what the practical difficulties are in 

schemes such as that which we · are studying, and what ' the points of decision will be which 

fac e · them. We do not · ignore the political decisions which are involved in such a scheme. 

But there . is no need for .members of the Group to express the views of their governments 

at this stage. Of course, they have every right to do so, although one would hope that 

in doing so they would not pre-judge the outcome of our wor k. 

4 . Let me make the point clearer by suggesting that there are three kinds of comment 

which governments themselves might wish to express on the Scheme . 

(a) The first is on its political and administrative feasibility. 

scheme of this kind be operated, or does it need modification? 

Can a 

This 

kind of comment includes its relationship to existing aid programmes and , 
international financial arrangements. 
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(b) The second is its compatibility with other policies which governments 

may wish t .o pursue . in the fields with which .the scheme has ,to do. 

(c) The third · is their view or··' its priorfty ·as ~ a:·· claim . on the resources which 

they feel that they can make available for aid. 

5. The paper by the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany ·~as concern~d mainly 

with the first problem. The statement by the distinguished delegate of France covered 

all three of these types of comment. He is, of course, perfectly free to do. so, and it 

may well be helpf.ul to the Group to hear what individual delegates wish to say about the 

views of their governments on all these matters. But I submit that our Group is directly 

concerned only with comment of the first kind, though that certainly includes a great 

deal. We have to see whether we can put forward a scheme _whic~ we think will work, even 

if it contains many points on which we must indicate th~t further discussion and 

negotiation will be necessary. Our governments 'rill then, no doubt, form their views on 

all three of the matters I have mentioned. But there is no need for them tq , do so at 

this stage. Indeed many might prefer to await whatever report we produce before doing so. 

It is not my understanding that it is our duty as members of this Group to represent the 

views of our governments, nor that such views would be expressed in our report . 

6 .. I would hope that governments generally wi;n not form hasty views on a scheme which 

the group has not yet put forward. I think that we need to wait and see what the scheme 

is likely to look like before we form firm views on it. 

7. 11ay . ~ even suggest, finally; that this considey·ation should influence the nature and 

extent of discussion in the Committee on Invisibles and the Board? Countries not 

represented here will no doubt wish to express their views on . our reports, but my 

delegation hopes that the discussion will not go too far, it would be a pity if attitudes 

were to be taken up before the material is available on which judgements should be based . 
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FRANCE 

Representant: 

Conse;i.llers: 

GHANA 

Representative: 

INDE 

Representative: 

Alternate representative: 

JAPON 

Representative: 

Advisers: 

M. S. ALLAIN 
Administrateur civil au Ministare 
de 1 1Economie et des Finances 

M. J .X. CLEMENT 
Conseiller d 1 Ambassade 
Representant permanent adjoint,, Geneve 

•, 

M. C • BEb..DRAIN 
Administrateur civil au Ministere 
de 1 1Economie et des Finances 

Mr. J .A. KUNTOH 
First Secretary 
Permanent Mission, Genev~ 

Mr. K.G. VAIDYA 
Joint Director 
Ministry of Commerce 

Mr. V. C. SHAH 
Economic Adviser, 
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Mr. Sashichiro :MATSUI 
Minister 
United Nations Bureau 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Mr. Shozo KADOTA 
Secretary 
Economic Affairs Section 
United Nations Bureau 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Mr. Kinya KATSUKAWA 
Secretary 
Qv,e-rseas ::..Invesinnent Section 
Internat·iohal Finance Bureau 
Ministry of Finance 

Mr. Chusei YkvUillA 
·First Secretary 
Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Mr. ~. asatoshi OHTA 
Second Secretary 
Permanent Mission, Geneva. 
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Representative: 
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Mr. Koichi KIMURA 
Secretary 
Economic Affairs Section 
United Nations Bureau 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Mr. Sosuke KAWAHARA 
Secretary 
Export Insurance Section 
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Ministry of International Trade and Industry 

Mr. W. PLAWECKI 
Deputy Director 
Ministry of Finance 

Mr. J •. BILINSKI 
Ministry of Foreign Trade 

Mr. Hussein Kamel BADR 
Deputy Director 
Department of Research 
Central Bank of Egypt 

Mr. Has san S. ABDEL-AAL 
First Secretary 
Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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Secretary 
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Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs 

.Mr. Hans SCHUSSLER 
Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs 
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Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation 
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Federal Ministry of Finance 
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ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE BRETAGNE ET D1 IRELANDE DU NORD 

Representative: 

Advisers: 

.. ' ~, ,• ) • .1 I ' 

SUEDE 

Representative: 

Advisers: 

YOUGOSLAVIE 

Representative; 

Advisers: 

.. ' ·' ... 

.AFRIQUE DU SUD 

Observers: 

Mr. James MARK 
Un;d,er-Secretary of State 
1iinistry. qf· Overseas Development 

Mr. P • H. R. JfLARSHALL 
Counsellor 

. .Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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Economic Division 
~inistry of Overseas Development 
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Head of · Section 
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First Secretary of Embassy 
Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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.Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
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National Bank of Yugoslavia 
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Counsellor 
.Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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Head of Section 
National Bank of Yugoslavia 
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Mr. G.C. VAN WIJK 
Embassy, Berne 

Mr. H. HEESE 
Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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AUSTRALIE 

Observers: 
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CANADA 

Observer: 

CHILI 

Obs ervador: 

CHINE 

Observer: 

M. Mohammed Lamine ALLOUANE 
Charge d'affaires a.i. 
Mission permanente, Geneve 

M. Rachid HANNOUZ 
Attache 
Mission permanente, Geneve 

Mr. J.C.G. LLOYD 
Financial Counsellor 
High Commission, hondon 

:r;;r. P .J. FLOOD 
First Secretary 
Embassy, Paris 

Mr. Johannes POTOCNIK 
Secretary 
Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Mr. D.S. McPHAIL 
Counsellor 
Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Sr . Carlos de COSTA-NORA 
Secretario 
Mision Permanente 1 Ginebra 

Mr. HUANG Yen-chao 
Third Secretary 
Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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CONGO (REPUBLIQUE DN\AOCRATIQUE DU) 

Observateur: 

COSTA RICA 

Observador: 

DANEMARK 

Observer : 

M. Gustave MULENDA 
Premier secretaire 
Mission permanente 1 Geneve 
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Embajador 
Mi sion Permanente, Ginebra 
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Secretary of Embassy 
Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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ESP!.GNE 

Observadores: 

FINLANDE 
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G~E 

Observateur: 

GU.kTEMA.LA 

Observador 

IRAK 

Observateur: 

IRAN 

Observateur: 

ISRAEL 

Observateurs: 

ITALIE 

Observateur: 

J.AMAI QUE 

Observer: 

Sr . Enrique MUNOZ-VARGAS 
Delegado Permanente Adjunto para los 
Asuntos del GATT, Asuntos Comerciales 
de la C~E y de la UNCTAD 

Sr. Juan MORO LOPEZ 
Ministerio de Hacienda 

Sr. Carlos FRANCO BOllES 
M~sion Permanente, Ginebra 

Mr. Esko LIPPONEN 
Secretary of Embassy 
Permanent ~ission, Geneva 

• Georges PAPOULIAS 
Delegue permanent adjoint, Geneve 

Sr. Eduardo PALOMO ESCOBAR 
Representate Permanente, Ginebra 

M. Tala l PACHACHI 
Troisieme s ecretaire 
Mission permanente, Geneve 

M. Ali- Asghar BAHRAMBEYGUI 
Troisieme secretaire 
Mission permanente, Geneve 

Mlle Hava HARELI 
Representant permanent ,adjoint, Gen~ve 

11; . Itzhak SHEFI 
Adjoint principal au Directeur de Departement 
Ministere des affaires etrangeres 

. M, Augu~to ZODDA 
Minist~re du .Tresor 

Mr. P • V. 1'.i.ARSH 
Counsellor 
Permanent Mission, Geneva 



NIGERIA 

Observers: 

NORVEGE 

Observer: 

NOUVELLR-7~LANnE 

Observer: 

P.AIITSTAN 

Observer: 

PAYS-BAS 

Observer: 

PEROU 

Observadores: 

PHILIPPINES 

Observer: 

REPUBL.IQUE DE COREE 

Observers: 

RE:!?UBLl QUE DU VIET-NAM 

Observateur: 

Mr, lVi . T. ADEB.ANJO 
Per manent Mission, Geneva 

Mr. E.G.O. BEECROFT 
Permanent Mission, Gene7a 

Mr. M. HELLE 
Counsellor 
Minis-try o£ Foreign Af'fairs 

Mr. ·N.H.S.. JUDD 
Second Secretary 
Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Illr. .Akhtar MMIMOOD 
First Secretary 
Perman~nt Mission, Geneve 
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Permanent Mission, Genev~. 
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MiD.ister · 
Permanent. Mission, Genev~ 

Mr. Dong Ik LEE 
Third Secretary 
.Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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Observateurs: 

SENEGhL 

Observateur: 

SUISSE 

Observateurs: 

TUNIS IE 

Observateur: 
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Observers: 

VENEZUELA 

Observador : 

ZliMBIE 

Observer: 

l\1 •• Ion PAR 
Deuxieme secretaire 
Mission permanente, Geneve 

M. Costel MITRAN 
DeuxieQe secretaire 
Mission permanente, Geneve 

Mr. Moustapha FALL 
Directeur adjoint du Commerce 
~inistere du Commerce 

.M . Hans BUHLER 
Vice-directeur de la Division du 
Commerce du Departement federal de 
l'economie publique 

lYi. Arthur DUNKEL 
Adjoint a la Division du commerce 
du Departement federal de lteconomie publique 

M. Taoufik LARGUI 
Secretaire d'Ambassade 
mission permanent, Geneve 

:w.r. Uner KIRD.i.R 
First Secretary 
P-ermanent Mission, Geneva 

Mr. Oktay AKSOY 
First Secretary 
Permanent fui ssion, Geneva 

Sr. Adolfo Raul TAYLHaRD T 
Ministro-Consejero 
Mision PerQanente, Ginebra 

l/ir. W.K. SIKALUMBI 
Trade Commissioner (Western Europe) 
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SPECIALIZED AGENCIES 

B.ANQUE INTERNATIONAL .POUR LA 
RECONSTRUCTION ET LE DEVELOPPRIIENT 

"FONDS 1\0NETAIRE INTERNATIONAL 

Mr. Irving S. FFJ.EDM.AN 
The Economic Adviser to the President. 

Mr. Nori Slu.~.A 
Economist 
Office of the n~~ sident 

Mr. Roger AD~ 
Economist 
Economics Department 

Mr . Heinrich J. ZIEGLER 
European Office 

Mr . John Marcus FLEMING 
Deputy Director 
Reaearch and St~tistics Department 

Mr. Edgar JONES 
Representative, Geneva Office 

Mr . Asahiko ISOBE 
Geneva Office 

INTERGO\-""'ERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION 

ORG.ANIS.t-..TION DE COOPERATION E'r 
DE )'E'VEWPPEMENT ECO}!OWJQUES 

Mr. Francis BLACi:C 
Counsellor for Special Studies 
Secretary- General's Private Office 

Mr. D. BEIER 
Administrator 
Development Department 

IWN-GOVERNMENTAL ORG.ANI ZATIC~q 

CHAMBRE DE COMMERCE INTERNATI ONALE N. J ean ROY:B;R 
Conse1ller en politique commerciale 
internationale pres la CCI 

M. Jacques LtBUILLIER 
Representant permanent de la. CCI aupres 
de 1 1 0ffice European des Nations Unies 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNAT IONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNAT IONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOC IATION RECONSTRUC TION AND DEVE LOPMENT 

INTE RNATION AL F INANCE 
CO RP ORATI ON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Irving S. Friedman DATE: April 20, 196 7 

N. A. Sarma ~. A . ~ ..,. , 
UNCTAD Committee on Invisibles and Financing related to Trade: 
AEril 1967: New York. 

I attended the meetings for a few days, when Supplementary 
Financing came up for discussion. Attached hereto is a brief report. 

cc: Messrs. Kamarck 
Mac one 
Sun drum 
Jalan 
Adams 

Prof. Isaiah Frank 



1. Supplementary Financial Measures and the Horowitz Proposal were 

discussed in a sessional committee, with Mr. Jo Saxe of the U.s. delegation 

as Chairman. It was decided to convene the next (third) session of the 

Intergovernmental Group on Supplementary Financing in Geneva in October, 

for over two weeks, commencing about the middle of the month. There is also 

a possibility of a short fourth session of the Group being held early in 

December 1967 for adopting its report. 

2. There was no substantive discussion of supplementary financing 

at these meetings; no specific questions were raised, as it was suggested 

by the Chairman that such questions could be forwarded to the Expert Group 

for consideration at their next meeting. General statements were made, 

especially by those who are not members of the expert group. 

). The German representative reiterated that the Bank staff proposals 

were too ambitious and too complicated. Australia was quite skeptical of 

the idea itself. Switzerland referred to questions of coordination between 

supplementary finance and compensatory finance, and the need for parallel 

efforts for commodity agreements. Canada raised a question whether supple

mentary financial assistance was a better form than more general development 

aid in considering increments to total aid; the Indian representative stressed 

that the question had not so far been raised, and need not be raised, as to 

whether supplementary financial assistance was better, but it should be clear 

that this assistance was in fact supplementary to basic development finance. 

Italy thought that the amounts involved and the means of securing this finance 

were important, and the Elcpert Group should also consider which countries 

were likely to receive supplementary financing. Argentina categorically 

stated that it was very much in favor of the Bank staff proposals. Spain 
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was of the view that supplementary finance should correspond to intermediate 

or medium-term financing, rather than long-term basic develoiXOent finance. 

Israel referred to the complex nature of the scheme proposed by the Bank 

staff, but the usefulness of the scheme was not in doubt. The U. K. repre

sentative was of the view that the case for the scheme still held good; 

further infonnation on cost estimates was, however, called for. He also 

referred to the need for a careful assessment of the timing of the scheme, 

in view of the discussions now under way for IDA replenishment. It was, 

again, precisely on this reasoning that the U. S. representative suggested 

that the expert group should not meet before October. Many other countries 

also favored an October meeting. Belgium stressed the central importance 

of distinguishing and delimiting the roles of supplementary finance and 

compensatory financing facility; monetary, exchange and trade relationships 

should remain entirely in the hands of the Fund; supplementary finance itself 

could be considered one of the ways of helping in the solution of commodity 

problems. The Belgian representative also expressed interest in the German 

proposals, which needed close attention. France reiterated its objections 

to the principle of the scheme, as well as a number of technical difficulties. 

Sweden saw no conflict between commodity arrangements and supplementary finance; 

while welcoming any modifications, without altering the basis of the scheme, 

the Swedish representative expressed the view that the Bank staff scheme was 

practicable. 

4. Discussions showed, on the whole, that the respective countries 

continued to take rather familiar positions. The developing countries, 

Sweden, U. K. and some other developed countries, continue to support the 
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main features of the Bank staff proposals; some of them would like further 

discussion of certain aspects, in particular cost estimates and policy 

package . The German proposals stand, as an alternative . France remains 

opposed to any such scheme . 

$. It would seem to be generally appreciated that this subject is 

likely to be before the next UNCTAD in February - March 1968 prominently, 

and that, if approved, any scheme is unlikely to be formulated before the 

end of 1969 . 
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He&dquarler., 

\."uhin~tton, D.C., U.S. A. 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECO~STRUCTION AND DEVELOPME T 
C.blo Addr .. , -!NTBAFRAD PARIS 

I NTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 
C.blo Addr., - INDEVAS PARIS 

EUROPEAN OFFICE : 
4, AVENUE o'JE:'-IA, PARIS 116" )- FRANCE 

Telephone- 553-2510 

Ha rch 17 , 1967 

Dea r Dick : 

The DAC meeting on Fin~~cial Aspects of Development Aid ( everts) 
i s s till going on . The detailed report will be sent to you next week . 

One point , on IDA replenishment, may be of special interest to 
Mr . Woods ~~d the President's Council . Yesterday afternoon, the 
Italian Delegate declared to the 1J1orking ?arty that the Italian 
Government wotLd prefer to channel all or most of its aid in an 
untied form, possibly through an international agency (IDA) i f 
other governments agreed to do the same . 

Enclosed please find Ziegler's memorandum on this subject . 

Encl. 

Mr . P.ichard H. Demuth, Director 
Develop~ent Services Department 
International 3&ik for 

Reconstru_tion and Development 
Washington , ~.c . 

. .. r-
~' 

Yours vert sincerely , 

Arthur Karasz 

. : j • ,. ! 
,. •. I • ( 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Nr. A. Karasz DATE: 17th Harch 1967 

H.I. Ziegler 

Statement of the Itali~~ Delegation during the 15th session 
of the DAC Harking Party on Financial Aspects of Development 
Assistance. 

During the before mentioned meeting the Italian Delegation 
(~~~ Scaramella) mentioned that his Government would be 
prepared to grant aid to developing countries on liberal 
terms under the condition that the amounts transferred -vTill 
be untied as 1vell as channeled through international agencies 
and that other DAC members do the same. 

Mr. Scaramella pointed out that this idea would also, l-Tithin 
certain limits, apply to IDA replenishment. Furthermore the 
Italian Government would be prepared to give this liberal aid 
within the context of consortia and consultative groups on the 
same conditions . 
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To: Members of the Executive Board 

From: The Secretary 

Subject: UNCTAD Progress Report on Activity Relating to International. 
Monetary Reform 

Attached for the inforrnation of the Executive Directors is 
the preliminary draft of a report prepared by the Secretary!General 
of UNCTAD on the above subject. The document is to be issued in sub
stantially this form for the April meeting of the UNCTAD Committee on 
Invisibles and Financing Related to Trc.de. While some ed.i torial 
changes may be made in this text before it is officially released by 
UN, these changes are expected to be marginal. 

Att: (1) 

~:h~r Distribution: 
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PROOP..F...:3S P.E.PORT ON .\CTIVITY ru:;LN£WG 'fO 
INT:_:!Rl'l.\'l'ION.\L Hom:;-r,\ri'l RBFOI'1H 

Introduction --
lo The firet uni.tcd rlationG Confe.-e::lc~ or:. T1-ad~ ancl Dcve1op:-:z~T1.t recom-

mended that the Secr~tm.·y-Geperal. of the Co;::-.:ference 3hou1.d eo!!ve·r.e a gi."'Up 
xhJ 

of e:xperts "to con~ide.r/~.n.ternationcl t:onetar:r issues relatit~.e t o prob1.ems 

of t r ade and develop2e~t with s~cial reference to th~ objecti~es and de

cisions o f tlds Co~feren.ce 9 an.d devoting pari:it:"ular att2l\tion ~o the D.eeds 

of the devaloping co1.m.t!'ies in th~5.r trn.do •·:i th one anoth~r and the :;, eat of 

the worldo" !/ The Conference also re«;omme:o.ded i:ha:' th~ report of the O..;:uu.iJ 

shoul d be trans:n:i.ttod to ·i:h~ Trade and DeveJ.op:nent Board as well as the 

General Assembly of the Unitea Nations and to t~e international and regional 

mone tary organ~.z.n.tionso 

2o The Group of E:v:purts ffiet in New York f1·om 11 to 29 O-ctober 1965 ax:.d its 

findings are contained in its report entitled "Int~rnatio~al Honetar:r Issties 

a nd the Developing Countrieso rrY The SIJJ:llilary of main con'!lusio::;s of thi.s 

report is given bela._,: 

I 

(a) "'l''.aere is need for a reform of the interP..c.1.tional monetary s~tem 

that would nake it more reoponsive to the needs for c~ono:::1.i.~ growth 

of bo~h devoloped and devzlopinc ~ountries," 

(b) u·Th~ r<:.forw ~:hould go ha.'ld in 1:..a.r.d ~;i.th~ ar..d should facilitate 9 

tb.e adop·::ion of tx-ade artd aid poli.cias thn.t would contr.;.bute ·~o 

the solution of the problem of struct;,~ral cliF-eqt..:..i.l:l.br~.t;m of de

veloping C01..Ult::"ieso" 

{c) "'I.h~zoe appear~ to be a pri"!na f.::.;_~<:_ ca.so tt-..at th~ g~:neral le-:e!. o'f 

reser"Yes is inadequate~ or i!l ir.;nri.nent prosp~ct of be~o:!-l.r:g soo 11 

(a) '1The deveJ.opins cou.:J. tr-:l.e.s h3.•.re a legi ti~at$ and pressing need for 

addi tion3.l liqi.!i.di. tyo This s~culd be pro~-:i.ded. in par; t:Uo~.,gh 

the exp.--waion of reser'.7ea and in part by :i .ncreas~.ng the amo;_•n·t cr. 

crcdi t faciH t~. ea & ·;ailablc from the ~u..:!d and oth<:r £OUJ."Ceso" 

(e) 11It ~a both fe3.cdbJ.e and desirabJ.e to establish a link bctt~ae.n 

the ~rcacion of inter~tional liqu;dity and the p~ovisio~ of 

dev~lO}X.:!ent financa 9 without det:ri!:!':::Ut to ei th'lr p..-occss .. " 

.!/ Final Act of tha U::d. ted riati;:ms Confer·-:n:;c on Trn.de a.,>d D~v-~!.o_!X!eDt, 
An.nax A .. IV .19 & 

?/ TD/E/32.. united !"Zation.9 S.:Ues li:::. 66oii .. Do2o 
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(f) "The refom of the international monetary eyst<::.a should be truly 

internat-ionaL" 

(g) "Dsvelop1..ng cou.utrlca should be r~prc3ented in tho discussions 

leadine n:p to l'!lonetary reform, and in the- operation of the new 

arrangements, in accord with the de~e of thsir intcreots ana 
concern." 

3o Thl.e report \:.as considered by the Cori!mi. ttee on InviBiblcFJ and Fi.nancin,z 

related to Trade both at the first eaasion held in G~neva fTom 6 to 22 De

ce~bex- i965 Y as weil as at tho spE)cia! session hald in Ne'il York !rom v · 
. . '· . '6 2/ . Janual"y to "Y Febn.ta.i"Y l9o . o- During the special.. session the dev-eJ.oping 

countries9 at th3 co~c1usion of the discussion~ jointly presented a memoran

dum to the Co~ttee setting forth their position on international monetary 

i~eueso2/ The Co~tte~ while deciding to keep the item on the ageoda for . 

consideration "at such tirJe aa th~ Comnit~ee c<cis:i.<:i2re appropriate" re~oll

mended the Bo:3.rd to "transwit these . doc:uroents tosether with the documents 

_!=ln the subject' laid be:lore the Board regarding the first part of the firat 

regular sesc::d.on. to the intern.::~.tional monetary inst:i:tutiona for their due 

considerationo 1~ The Trade and Davelopment Board at its tbd_rd Eesoion ap

proved this reeommenda.tionoil 

4o At :its twenty- firot session the General Ass~a:1bly of the Un:f.ted Nations 

adopted a resolut ion on Int~r:':lational Monetary P...:!form ;:hi~h nn::one; other th.-!.n.gs 

requested "the Scerstary-Gcneral of the Unitsd liationa Con!er.a-7'c3 on T::ads 

and Dsvalopment to consult with the Hanagi.ng Dir~c~or of the International 

Monetary Fund on the progress or activity relatin~ ·to international monetary 

reform and to report to the Trade and Dew-eloprcent Board at its f5:tth session 
. ~I , 

through the Cormnitt"ee on Inrlsibles and Financing related to Tradeo '"-' The 

presant report has been prepared by the Se~etary-General of UNCTAD in ~

su.ance of this directi va and in the light of consultations m. th t..'te Han.aging 

ntreo~~t tho Int:n-n.ation.e.l !lloneta.ry_ Fu.!ldo In a :.~ ~:rd.u-::e lrl."'di -:..h~ 

!/ TD/B/42 (TD/B/C .. 3/l5) 

gj TD/B/57 (TD/B/Co3/l8) 

2/ TD/BjC.,3/l...28 and Corr.,l and Corr.,2 

!!/ TD/B/57 {TD/B/C.,3/18); po8 9 para.21 

2/ TD/B/66;, po21·1 para.,57 

§/ General Asse.cbly resoluti"n (International fu":etar:r Raform) 22C8 (XXI)o 
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reeoluUon of the G.~n.ora.ly Assembly, the Seol.~ata.r-y~General of UHGT.AD propoem·s 

to submit t.his rapo:at to tb.a TZ'ail9 e.nd D3V•JlopJr • .;mt Beard e. t ita iifth 

seaaionQ ta!dng into -ooco~t ;my further davaloprreuta that !!lay occ~. sub~ 

eeqv.ent to th3 second s2ssion of' the Commi ttea en Invie1blea and Fine.ncing 

Rale:tsd to Tracl~o 

5o Tso interTelatad aspecta of the problem of inte:;:'Zlatlcnal ~c!!~_ta.r"'J reform 

hava racieved great e.tts:ntlon in r>ccsnt yza:ca, n!"L!L.~l:r, tne nee~ for en 

i.Jnprovazcnt of the adjustoont proe3f.iS and thu problem of ta~ athquscy 

or international liquidityo 



- .3 -

6o. As regards th~ adjU3t~ent proc~s~, it i3 ge~erally ag?ced that ~lul~ 

nu4;t\lat.iona in the b:;.lancc of p-:J .. j'::!::!nts r:ay ba t~-"ln-~oid~ble, th!l ~rsistence 

of d.isequilihi'i~ could affect the Gctindr.esG of tho in'cc:mational monetary 

syst~mo "Insuffici(>.:lt c.djtts·~men·l; efforts by deficit countries r::-....9-y pat an 

untie.s:i ra~le· burden on the real resources an:l tuonetaxy stabD.i ty of other 

countries and tharGby contribute to inflationary te~de~~ies in the NOrldo 

on ths other hand.; the a'bs~:tce of approp.datc efforts by surplus . countries 

. towards reachi.ns eqt'..ilibrlum may result in a larz~-ccale accu.i:3ulat1cn of 

reacrvea by th~s3 cotmtrieo-; leading to cl~flation.:ll"y and restrictive in

ternation.al policies els~v1~wreo ,d./ 
?o The Intern!ltional Honeta.l"'y Fund MS a continuing inter~Jst in the eli-

mination of pa:t.•sist')nt :J.mbalances and to thut end it advises r:l~m1Jex· ccu..n-

t:d.e~ on t.b.q rldoption of appropriat3 adjust~nt polioi9ao 'l'ha OECO iG elzo :pr; 

CU!'ied with the i!:1pro-,;croent of "i;he o.djuG ·~mant ;p::-o,:e~a and i t.s i:cz-!dn$ Pco.!'ty 

3 has r.;cen"tly rapo:rtctl. on thia e-~·.bjt:et.,Y 
8o The supply of i~t~!'l'.atio:o.al r~serve3 has an i1:1_po.i"tant bea..-ing on the 

.. parw:: .. ·~ 

undue ·delay in t~~ pro -::ess of adj l.~atmcnt ar.d ther.ehy ac.d both to inflo.tio~!ll'"j 

te~denciea and to p~~siet~nt pa~~e~ts i~bal~1ces 1 a~ in~d~quacy of rearyr¥cR 

u:ay for.::e countriea into h:t:;;-sh and abrt,pt adju.st.: .. '1~n·!;s, such a;; :r~stricttona 

both o:n. the level of rlc::1e~tic ac ::.::l. \~ ty as 'i7ell as on forc:l.gn t!'ar..sact.ir.;::;: .:;, 

thereby ~ndang:Jring the objecti 7e.s. of sroYrth ar.·d ctCl.biJ.i ty of . th~ world 

economy. Thus qu:'.ck e> .. dj'J.at~ents rrv_y eometir::e.:> be effected cnly by Gee- . 

rlfieing oth~.r·..--!is~ desirab:!.e aud attainable c'!:>joctlves of r=>licyo A. world 

threa~eilea with a gt1:ncral short:l.e;3 of rcner;,ca \7ould b~ liable to c:ufft:i.' 

from vd.desprcad d::lfle.tioD~ry p:-assurea 9 z:tso:~c,..:.s cont:r-oJ.n en. t:rad'2 a1:.d p.:1::;~ 

menta and :i.ns\:c.bi15.ty of e:..:cn::\.:age rateso 

9o Questio~.s of interna.tionnl liqu..i.dity ar~ being d:l...scuGscd. both wit~~Jr: 

the In·i:'!rnat:i.on.al Hond:al"y fu11.d as well Clf; in the Grc~1.p of Te:!l and S"'i. t ~c::-

lAn' ~h:i.ch comnr:J_~e th-, innn::::"tri<l)J .. ... ~~- c::-~unt:.;.ca th.:l t are th·~ Fnnd ~ s 

y 
y 

G£cup of 'l'cn 9 R~port of Dep .. ,ties, July 19£6 1 p<n·a , 12 
-~---

OECD~ '!l1~ E.:\l:::..:1cD of Pa:y~ents~~djust?Je~t Proccs.-:;_: A R<}po:rt by 1/orl-.:..i.!!g 

Party !;o.., 3 cf the El!onom:J.c Policy Co:r.:;rl.~te~ 1 Pa...-i.s 1 A\.!:Sust 196So 



, l· 
partners in ita <kner<;>~ Arra!!z:;~menV.s\ to ~Y'.l'O IJ.:::t • Hith3!'to, th~ F\.~acl had 

kept in toud1 ;:i·t:h th'J G.r-J1Jp or T€1'! ~'1U'o~!~b. tb~ _pii';:ic:tpa.tio:n !.!f ita 1·1:.-m.ag.t-::t; 

Director in ~~ot:!.:css o! P.iinist<:rs a..,;,d C~-:.·cr·!!.or-o of th& Ton e>nd of st-aff rn~::.b~r.s 

ed bsttJecn t.l':.c G:i."Cl!p of Ten ·ou tl!.e· .~ne h.aitd and Ezocutiv~ Direc·tor-s of the F\.Lnd 
I 

The first aeries or 
joint meef;ines r:~re h~ld on 29 end 30 Nove~b2r 1956 in 'lashine·con and the eeco!id 

series took place on. 2.5 and 26 Ja::r0:J·;:oy 1967 in London., The disc~ssions at 

these ~e9tines ~e repor~e~ to ba a~j~l in an e~~Jloratory rather than a nesotia

tir.g stagco~ As such; no fi~m cr agi·~cd scb~~e has yet e~erged !rem the 

discussions., 

out the ~ious is~uesu~der debateo 

Th9 f!'1'Jd fo1• J\dditior-...3.1 Reserre3 
-W " ... ~-"'""' ... ~ ....._._ .... 

10., It ~.s 'Q.St!al in discusoions of inter:unt:ic::.al. l.tqu.idi ty to distingu:tsh 
I 
bet~een CO!!diticnal an·i U."lr.oudltion..'ll J.i.quidity'? or tct>s3e!l cre:lit ·facilities 

ahd reoer·ves o 

In additio~, the I .. H.F,. practice is to il".cludc m~::.:lHr 

eountrlc3e gold tr.?.nehe pusitions in tho Ftu!d in r-eportine t~e sta·t~ of theit-

This rests en th3 co:nsider.ation th.at sinca <l!·a'<'li!:l~p 0::1 the LHeF., 

within the lir;d.ts oi tha gold t:i.'3..,'1cha are alr:os.~ autc~tic 9 th~y al'u for a,.l 

practieal purposes O!l a par fr.i. th reser'fee of go·:..d and forei.g.o."l ex.;hang!'! h~ld 

by mcm~ar co~ntries. 

in rcporlin~ th.::: le-;el of their reser-ves .. At t.h~ end of the third qu..ai'ter of 

4. . ~~~;....:'-~~ 
Thrl G~;~~.tn.l Arra.lS~":enta ·;,;o 3.):..•:-.·o·.;; _ ::r:::-'!~"'':'~i:'. l>~~. 'CI<'!Rn the Fur.d 
and thP. Grcup of Tan and Swit.zerln:!d un.:i~r which thQ wcCibers of th~ G:--.: · \l) 
of T~n and S':Jitz:::~l<'!.n-1 h'l-J'O agr2~d to l·:md. tbo:i r c1:.:r-ar:r.ie~ to th~ r-t;.:1~: ';p 
tc sp~ci:licd a~ountz., T'nc cu:J."nc::ia.s c;, lo:med c.:m ';)~ t~ciliz:;:i by t:l~ 
Fund only t7be?l the. lendinG .;ot.mtry and t!le Fw:d a..~ agr~a:i ti-v:.t .suc!"l 
ad:.ii tioMJ. reaources are n~cas.s.:l?Jo Th~s.:!' ::ti'l""a."le_;..::;~u'::3 w~rc fi.r;:;t ne.~~o ;;ia
ted fa-;.· a p~tiod of ic::r y.":Jf:U~s c~;:;in'1ins c ..:tvber 1~.52o '::-:~~-
erl·~ndzd for a further ~ricd of fotu ~c"-.r-3 fi'OL'l Cc'.:o::cl~ 19(:.J., 'rn ·~ r:~::.;.,;::.·.:J 

of tilt: G::."'J'.l:? are: Belgit;..n, C2.n.aea, F~.: ·-;:·nl Refub:1e a: Cor<...:2.;y, 'I':·unc.:J. 
Ital:r, Ja.r .... :on, Hetherla_'1dG, S;:adGn~ Sui t::;sr3..and; ljcitcd l~i.r:Gd.c;; <!;:::i l'::l~.t~d 
States. 
Stut::uncnt to 
the Group of 
Directors of 
196? .. 
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12o '7..::.~ TI:~ iD t~!~ :=:J~.: :t.!::_:o1·~ ;- -:1i ~i..,,;].e zo~"C'C:) of cc.~;W.·,·-:;, :;1 ).:f.quiuJ ~? 

in tt" t;crJ.d, S~:::') c;~:. ri7'_;1 en ~':la l\•1::2 c:r-:J r-)lr~t~<l to r::::)::::::~·~ cc'..:!~~7:·ioe~ 

q~totc<.:, t~~ ~oi.-::.1 C·£ !\."-~:1 cr~tt':J ia !'. r:;:L; ::S.'3 cf tot!'.:.\ H.t·.:·l f'~i.J.iticz 

}X)·:-3nt .·2.l.l.y uv~.'.l-:.~,t~ t.J !·;:J:n; to t:·~ct te:..-~o:::;:..:y br~,_:"!nc3 c.f p.:.:r.:;:;.:n~s 

dJ.ff.ic11l ~~.-:<J. .':£":?-: ~~~"J ~-.;,~?. L;.?Ae~ca ":!..lch 1:ec~L:3 ~f'f'od-1.va 5.n 1965, th.a 

to~ of .5\.,"ld. qJ;i) '':!'S !:".:>:.: .~ fl•:;:; ~;~..;, eql'lV;.'..'tcnt of Cbou.~ <316 bilUcn in 19o5 

to liliou.t ~21 b..t lHc ~ Q ~1a 1.'·-.d: s etol!!~ cf c..c~,·erti bl(! Ci.!l"Z'Gr.::::to~ c.od l:.r:~c..:3 

i te cc.p-.:.e! ty t.o cUG:~:;u·:J i t:J fl:...aot.icl13 h.~ b~.;;n s tr~n.;~!:.::-:1'Jri 'cy r.!!ce.Jc:s tc:. 

SU!Ji>lec:mt:.•::; ~::'C'.u-:"CJS ri.:J~.·'h a.~c:'..\t ~6 bill tc.r1 r .-.aill'..bls to it f~c:a tt.a Gz-cm:p 

of T;:.1n C'.r1 S:ti t .. ..o~lc;.:.d u..'1~::)r th~ G.:m-:)~:::1 f.:rr.:-~~:~~'-·":m·;3 to To.:~n.;1, 

l.}o Uo:.!t cm:.ntrlc!J (l.o n.:;,-t x Z!;2--.:J. cr. ad! t .f.:.cil i til)~ en.! r-z.;.<)~:c;.J e.J in-(':.!?· 

flenbili·~ in tea fcz.!'Ta.la.tio:t t"<.:l o:4cc·11t1cn o.f poH.cJ oo t~:11 corl'l!arc.n.:i1n3' 

accoea to erc.:di -t, t:hitJh ia (;4:'~.!ri;.::od. 0:1 ~ cllscr!:!tio:L"W..'"J b:.::. is ~:J.d aubjoo ~ t:t 

th9 ful.fil&::..;;u ·t of C3r"t.?.in ccr~::tl t.J.o!1Do 'l!;.."J ['I'\..::rir.c; cm:.; ::::l .-i t?l 1'9;ru:"d to 

th~ a.:l::iq\.: ... 1/JY of rc.:!~I7~tl c:-.::mct t!~ercfo~ l''l T~t i\:.Uy t~:ro~fil c ftu. ... t;1:-r 

14. T.c:) ~o-:n:h o:f Y>('.r!C. r-.:::::::::;:.";~!3 hc.3 alo-;-<J1 C:c;m r:.:?.x)~~d~.y 63:1-l:c;:- t?!~ c:i3.1 cf' 

1954 a.."ld l':~to·:;ij;:.> i~~=\.! :,,!!·3 h~ t~-:~n plF..ca dr.~ ·J tton r..~!-3 l:·:.!-:::~1 clo.~J ·e:-.r--:;nti :.tl.;r 

to M inc.re.e.:-:;9 .i."l 2~:z:~~ cct:..~. ·tri.:;;:::~' ·co1d ~r.::z.~!J9 po;;i tJ.c-.::'3 i"l th'J ;1\•td.. '1-::-:~ 

£o~i...,"'n e:!Ch~~~ CO~~cn~nt o.f th? l"O:?Ol"";e3 of Th.t"ld r£:3U:sr 00\.mtriea e.l'itlr-3' -;:~-3 

-t;,.f.rd.. ~U!tl'(~~ ~ :' ":96G ~~ 1r-t;,e>t. ~~!'t-"" at-+'- ~~ ~.t-. :564- :mil ::-:.:.:.:vcs h~: -.: :1: 

tha fo..,.. .'\ ""1 .. cold ...... ~1-ir.·~. d· ~1.·--~ .... =1, ... c~ .. l~·'- ..... !"!t 
,____ L! y - "'- '- - . ,.. • - . ,._ "' ..... ~· lj -'.4 -.:J _, .... .. .a. 0 

l5o Und~'!" ti:.:~ ~::--:!.::~.1t !n"t·::m~.:tie-~J...l r.:o:..:~-1ra:7 ny,,t:~.:n, t!: '~ e::rv-:"1~ of v:-orJ.<l 

rcs~:t";Qe d~r:·.m.:l~ l~5::1ly o;J t>3 c~p_r)ly of >. 'J:~ta·~"Y u'J;.d l'~d f _:Jf.Lc ..... ta !n t~:J 

balao:lc~ c~ l""~'..:.:·i1~;3 of .i"2:i)!.?~·.) C •'.I:J..'f;;:c;: 00!.:.:1t~:.e:J, n.::.:_.::!Jy, t~~ UoSoA~ f.l1d t';:} 

UoK.. In rac.3t!'i; Y~2.!'<J, UoSo b~cnce of ~~~n·;:~ c!e.tlci t;J ~:':'.Yo kan t;:;, mos~ 

1mpo.t·L=n t 

Givsn tl::l 

... ,~~~.;.~rJ..!· ,.., t"' t: ... . :.. --- .... ~.!!'~ ·7c..,...,.i ,...,.., e•.-··-~ .,....,~") ...... _L:..,.1 _ __ .., ..... ""' .. ... . ..., r.\..,_,;..(..: ... - -- _ ..... _ .. ~ ....... _.._...)_ 

(e;:chlt1ir....; ~3 ::::ccialiot c~'-"'l~ri:::::J) E.!J rTGll a::: -;11~ i~br: :33 r.c:1-r:c;:1~:-.=:,· e.~ · :.:::;} 

for goB., t::::.:J c-:3:::.'3 lit , !c p:-::: JJ.:.JCt t~s.t t!:i.a fJ.c ·:? o! ticlJ. i~~o offici.cl 
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S01..!I'Ce of futura roiJ~!'Yc inc:r~a.s~a for ths roet of th9 world r..or axe tln:; 

acceptable to ~:r.e U.:i ted Stat~s 11 
)/ ~cenU~, rcD9!.'Vas held in tha fo'1:7'. of 

for9i@l ezchzn.~·~ hc:.vG d~clined dcsp:U~ conJ!:i.t!~.:lng cbfici "ts in th9 calm':!a of 

pe.ymantn of .res::;:c;.:o ct:..r:.·:mcy countri~o • refle~-Hn;- convo.!'.:!:l .. cn~ of fora~ .. ..;;· ' 

e~chen.ga holdiugu into c;o) .. d. T'm.s 8uggests that thos~ cbfici t~ C!umH b3 
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l6o The adequacy of ;:m,y giv..:n le•~J. vn:i ratr:> of g:-:owth of i'?ssrves ;.o i.!l the 

final n:r.alys..i.s CS3imtiaJ~y a mttel'" of J:.tci~:-,::lt ".n rel~tic·a to the pr-e7e.:Llins 

re:!c~es have b1~e:1 li~r~~d in the .~epo:rt of ~r~:..!d~_Q:;:-~_cn the Crc!JJc!l s>! 
~~~~~..2. by th:') G:;::;mp of Tcno In thS: t~orcls of thi.G report: 

'tAn inr:!i.c:.:!.tioZl th~t reserves are i;:a.d.eq~.i£>.~e oi3ht ba fo~~~nd in a 
reluc~an~~ to cyte~d int~r-Gov~r~~9ntal. crc~it~ or in an in~rensing 
propenci-:;y to ::;ee:c er3d.i'c~ in :p!'~fcrsnc~ to prting ·.d t:J. reeo:cve a8s~tsc 
Clear~? evid':OnCe of a g~!l~X"al SC.:t:'Ci ty mlgh!; b~ IO'.l?~d in a ~:.aJ:"!:~d tend·Jn<:y 
to o.:il~e t:,:llutena.nce 9 increas~ or re:~to:;:-ation of reser-ves 2.11 o;;eiTldinz 
·objectiva of econcm:ic policy, taking pri.ol~ity o7~!' other iU!ldru:ieutal 
objecti~~s~ such ru; econoclc gronth, a hiGh l.9¥el of em:ployu:.eni: and fr-e .,
do~ of int~~nation~ t~dGo Indeed~ n senernl scar~ity might well ha~a 
been permitted to de'lelop too fa.r wht:-n such ter:d::n::ics bsca':1a evld~ni;o 
In that si:~ua.tion, t!l~ an:det:r -~o retain ro· in~rC3.o9 rf:sArves -.;culd 
probably l~:;.d. ccv .. atricu to ·adopt e~~~essi~·;;)ly reo1 :dcU"re p,..,liciea to 
prevon~ th~ r,:;:.,:q:; <"..n~ e of a P-<lY::~n·i:a c1efl •:;1 t or 'i:.o ach:tc-v·e a surplus? In 
such conditj __ ons ~ thel"Dfc:c~~ th~ ~bsenc~ of lar~~ il1"~::?.lance~ w•::.cld not 
neeen6<U'ily b~ evid ·~"lce thni; . rvs .::1 :o:-v~a 1=tcre a::lequa.teo" y 

17. '?ne:re are iz:d.icaticnc; tba·(; rr.any of t3~ag sy.:;p!;c::.a are no·,- pTesent ·in the 

wol:'ld eco:::cmyo T'ne fact th~ .. t .:.d.d to the d.:! 'i'-~lop5 .. n~ countries J:t...as faiJ.od to 

increase m:ltoeria,l1:( du.!'ing the .pclst fe'r7 yea.J.•s da.:;p!.te rap~.d ecot.:o-"l~C g:r-m:-'i;h in 

tha inclc..strializ2d C<JU.:J.tries 9 that aicl. is t:i.ed not only by deficit but by suz·plu.s 

c01mtrles as ;;.all~ tr.at p-roz_r•Jss in the r~duction of tariff and ncn~ttU'if'f 

carl'iers to the no·.-1 of ir.t~rnatior.al tra.de 5 G 't"""t'Y slo'.'f and. th~t co::npetitive 

increases in inter;;::;t rot~s ha;.·e baen t:li:inc r.ln.Ct;: .Sttgt;<:!.:;rt tl"::l.'i; CO'-L'1t.ti . <J::;~ 

policies ~8 ~ein3 increacingly infl~~~ced by th~ir pr~o~~u~ticn ~ith ths 

state of th~ir res e.J:-1\:n Q 

18o One of th;:) =ajor findings cf the m:CTAD e ~_:.)-;;:rt eroup o:! interZ!:l".;io!> :::.l 

monetary issuP. ... v::1s that "'Ch~.i:"e app~-:;rs t<J ~-'l n. _Er-1£:, :fa~L£ C:l.s~ thE.t the 

general le'W3l of rcz.erves i.::; ins.O.~qt:c:te, or in i~inc:1:.t p:ocp~~-c of !:~..:.c~.ng 

so"}/ . A CIAP gT-<JUp of. e:q:~~ts ·ab.ich NfCrt ed irr 196-5 a1so N:::::=lt;~d th:1t 

develo~~ts that 01ould ind.icaC:e a.'l incip:t.ent s h:--.rta.:;e of l~.qu:i .. dit:r cx=~ a·';; r:c·; 

and tbat "a shor-taGa of ra:>~!"il!;S is a very r e ?.l d.:m;:;el'"no2/ The po3.~ i;j_o.a of ~h9 
niF aa reco:ntly stated by ite Ha!:'..:lgi:-.g DJ.r~r;tor, is t.h.:lt "th~ p~~ocl. ir.:;:,~dj . ett~lJ 

ah~ad rill be cr.e of co:q::a~a::iv~ly slct1 g:;:-c ·..- th in inte~·::ic,:w.l l'03:?!'7~.3a a . r.l 

y 
y 
21 

Para., 10, 
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that "continuance of relatively slo~ growth in world re3arvea might well lead 

'to strain in world payments.!! 

19o The Ministers and Governors of the Group of. Ten in theit- Comnn.miqua of 

26 July 1966 tcok the position that while "tha:l"a is at present no general 

shortage of reserves" it is unlik~ly that lfthe existing sot1l'ces of reserves· 

would provide· an adequate 'rosis tor world trade and payments in th~ longsr 

run .. r.Y Theref ore, thoy agreed that "at sooe point in t~e f'lrture, existing 

types ot reserves may havs to be supplem~nted by the deliberate creation of 

additional reserve assets" .. Y Accordingly9 they decided to go ahoad rlth 

th~r studies with a vi~w to evolving an agreed contingGncy ~ whose 

activation woul d have to satisfy such agreed requirements as "ths a~tai~nt 
I . 

of a better b:U..an~e of payments equilibrium betwoe.n m~inbers , and the likelihood 

ot a b~tter . vso:dd.ng of the· adju.st~~nt process :in ·the :f'utura")if The ulti~te 
objectiv-s of th() curren~ discussions both 'W'ithin -tha Fund as vell as in the 

Gronp of Ten is to evolve a sui table ecmtingency plan, 

20o The n~ed for rea~rves nnd the ai.Il:5 and objeotiYes of d~liberate rese~$ 

creation cru;::e under di.Ecussion during the first joint Cle~r~in.g or the ~eeuti ve 

Directors o! the InteiT.aticna.l Honctary Fund and D~puties of the Group of Ten 

held. in 1Iashington on 29 ru:d 30 November l966o It 1:1as generally agreed that 

the creation of reserves should respond to globa1 ne-eds · e.nd not the t:ale.nce of 

payments needs of individual countrieso2f T'c.ex·e •zra ::; alGo gansral a..gr3~m3nt that 

tlle n'lted ·for a.etlltional r-e5e~"'\'ea s!:lculc! t?a establis~gd on tbe bEU!ia of an aescss

l!l9nt o.f aeoulax- trsndn and that the _p?ovif;don Qf' t!~h rGsarvee shmlld not cs 
used e.n en entic;.rclict\l device for influ~noi..,g tha s-~:u::; ;:-a-1 e :;o:w.:o:ic ccnJi 'ti.o:a 

~I 

or the world .. ~ 

2/ -

Address before the E~o:n.odc a&'ld Social Counci1. of the Uuited. Nations, 
19 Decc~ber l966o · 
Cor:::t!l'tll'l..i~ua of ths r&inist3rlal rsatin't_ of thg G~p of T1lll nn .Tnlv 2Cith. 
26th. l<i~6. 

Ibido 

Statement to the Pl"ess by Hr .. Pie~?e-Paul Sch<:Jeitz;!", Managit:g 
Directol:" o! the International Hon~tary F-.md &'1d Co..,Ghair.:nn ol 
the joint m~tingo of tbe E~~utive Dirt?ctors of tho Fund and 
the Doputies of th~ Greup of T~' 9 on 30 Novembar 1966o 
Ibid. 



Natura and form of ne~ ~s~rva asa3t 

_Zl. Al tho~Jgh th9:i:'.O e.ppa~:r-s ·to be a b.rga :n~c.sv.:;:>e of a.gl"ISJ'S<n~nt th~t tha ne<J 

ras-!:lne asset shou."ld ba held only by Bonet~ry a:uthori ties nnd sho~Lld n~t b-<:l 

an instMZumt, fo"i' dire~t official intarvention in tha ex:!ha-"l:t;e m<ll"katp th'3r.:3 

is still a conside;:able di·ve:rg.sno~ of "Vi-sus on the rto5t de~irable fo~ to b·e 

used in d9libera.te· re~enc cr-estiono The p:dndp:ll choi~a ae912S to lie 

bet~3en the crentiou of edditionil quasi-~utc~tic dJ.'e~iug facilities of a 
... 

gold. tranche ty-pe and the creation of a new rese~··ve unit throvgh an exchange 

of claims betwsen a rese1~·e-c~eating inatitution snd co~ntrie3 to uhich tha 

ne\JJ.y crae.t~d resel..,.,.es wo111cl be initially distd.bu~ed~ Both theae forma ' · 

are tmder discu.s3ion in the Fund as Yell as 'Within t.h9 Group of. T~n .. 

22o •In th9 first t)-pe of schec,3 9 a tran::d'e:&• ·of T'3Dervas \l01~1d ta.'!(e plao .~ 

in the sem~ way as in th3 precess c£ u.sin.g the ex:is-Gh;g drn.•..:ing :t"lghts in · 

the Fund. U!:'d.sr ths existing Frnd p1'ooedl.!l"e,. a co<.mt...-y d.ra\!ing t.tpon its 

F\md :l'a:}ill ties adds in the process an sq1.tivaJ.ent er:!.o~.mt to th9 dra-..ring 

rights of the C:o\tnt:ry whose cm•reucy is b:;ing d-.ra'!:Jn from the Fun do Ho1.10Y'3l" ~ 

t .he tra.nsf'e:? of d::i"m>~ing :dg!1t6 is not mr~::nstic ant1 

tha countP,1 plruk,ir.g such a drawing has to cvn3 ~~~lt the Fv~d as to the 

selection of the Ct'.rrandes to ba dz·o.~-m. 'ille a<1v~tags o.r this type or ochs1~ io 
that it oo....Ud 
/employ techniq'J.es \lhich a::a alree.dy well kno-wn a11-:i which aould ba 

i.Iilplemanted. 1..11 thcut mnen&l',en-t of the 1\rticles of Ag.>.'P.23!-enl:. of tho ~.md. 

' These i"eat~.u;es ec.;:;m:.end it to thos~ who stress +,h·~ dP. air.-abili ty of b,rl.J.ding 

on the fam..tJJ.ar fonndst:io:cso Howaverll there are o t oe rs who ccnsids.!' that. 

tha discrai.ional7 ele;:nent in the syste.in of d::i."'a.vi ng :rights 'Would ma.k~ it 

less acceptable t.ha~ res$1-·le 1.m.i ts as a supple:o~mt to erlsting rose:r-vas .. 

23o Reserve s.ssst;;; cr.eat-sd in :i;.ha f:J:rm of ressr/s t::;rl ts wou.\.d in tba no:rnc-.1 

case be transferable directl y from one cotmtr"J to another.. It is thasefore 

telt by some that they wccld ba "more in lins ..:ith the r<:!aerve assets 

traditionally held by 2onet~r,r authorities and ~o~ld bs more readily se~n 

by them 9 by . the markets nnd by ~he pt~blic at largo" a s a s\.~pple..."'lent to gold11 )J 
~over" in the long rnn when coun·iries might be holding a substantial pal"t 

of' their total reserves in ths form or new rese:r·ve U3setsp ~nits might b~ 

more sui table than dTn.'l.:ing rightS3. Fo:r .. the.s e rease;n:,; ~ most of . the p~-nbe:;•s 

of the Group of Ten ara agrsvd that "a reserv~ 1..'.ni:;. ehc,ud be brou.ght into 



oxisto~~e" and aevsral me2bcrs -. of' the grou'"P co:mid.er tbat nt,hg d::l:'.i~rats 

creation o.f s:..!pplor.:.ent-3!'Y z•<:!l'!lrves · shc-:lldp · for tte raain :indt~strial COi.l.4l~rics 11 
take t-h~ ~ona ~:;:ci\!sive?.y of llidt~u)/ · · - · .. · • · ·· 
24o Ths ~u~stion of ti.o naturG end fora of the n~Y res~rve aa39tp ioeo 11 

whe~he~·).:t -~_hon~d ~ in th~ -l~~b-•.:r'":l of' a d..r,.-·dng Z"ight. or a reae'rve unit., 
"Was disc~sssd e.t the joint Il!:Jstings of tha Execuf,ive. Dircctc~a of th~:Fund 

and :th9 !}..3pu"ties of the Gro:.1p_ of Ten ... l~1hile p:re..:1alling differancas of · 
. .. . . ' - )-'- . . . . . 

~pinion on this matts;- wen~ na:rroved dovn to some e.ctent; it is consid-ered 

unlikely ~~t .this question ~ill.ba settled be~or~ th~ last u9gotiating 
ph~Deoi/ . ·. . . ' . . ' . ·' · .· 

2.5-o Th-a ·mm~6.D 1~-a:o:-i ~oDp on intarna·~i~m.1 rrionetlli""7' iasues cam~ c.t\t 

_in favour or t.h~ creat-ion l;>y ths F-.md of nc.-w reserve assets· to be c..uled 

"Fund U~_ts 12 , and to be is:>u.ed to all Fund D.ie:nbars ngainst national 
I ' . . . . 

curre~cias cont~bv.ted by th'=<m. The ~IAP gro\1p or_ e~:perts con~un-~d in .this 

vievo In arguing ths case for a n~-w "m-m~d11 e.aset both for t}?.e d£l\~alop~d 

··as -well as for t..~e devslc'pi!l3 cot'.lltries~ the CIAP grow-r' stat-ed tho.t "credit 
• . , ' • • . . I 

raallitiesp ~ven ~hen or en unconditional natUr3p are not n - ~o~plote 

substitUte foz- 1 o~ned 1 l"Gserves".J/nf...ep~ent, t2~s t~uaJ.iy ara a.t the 
: \ . . . . . . . 

~ecreti<:m of th9 lerider-'! 'and this cru:1 · often cnu.se conside:ra.ble lncoh'V9I'I.ienea 11 

_ i.f~ l:loi ~.cirdship~fol• t~a ,borrc-we:-o In. the cas~ of 9 o..in~d 9 rss~rr~-Sp l.ihilat 

. the,, obligation and n<Jces~ity to r.aplenish af:t~r use are n~t les<t t.han ·in 

th 
. l/ 

e·case OI CN~dit~ this can be dontJ _E!-t the ~on-:ien!snco of tho l.\S(;ro I!:Z 

'· . -
Distribution of i:.h'3 na..., re:::e1""","a . nss~ . ' -

. . 
or i~du5trializaticn or devalopme~t. In factp gi~sn thB particular fsntu~ea· 

of ths trade of developing COVutriesp the latter ST9 in ~~ -C~eS moTa 
• ,• • ~ J • • 

depe!!dGnt on the nsa of resa!'ves than are iru:11!.strlal co"En't .. t"ios. As is well 

known, . prlmary c~odi tia3 ·e::-..'"Po!"tP-d by dav~lop:Lr.g co1.mtrles ~re st~bject to 
. . 

gree..~r short-term f'J .l.'.ct· .. :.a:tio!:'.s in vol1:i:!e. e.~d prlcss than th9 manv.factwed 
' . . . . 

gooda ·that predcninate in t.ha exports of induntrle...:. COl;.ntries. In ~d..t M.on, 

many de~eloping cotmt.ries find i ·~ di.ff"icul t to adjust their kports in fc.c~ 

1/ Group of Ten, Eaport of' fuputies_, Ju4' 1965 1 para. ·57 _, 

Y Dr. Otrnar Ea::ningor# ses abo7a. 

l/ Op, cit~, Po 19o 

y Th!£. 



or .a d&elina in ror~1gn exch~ngo ree9ipts b~cause e high p~oportiou or 
those imports · consist-3 or cc.pi tal. goodo v in:tsrmediat.a products and r.a1:1 

ma.terieJ.s \Jhich· ~e Cl't.~clal for- de7e1opmento 1 

Z'l• Sln~o a'!l cot:n"i:;:des ne3n rzsGne:J regardle3s of th~ir atnge of dev\Uopnantp . . 
all those t.l.mt are willing to &oc~p·G. the· obJ.igation3 of a res.:rve-creatip.g . . ... . · ..... . . 
~ehsna. should be eligible to · participate in the distribution of ne:.-1 res~rvs . . . 

sssats. To. quota f~he x-epol"·l.ed vle":!S of ..- ·:r.:cs m~~bers of t .h3 G~oup. of T~~ . 

. and the Hru:mgin~ Direc·tor of ·the Intern!ltionD.l P.onets~ Fund~ 

·0 Thara ia· no cles- b .sis fc:r dintinzuishing ~;:~ci!.!- b~t\rct:n those 
: cou.ntrio8 that nrl.g'h~~ e..n.d those tb..at ru.gi.lt notll bG in o. position to acc~pt 
·th& obligations of a res~rva-cr~~tinz s~h~9o Many countriesp in diffcr~nt 
Sta.~es of daveJ.Op:r.?!lt nnd throu:_shout. tha ~Ol'ld 11 ha'"i'e eho-wn a wUlinzn~GS 
end cnpabili ty to n;.set a l'l.l .:.\jo1• r.:;qtdre::J3nt l~..ld<Jr~ving these obllgat1on.9 P 

namoly 11 to B:Chie~·a over tili:.a a b3.J.o.nce b.et-..esn external defi~i ta and 
surplUFes; ·and indeed they have added to thsi~ rcG~rveso" 1/ 

,I . 
2Ho · At an earli~r stag~ cf n.;gotiatlorie:: it had be :en S1'.ggested t..~at the 

distribution or new reserv.::;s . ehoulci be 1wted to a E::l!nll g-.!.·aup or in.dustt·ializ·3d 

ect'lltrie~f.· It '"'~s argcsd tbatfite~~loping . count1'ies wo:-e P in geceral 9 p~:rsist~~nt 
· "l tbe•r : 

deficit countrit.~sfwotild tend to 'I!EJa any increace ·in reserven that might ba . 

given to them to finance a higher l~val of 1Lv~s~ant. On the oth9r. ~ids, it 

vas pointed out that recGnt historlca.'l. exper.iBn~e ia f\11 . indico:~ion of ths 

~oriess of ·d~valoping count~les to hold r~sarjeSo In th$ ~o~d~ cf the 1966 
' . 

Annual Report of" th::J Internco:tior..al Hon~ts.ry F1:.nd: 

•The proportion cf res G:I";·;s to imports I!l.aintair..cd by deyaloping ·.zot!llt:'i.ea 1 
though it has dscllnsd subetnntiaD..y cccr:.parcd Yith the early pos-~\lar 
yeara, is no~ now na:\"k~dly lc~.:er than that of industrial coun~rlcs 11 -who a-s 
~eacrvea have alflo de~llned in relation to ·tra.d.-o. Hor~o;;""ar, in man;" of 
the developing count~les, as indesd in ths United Statos also, it hAS 
been influ.anced by th.a f'aot. trot in . th-9 eru:-ly post~ar years, thse-J rasenes , 
stood a ·t a relatively high levelo Th-aEe · c.."':cepticnal r~sg:n-oa have now 
~ost uni"'!ersa.Uy disapp~ared and it is to ba ax:f>-:3Ctcd that. li!oS ii of t.bo1 
less d~J.op2d co~::t.x-ies -will fir-d it nscssnaxy to add to t.h~lr rez::n."Vc;• e. a · 
their tran11a.ctions e:A-paud. Tho e::>.:pansion of dG~'sloping cotmtrlcD 1 reser-;:!Ss 
in too paat -tlu:..ee ye~s ls~ds ·.support to . this viswa n y 

lf Grot;p of Ten~Repo;-t of De~::li~.§.f July 1966p p!!.rn. 65o 

61 QEo cit.p p. 17. 
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29o At o. l!lte:t" staee oi disc~.s::;ic-ns it \las co~ced~d- thut devl.}lopine cc:.mtrlea 

might pat•ticip.J.te ~ the creation cf r.9n liqu.i.dit;rQ cu·t not on the s?.oe baoia 

as de"J"elo:r;-cd ct'l!Tttti"la: v;b..t \:ias prop~~~d a~ ·th:~s staga was a !>Or-call~rl "d:.ru 

approach" o Unde::- th~ du:;.l appi"oaeh~ olll.y a s~!L::Ul m~:.,er of countries nould 

p-:J.rticip.:tte 'i..n th~ creat5.on 2'.-!d distribution o:? ne\7 r~s~rve assets \1hile the 

liquidity needs of no:1-r~~ticipatine counl:.rios. would be m~t by giving the:1 

access to o.ddit5.o:nu drawing righl;s in the D-17. I·t was felt th.c"lt such an 

arrange~mnt. \lioilld cns,.u-e that th~ ne\'1 liquidity r.as l;£.cd ollly fo1, the p'.lrpcsea 

for which it ~as int~n~~do 

30o An ~dd5.ticna."\. r.:ascn giv.sn fer prorlciing cl:tffe!·ent typ.~s of liquidity 

for p:li"ticipatj.ng ru:.d nc:J-rarticipat5.ng eoc..."ltrle3 ~as tha:c countric3 with wca.lt 

e~rDncles could not c!fc= collateral of th~ qtmlity thought to c~ n~coS&LrY 

tor ths backing o~ a nc•• asscto It mi;:; · f'olt tliat their P,.:1rtici:p3.tion in 

roscrvo ereaticri. would adv~!-sely affect the q-..cli:ty of the a<Jr:et sine~ the 

"i"~ll acceptance of such reserve UJ.L:its r;;quires th.:"lt they b.e b.:~.c:.ted b;r r;:;ajo:

trading aud fi!!.<-meial cm.mtries ><hioli 9 in tho even·t of liquidati~:u ol' rlth-
1/ 

drawa.l~ \';o~ld be abl0 to CO!l72i"t them into oth~r us~abla ass~t.s"o..... A<;aill.St 

this ru'gu_::.::;n~g it 1.13.8 pointed out that th-;: quality of any ne~:J re3erv~ e~se~ 

wouid dsp~md prl.rn::.i"'ily en the mlli~enass of postit:ip.:tr::~s to accept and hold 

ito T~e collateral 'C01..!..1d 'l;a · called upon only in th~ event of a ir!ndinc up 

of the sehc:na 9 trl. thdr<::.\-:al of a r.:c-::ber 0 ·ex- a d~ci£i011 to c.:meel :part of the 

It was also ~gge~ted tP-ut developing 

.countries c-dt;h~ be pre!_:?.r6d to offer a goJ.cl value gu3.rant~a in ?:'espect of 

deposits of thair r.at:).o~:- 1 curreneifls aga.:i.nst the cr.an.ticn of new rer;erva 

"" . t• i " 2/ nsse~s ~n ne r IU~ou~o-

}lo It now appears that ea:dlo~ objcc·,ions mthin the Grcup of Te;'l to s. 

universal approach i;o the clictribution 0f ne·:r reserve ass-:ts have be:?!l 

largely giv&a Upo 
. . 

of 26 July sl:9.tes tha~ ni:hcra is acr'eel!l.:mt t!>-:-t delibere~ely created rcs~r"ii~ 

asaets1 as e~d when needed, shov~d be distribu~ed to all mem:3~s of ~h~ f\~d 

on · the baaia of n-ir quotas c:r· ·o:r .:lloilar ohj~cti va criterla .. •t.Y· 
-------.,-

Grn·lp nf rr,_., 1 ~port of ~p~g~~ Ju..\y 1966,- ·pal>a.o Goo 

lepol. r. ce: Lh:) Co~.:.~ t:~e~ on Intisihl€o and· ·.F'l.!:;~ciZ'.g I'~lat ·~d to 'l'rcd.e en 
i~s s:p<:!cial ~ ~.3:-;ion-? 27 J.:!llusr:r - L:. ~~ab.1..,_~=..ry 1956~ TD/D/57 (TDP/C.,3/1.€ir. 
pal."ao 5o 

Cc::C'.u.i.<l'!e . of th13 t~f'...!.3 ·coz'4.::.1 l·!;~U:rc; of' tr.e Grcun o.c 7--R"\ n~c.. ~"'~ ;.r, ti;. 
'j4~- .l9~bi:n 1'!:.~ E.:!..:;'.!eo " ... . 
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,2, The rulca for tr.e distribution of n~w rcserv.es wero also d.iseusaed. at tho 

first joint [il~eting o!. th~ F.x-ecuti vc Dii·ec\;or·.::; of th.o Ft:r..d e..1d the Deputies 

of the Group of Tea hE=ld in Jushin,ston on 29. ati.d 30 r:ov~::-~er 1956, . It hns 
. . . ' . 

been report~d tb3t ~h~re ~aa a ge~e~al · co~scnsue tbit auy futur~ d&liberate 

crestion of reeerv~a 8:.-uuld b~ on tha b-!!Si.s O:f U2l.i..Vers~llti 'in . the . aonsa th2.~ 
. . . . 

the distribution of n?~ly cr~ated rose~veae~~uld be wada to all the m~mb~~ 

cow.ltrl.es 9! . the F\md acco~ding to objective !riteria ou~h as on. tho basis 

of Fund qt~otao }/ 

}3o Although the principle of unive~eality seems to ba\"e . gair,~ d gen;..ral 

acceptability, ita effect~ve impleee~t~tion· could still be hampered in n 
. . 

nUL'lber of· ways.. ~o . of thcoe ~1oul.d be to lay down carta1n sclt-qualifyinz 

Criteria U!lde.r \7hi.Ch . n. ccrmtry io'C~d qr;:"'}5 fy fcl.• Clir~ct pa.l" '~icipat_icn in a SCh~!'l·~ 

to create a ne;T rese1-ove unit ouly if; for ei..a:lple, its curre..~ey h..=1d · s.lr~d~ 

been drn\:n from the Fund or . used as a :rGscxvG c1.trrcncyo Th~ acceptance ot an] 

such self-qualifying criteria ~ould effectively lioJ.t the par-ticipation to a 

sma;Ll number of countriaso · The UI-ICTAD expel~t group on. internationa.1 monetary 

issues ce..mo do\.'>D. heavily ~g.Unst prescription of self-qualifying crite!"'la, 
. ";)/ 

regardin~ th3:n as "arbi.t~ and U.llpretil.ctabla in th~ir- operaU.on., '~ It · 

pointi:id out that · "Ari;iele VIII eov.ntrio9s include ~s whoc" Collvcrtibility 

is ·more e.ppa~t than real, and d..t-c:.trlnga ha~e b9-:n made thro,~gh th~ Fuud 

upo~ cUrrencies of cajor in~ustrial cov~t?ies ev~n at tic~s ~h~4 concerted 

efforts have bs:;;n necessary U? l:!elp a~ttle th9ir s.ccoQ!lts. n2/ T"ae ClAP 

gro~p of experts OA}n'essed similar ~ewso 

34o Another proposal ehich in cife·::t · T1ould also invol.-e a do~u:-a froa 

the prineiplo of univers~lity would r~quire that ~serves created should be 

used in ths f~rst placo to repurchase 2.r~ E~ nny outstanding dra\'J-in.ga on 

the .Fund, Such a repur~hase would~ of cours~ • restore to the cmmtl"ies 

concerned .·their preti.ously used up drawing rights .in tho Fund, 

if accepted, thia pror;.oa.sl VIO'..!ld hrply vit•tu:ll discriwi.M.tion since scm3 

eo~riea would. for th~ ties boins be provided tiith co!lcliticrcl liquidity 

(d.ra\:dng riehts in th9 Fur.d) as atr-J.in3i: unconditiollc;<l Uquidity . (reserves) 

!or others,. 

!/ Statem-ent to the press by Hr. Pi~rre-Pa1ll. Sch':lai!:zer1 l·!s..n;t~ Dir-<).::to1 .. 
ot the FUnd and Co-ChL~~an of joint cecti~ss . of tha ~~e~uci-~ Directors 
of the E\m.d and the J.)~paties of th<J Q..-ct-;p of T~ o>! 3D No;r .:=':)er 1966o 

~ Onocito para. (7. 

~ Ib:J.d., 



Accentl".bili t~!!d ns~ 

·35. The acce;:>tability of any uea re3erve e..sse·~ to SJl':f :L'lr.ilv:ldu..:U !...:t1'"tici

pant would ba prll:.•arily the re~mlt of oblizat5.cn3 a.ss:..•:;,:.ed. bJ othe:r p.".U'tiei

pat:i.ng countl"i.e!3 to acc~pt ito E"o1t:evers it 1->..:ts also beer:. suggested "that a 

new rcser1e asset 1>1ould I!:~..:d to hav~ certain additior..al. :features to cnha.nee 

its .acceptability ruch <!Cfgold valuo guarantee snci P=':;-u:":!nt of interest. 

36., It h.<\:> alao be(;'n pr{)pc.s~d t!'.at a partic::i.p,TUng ccuntry should not be 

req_uirad to hold nore of the n~·.1 naset th.:-.n a.., ag?eed r:ml tiple of its cu

mulative alloc:ationt e;o as to ~:Ll{:e it possible for :l .. l"ld.t v:tdue.l p.:trttcipa:1ts 

to avo?.d e.;.::qt<ir::i.ng e. dispropcrtiouate share of tha nP.s:~te. Ob-;riow:;ly~ thl.s 

suggestion is rclev-..uri; only if tl1c c1·~~:l;ion o;( r:::s~r 13 assets 15 in tha foro 

o! unitoo Under a d.~arl..!$ r1sh~s scbr,;ne .:-. ·:particir-..:lt:i.ng covntr,71 s cbiir;a

tion. to ac cG!Jt a.ocl hold th~ rc.::e:.-..-c assc~ ~·c.uld ba limted. ·b;r t!"l.a ~ize o: 
the credit line ·~hich it wculd hv.\·o to provide to tho Fv.ndo An alternative 

suggestion is that thG accept~bility of n~~ ~nita ~ould be e~nced ty pro-

vitU.ng for a tra.J:~afe~ ratio l:i.n!dng the ns~ of the 

~ reserve un:U: to goldo In tJds case~ each b•ruroie:r of lUU ta vr.:H;J d be 

ac~ompanied b;r e. speeified tran.afer of goldc 

3?o ?.cte hold.:! .. ng licit sugeest:iont if accepted, would nc~assitat& either a 

rccoga!tiou of the right to refuse acceptan~e of •.'!l!it!l be;tond the l:i.clt O:'!" 

a mechon:is:n !or dispos..tng of excess hol<linr,s of u.ni ts. Und~4~ or.3 pl'Op.).sa!, 

"a particiJl<l.llt acqulrlng wrl. t!J in excess of his holdir.3 l:i..!:U t cou.ld continue 

to hold s-..xch un.i.ta, .or, at his option, trnnsfer thso to an ac•::nt, who v:ould 

redistrlbut~ them a~or~ other p::trticip~uts in e::>;eban::;:J ·for tlle~.r currencies, 

en the basis of app.t.•opd.a:~e criteria .. u!/ An. a.ltezon:1ti~e surr~estion en\i.sng~s 
that "exec sa holc~·i rgs of un:i. ts be converted U~ld":!'r an a~~~d fo:IT::!'..U.a into 

gold prorlded by participants who arc b<3lo'.1 their u.r:r.t~o,Yuv..d~r cota th::1aa 

propooals it is €:l1<':i.E:l.Ced th:1tg as the \!.."'lits gsin~d. gre.:1ter accep·~nbi~i.ty~ 

the~ t!<ould be iecs need for holding limito nnd th.::t th~~ could ultir:atal:r 

be discarded .. 

38o raose who .f'avou.t' holdinr; lir.!.1. t.s regard this J:::.athod of .en!:.2.!lci.ne the 

accepta~ility of reserve uri~s aa the o~c c~st consistent with the objectiv~ 

of. crc:l.ting an in-lcpendeut reserve asset. In their ··:i~VJ, linldug the use o! 

new units to gold :~ould co:np...""'Cciaz theix st.:mdin~ <13 an inder-endcnt and ru11. 

aupple::1~nt to ~~ld. Th::~se fa·~··.:mrit!g a gold t!-ana!e.::- ratio ar0ue tlj.a';; "it t:ou.ld 

aU.o";i direct t!'D.I!s:fers of units bet1:'.i·?~n partic!r.-::L"1_ts :·ri thc11t an:: guidanGG by 

an agent; it ':."o~d bring U.'tli. ts noa:;;-e;:- to an eqtLu fQo"dl'!lJ with geld th;;.:t ';70cU~ 

holding lir.rl.ts; and it 1;;ould It.:l!:~ unite c;)r-e acc-~ptable to c:onatary au·chor:S.ti~kJ~ 
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and more convincinz to . the turliet as a c1pplcr.:.:mi; to 10?.lutary 0tJld .. ,J/ 
}-~o The tmCTAD . e~_:ist-1: g:r~:mp Oil :i.ntt:rmtional n;o..:"leta.ry is!l'.les con.aidcl'W 

this question a.nd eaE~ to th!) ccncludon that tho rzoeBcri:ption ot n gold 

tn-.nsfer ratio "wo'lld lr;ad tt.e psrticip..--mts to taY.e ~ntrictiv<e attitud~s 

tovrd.!"de tr~de and pay.r.ents ru1d cight also inc!"e.;s~ pz·e~au. .. '""9 an the re~::.-rve · 

cnrrencies {by conv~ions into gold) e '.d. th a.ctual J"l..3.l'~ful effects on develop .. 

. m~nt iin<mce 9 intern:d~io~ trade and econo!:llic gromho n Y 
T".a~ prlc~ ,...2LSEld 

4oo A basic ass~ption of studies be1n~ conuuetod in the Fund as ~all as 

rl thl.n the Group of T!:!! haa been that J:!O change will be rode iLl the price 

o.f zold in t e :;:-r.::s or curre~1-;ie:J in gc.c~r·alo The Hln:i.sted.~l Gtab~:mt of tho 

Grou:p of Ten of Auaunt 196!~ rc.affirncd the "w"iew of r.w.'1lbcra that r;a structrtra 

based, as the pTes~nt is, on ~lA~d ~xc~be ~tcs a~d the eGtnbli~cd pri(o 

of ~old, has proved its 'PJU~ as a foundation or. wlrlch to build for the fu

tureo" Recently, th9 EEC Hinister..s and Central Bau!.t a..,vernors meeting in 

· The Ha&ua on 17 Jam \.:U'y 1967 alao agi:'eed that the :pdc.., qf gold ~aa not a 

probl~n at presento 

4lo Two n:eDbers of the Ui'iCTAD expert gro'l.:p en ini;~rnationa.l moneto.:z:y ir.zo.AeB 

favoured an incr.~as~ in th2 pr£cQ of gold in order to oftaet the pogtwar d~

cllne iil the pn.ce of gold in r-elation to the 'prl~es oi ether cc~.r.:ooi ti~s 

and so aa to raise th~ value of gold r-eservas. They· S'.:.sges~ed l;hn.t ther-e 

would be greater confidence in eold than. in any new ~sfH''ie aes0t, and tl:.at 

the consequent inc:r~ase in liqulcU. ty could ·take i..'1to a~cou.,,t the neac:JJ ct 
d~veloping co~trieso2/ 
42o All othe·r members of ths ffi-iCT!ill e~rt grO;).p ?~er.s oppoced to this 'rle\7 

and sta'ted their positiol! a3 folto,1s:!!/ 

"(i) An incr~.ae in the price of gold would tend to dostroy -ccnfid(:nce 
in th·e reserva cur:i:'encies 1 and would h.c inco:.siate.nt with t~e 
emorgi.ng- idea that world liquidity should be adju.ai;ed fr-em y0e.!..~ 
to )'Cill" in the li~ht of an appr-.....i&'l.l. of i'lorld h.s::dso · · 

(ii) Given th'=l pre3~.nl> varJ m::~vcn and L"G'g~ly arbii:l'.:iry dJstrib•.ltion 
of goJ.d stock.G, it ':7ould ba Ul'll'ealistic to sup?J.::ie thilt . deY~lo:;ir-g 
er.: dev."?loped countries holding curre.n0y reser7es would ce SJB·· 
tematically co:;;:p.;!l!llted out of the capital gains of c;old ret"ai.u:;.
tion by th9 gold-holders 9 th:t'O'.:ir;h de-.elo.pn:::n.t fio.1nce or other·.JJ.~~. 

(iii} Actio::::.s tb.a:c v1ere· pr.o::tcticd:tc (but o.n!:; ri th -.·a::y d?~stu!'bLng cc.n
scquenc-!;3) in 1931~ 1934 and ev::::n 1949q ~1hen d.ollaz- il::~ld.i::.gs 'i'l::!r-=-; 

Y GZ"Ov.p of Ten, l<L~~ · .J:£l.j· 1905, ~- SO. 

S( QE. cito 9 para. 73. 
2( Q?o ci~ot para~ 6o. 
!!/ Ono cit.,, para.o 6lo. 
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rel:\tivaly srtall an::l most oterlin~ h~lclin;;s !'iere !:t:bjcct to th~ 
rather tight org:mizatio.n of the Sterling Are~, car..not no-: be con
te~plated ~th cq~ni~tyo 

(i;r) Furth~r, the di::r:.:rlbutio.!! or gold produetion is a.U.o une~en 3..ttd 
arbitrary. 11

• 

l~3o Ona of ths ~Lq.jor conclus:i.ons of the report of the UHCTAD group of ex

perts on iaterna~ion.:il zvnet<:•:c-y issues >tas th.:J.t '"it is c.oth f~asible and d~

eirable to establish a l:tnk bet':.'~e!'l the creation of internatio!lal liquidity 

and the provision of de•;alo_pnent finance, \'-"i thout detrl11:ent to ei thcr pro

cesao ,J:/ 
44o Jud.zing by tl:e 1966 Art..n!.!al Repor·t of the IMF, the sug;;~sted l~.k ha.3 

Ufaf1cd to find g~ne!"31 support because of a fuelinG th..""tt r~cc1·1ie crcatio!l 

sho,.ll.d not ~e::o::1e n cechtl!li.::::~ for the delib~l·ate t~.:-nsfer of roal resoarcc3 

from one S;)t of countries to another, and that :it e;ho'.lld be kept t!:.:l.t..,rially 

separate fro;n developr=ent aido r.E/ 

45. The UNC'rAD e:q:ei"'ts agr-eed that a link !)~ ·t-:teen liqui<iity c.:re~t:iN! and 

development fin~ca cannot b~ es~ablished without a trausfe~ or real re

sources. However, they FOintcd out that there uas nothing in the least 

forced or unusual i:r:. the licldng tosether of liquidity cr~e1tion ~d transfer 

of resources. To q~ote their report: 

"Every domestic b<m.!d.ng syste:::~, for sxru:~ple, c::ea·i;es liquidity for in
di vidualo in tha foro of depcsi ts and slr-ul t~t~couely effects a r,:ore or 
·lees perr:anent transfer of real reacurces f:rc:1 tho:::~ r;ho e::e nor~o.ll:r 
creditors of th~ syste:n to those who · ~~ no:r-r.:ally bo::-l--c'.7c!"3o Iu thf7 
international sp~ere a sioilar combi~~ticn is foUP.d in th~ presG~t ac
tivities of the Internationo.J. llon~tary Fund \'Jher= real rezc:.l!'ccs .::tl'e 
transferred fro~ those coua:ries that hold rescr¥9 po3itions on tha 
Frutd to those tlut have drn.;:;lng3 o:Jtstandin,eo T".a3 sa.~_, r-o:lnt wot1ld 
app1y even \lllder .::t c;old si;a;:1da~d syst~f'l in th..."l.-t th~ count:rl.C?.:3 whose 
monetary authorl ties acquir~ gold for the~.r r.:;o~rvcs transfer r~<ll r~
aources in tha form of exports of goods and sc~T.iccs to co~~tries whara 
the gold is cinedo 11 Y 

~6& The d~veloping couutries are in nend ·both of au'.li tio!'..a..l liquid.1. t;r ar:.d of 

dev~lop~ent finance. ?n9 two proole~s are no doubt distinc~. H~we1crg a9 

the UNCTAD expert grO"..tp poh~~ed out, it is "not ir:::1ppr.oprlate to lcok for an 

overlappin~ s0lutio~ which p~o\~dcs ~ p~rtial rulS~e~ to the one without de

~ractine; froa -a ~ully Gatisfactory respons~ to the cth~ro rr'!/ 

1/ Coo cito. p-:t.rao 113. 

y 9Eo cit .. , p.l7a 

21 Oo. cit., para .. 97. 

!!! Op .. cito, para. 101. 
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Activatio:I 

4?o The current discussions on international llior,et:-...ry refor::1 dra.~V a clear 

distinction between the establishnent of a cont~ngency pl~tt ioeo plan~~~ 

againSt a fut~re shorta~e of reaervas, and the activation of that plau, 

't<'hich would involv"l the first c:::-eation of res~rvos.. The Hin.isterial ·cOt..,_ 
&mnique of the Group of T~n of July 1966 emphasized this distinction and 

stated that p;:erequisi.tes for such :m acti~tion !!hould be lm.d down,; 

Accol1 ding to that Com.-:n.!~ique 9 these prarequisi tes "f:.u""'•:mld ir..clude tho at

tainment of a better balanco-of-ra~~~uts equiiibriurl bstween ~~mbers and 

the likelihood. of a better \!!Orld..D.£; o.f the adjustrr.c~f; process in th"l future~" 

48. The question of the conditions for the acti\~tion or a contingenr,y plan 

was recently diSCU3Sed at the. second joint oeetine oi ExacutiYe Dire~tors 

of the Fund and . the D~puties of the Group of Tsn h~ct in London durine · Jo.n·· 

nary 1967. '.!.bora t:ra.s a. gons~ conse~u..s the.t, e,l .... 

though condi tiona such as those li5ted in the Hiniat-eriul Commun5.qt,15 or tl!e 
\ . 

Group of Ten had to be kept in view in the &ctiv~tit~ of a conti~g~~y plan 9 

there could not be a rigid or mechanical link bet\·Jec'n th~ balan~o of po..y

menta situations of particular countries a~d tha · acti~:a~~on of a contingency 
plan)/ 
Particiy3tion in the dl·a~nf. UE of a sc~~~e and the s~hsegu~nt d~cision
mald..n~ ,Eroces!.'! 

49o It is no;v widely recvgn.i.zed that all countr:tes have a leg?. ti.oato interes-t 

in the adequac~ of ;Jttcrnational reserves ~d aloo tbut deliberately created 

reserve assets should bo distributed to cotmtfies prepa.red. to assur:le th~ re

quisite obli~tions, en the basis of objectiv~ cri:i:;:..:rla su~h as :F'ukl.d quotas .. 

In keeping -.dth the spirit of the times, it appeal's necesc--:1.ry that intcr:na~ 

tional JWnetary· .rcfor::u should be truly inteTnationul., corr0apondix;g with the 

idea of an international eco:nocic cor:mn.mity ~vhich \'Wts psrP.E.ps the greatest 
•. 

CO!ltribution of Brctto;:t ."loodso 

SOo The latest report of th~ Deputies of th.e Group of Te!l. sut;e;e.stcd tl~t a. 

majority of the Deputies favoured a two-stage proca::lu.re for C.~cision-- mal:dnrr 

in connexion 7dth any international oo:netn.ry refora so that 11 \:lhichc7er 

schema is ad.opted, a proposal would first be ~onsi~red and d~cided upo:t 

by mel?1Mrs of the lir:lite1 Group und, en being accept:.<:!d by the reqq.:tsi tc 

qualified mjority vote, would b~ submitted to tho ;;:.pproprl.J.te cody of th~ 

Fund whi'ch rlll decido, accorn..ing to a spe.:!ified ~otir.g p!"oced r.!Ie, urh~::r.or 

!/ Dr. Otmar Frrmjnger , s~e above 
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it will be accep~ed or noto'J/~\n alte~Ltive to the two-st~~~ ~ocedure 
\'ioul.d :tnvolve a decision-~.a?..inc process along the linea of tho present 

rulen o! the Fund with .no special status for nny ~rov.p of couctricsi in

cluding industrial cou.11tries, oi:her thn.r. the .statue th:1t the l.;.tter h.:lve 

in any case as holde~3 of the l~g~st quotas and b~nc~ o! prc?c~nrult vet

inc powe~o It has also been S\;.~gcsted that tbe p-..!"esent votinz procedure in 

the Fund~ combined \7ith the fr~edcm of any cpuntcy to leave or ~ot to par

ticip:tte in the SCher.:~, 0~10uld SUffice to protect the ·legi tit!ate interests 

of surplus countries in avoid5.nt; tho infJ.o.t.1.on .. 'lry presst.u-~'J generated by 

the net icport demand of de fi cit coun t!·i es • . 

5lo The dscisicm-::EI.i:ing process ¥~as discusl:!ed at the s~cond joint meetin~ 

o!' the E.~~cutive Direetor.;; of ths Fuad and the Deputies of the Group or Ten. 

Although thess discuscio~ did not as yet result itt egreed solutions 9 there 
. . 

~:as a ge..."leral con.ssnsus in f'a.vou:r or gi rlnr; up _cmy fon::nl. two-sta~e voting 
. . - . . 

procedure imrolving a bic-:lecral votiz:g system or v-otint~ by tvro separate 

bodiesoEI However, th~ precioc method which wo~ld ensure participation for 

~1 COU!ltries in the decision~-~aki!lg process as ~oll as safetr.-.ards for tho 

legitieate interests ·of cou..'!t:::-:l.ea hav:i.n& to provide tzajor :fS.naucial support 

to the ne~ sche~e has yet to b~ r.orked outo 

!/ Group of Ten, IkDor·i; oLQ.~._r:gt.~.~;?.~ July 1966, para. 8,5. 

~ Dr. Ot~~ ~ng~r, see abowe. 
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(Incoming letter in Central Files) 
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PRESENT: 
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(a) REPOR'l' OF THE INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AN'D DEVELOFMENT AND OF THE 
INTEP.NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (E/4272 and Add . l) 

:b) REPORT OF '!"'HE IN'I'ERNATIONAL E'INPJ;CE CORPORATION (E/4273 and Add . l) 

[Ir. HOODS (President of the International Bank for Reconstruction and 

')evelopment, the International Development Association and the International Finance 

::orporation) , introducing the tvro :·cport:: o:' those organizations, pointed out tr...at 

:urine the previous financial perio~, for the fourth year out of the past five, the 

':.otal amotmt of funds committed by the Bank Group had been more than $1,000 million 

and that actual disbursement.s had co!'ltinucd to increase . In recent months, the 

~roup had extended its activ~ties to projects relating to electric power supply, 

~griculture , tourism and education. ~p to the present time, fourteen educational 

?ro~ects had received assistance from the Bank and from the International Development 

~ssociation (IDA). The Group had already invested more than $1 , 000 million in 

agricultural projects; thirty other agricultural projects, involving investments of 

'l350 million , i·rere in the process of appraisal or negotiation and fifty others · were 

in preparation. In that connexion, he stressed the importance of co-cperation 

between the Group and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
J 

Organization and the ~ood ~~d Agricultural Organization and the increasing role of 

the offices wrrich the Bank had established in western and eastern Africa in 1964 and 

1965 respectively. A team from the Bank r...ad produced a study entitled E~eriences 

~Agricultural Development in Tropical Africa which would shortly be published. 

The International Finance Corpor~tion (IFC) had be~~ negotiations for the 

construction of fertilizer plants in the developing countries, in partnership with 

domestic firms and oil and chemical companies in North America, Western Europe and 

Japan. Two projects, one in Senegal and the other in Brazil, had reached the 

financing stage and about a dozen others were under discussion. 

Progress in that field would have been more rapid if the developing countries 

realized more fully that the best policy was to create favourable conditions for 

foreign capital and technical knowledge. Otherwise, the danger of hunger would 

increase and the independence of the developing countries would be undermined since 

they would come to depend more and more on the rich countries for their foqd. 

I .. ; 
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E/SR.l45-~7 : 
English~ · ~ - ~ 

~··· Page 5 
(Mr .. Hoods, President .. of 
the IE!m'.;'-- II{A and ~FC) 

. .. ~ ~·. ' . ··~ ..... 
-T-he G;roup always tr;ied · tb eneo.:t,n;age private fni tiati ve -and . i -nvestment; durl~ 

'•I ' ( ' ' -1 '1.. , - I • 

the past year it had .com.t11i tted· inore than $"325 million for the~ financing of :J?rivat-e 

industr~ in -the developing -countries. 
} ' i . -: ...... 

After ~everal years ot: preparation by the Bank,_ a · Conveption on the Settlement 

of Investment Disputes had ju.s·t ·· .come. into 'force;! Und~r that Convention, en 
I \"' • ., ; .. , 

Int'erp.ational Centre had been· e~tal?,lislied .-tQ ~~a],. _ with disputes between States and . . ~ - .. . 
.. fore i gn investors~ The .Administrative c'Ouif-c:t•l, ,~.o_f the Centre was to ·hold its firs.~ 

I'' .. • 

~eeting i~ . six weeks . 

· . . The ·staff of the Bank had also prepa~d a .draft of · a multilateral· inyestment 
. . .... ' 

·· i ns ura.l'lce. scheme which would be submitted-to l:ember States for review and comment . 
; ' . - ' "" 

_ It provided for the insura.nc€ of pri ,;.ate investments in the developing co:untrfes _, 

· ' • ·agalns t risks of a non- comtlercial natu!-e·: · ··Although such a measure mig):lt he~p tqA 

remove ss::me of the fears which ir>.hib i ted.-·'the flow of capital to the devel~])-ing. ':' .... 
'~\ 

countrie~s, the beReficiary countries had t he priJ::J.ary responsibility of creating, a. .. · 

·hospitable clilnate f or forei~n investrtl.ent,; ·· ~-. · 
:~-.... . . . . . -

~. _ .. ~~.·:~ 
-··-

· The reappraisal of · developl3;1~nt pOlicies carried out at the end of the first . 
• • 1 

half of the · Developme~t ... Decade ~d ... ~i~arly .shown the need for greater inter~ation{il 
~· ' • •, ~ "' I • • • • 

CO-ordination 'if. ·overlapping ·O:t:'_ development assistance_I~S to oe· avoided and if the 
... ~ - ... 

a'Vai~9-ble resour-ces we~~ tb .be u~ed ' to the best effect~ For i ·tn pa:rt, t 'he . . ®.P.~ had 

·triea to contribute to that obj~ctive by organizing .eonsultative groups of ~onor. 
' ., - . . . ~ 

countries for · nine d~veloping countries . The task . of those groups. ·was .del;lc~te l}nd . . ·~ 

often difficult . In ordeT for them to· be. .~ffective, the developed ...countries, as . 
- ~- ', ~ -

well as the developing countries; : must ~ry to make a genuine contributiq~ ~0 tn~ .. 

economic progress of the: la~ter. 

Greater co-operation was also necessary on- the reeional ·iev-..el.. ';I'he Bank .... 
. . "i . 

- maintain~d- e~cellent relations with~he Inter-American Develofment, Bank an~ the two 

r~centiy established regional banks, namely, the African Dev~ibpment Bank and ~he ... . . 

Asian Development .Bank.. In view of the economies of seal~ whic!l . could be .a<.:hieved 

and the f?.eavy ini-tial capital investment requi:z:ed by modern technology, .it :was . .. . . ' . , .. .. .. ~ 

.questionable whether the sm13:1ler develop;il).g countries could ):lope to ~ij.<;hie.Y,.~ . . a . . . 
, .•. . ' _., 

satisfactory rate· o:f growth unless .th~y parti'cipat:.e£, .irr regionp.l __ .s.chem~s . for economi~ 
0 '-.. I ' 0 o 0 .. I ' A •. • ..... 

int egration. The preparation of such ·schemes should be one of the main concerns of 

the new regione.l institutions. 
I 

I '• • 
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•; I o_. I to 

There was one field for cQoooOrdination in development assistance vhich ws as yet 

untouched, namely, co-ordination between the countries $f Western Europe, North 

America. and Japan, on the one hand, and the countries ot Eastem E\ll'Ope, 8ft the 

other. To the extent that bilateral assistance programmes were used as instruments 

of ideological, strategic or diplomatic rivalry, they did not contPibute fully to 

economic growth. He saw no reason why that state of affairs should continue. 

Admittedly, there were many obstacles, but the benefits to be derived by the 

developing coountries could be so great that every means of encouraging such 

co..ozodination should be explored • 

. To continue its activities, the Bank must continuously borrow capital in the 

financial markets of the world; as a result of the general tightening of credit, the 

rate _at Which the Bank had been able to issue bonds during recent months had risen 

~ 5.5 per cent in June to 6,5 per cent recently, The Bank continued to charge & 

stand~ rate of interest of 6 per cent on loans which it granted, but the position 

:wa.s being kept under review. 

The situation of the International Deve~opment Association (IDA) w.s extre!llely 

Cl'i tical: vi thin a few weeks it wul.d have exhausted all 1 ts reSOUl."Ces and the talks 

With donor Governments over their replenishment were making discoursgingly slow 

progress. Eighty-five per cent of' IDA 1 s zoesources vere previded by seven 

Ge-t~ts, some of 'Which vere now confronted with budgetary and balance-of-payments 

~robleras. In order not to compound those difficulties·. he had -proposed that the 

replenishment of IDA's resources should only begin in three years time and should be 

spread (yyer three annual instalments. That proposal had been formulated several 

month& ~er and, in view of the slow progress of negotiations, it now seemed 

certain that IDA would have to interrupt its activites. It was ~nly to be hoped 

tb&t the interruption vould not be prolonged. ~ \ 

The world was still confronted by the paradox of g~ea.t poverty in a world of 
j • : . , 

plenty. The industrial countries had never been as prosperous and yet, in 1965, for 

the fourth consecutive year, the proportion of international aid from public sources 

had decreased in relation to the national incomes of' the capital-exporting countries. 

That t:rend vould continue in 1966. It was time tor the industrial countries to make 

~ joint and t..l:laZ"ough examination a!' the a.id they ve.re et'!ecti.vEUy- provi.d.i.ng to ~e 

t·. - I· .. 
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developing countries and to try to give the proper priority in international affairs 

to accelerating the task of the growth . l'lf the developing ·countries. Such an 

examination :should be underta.lcen by experts anci should not be limited .·to a general 

:r:eview•. of· aims .:but should attempt to establish new goals and determine nevr . means · of 

assisting the developing countries, especially by giving a fresh impetus to the 

efforts of the industrialized countries. Such an examination could be the first 

step towards the formulation of an internAtional policy for economic development of 

the kind which hsd been suggested in August 1966 by the Secretary-General of UNCTAD, 

namely, a policy which would embrace development fi nence, international trade and · 

t ariffs and which would enst·.re that the measu:res tal:en .by the high-incorr:e countries 

and the dev~;:loping countrie·s would 9onverge. 

Hr. VIATJD (France) stressed t he remarkable growth of the activities of the 

t!lree institutions and recalled, in part icular, that t he Bank had granted more than 

$9 , 500 million i n loans since its establisr~ent. 

He ~oted with satisfaction that the Bank now attached great import ance to 

agricultural problems, as shown by t he increase in appropriations for Rgricultural 

activity to $120 million, thus raising the share of agricultural projects among all 

t he loans granted by the Ba~~ to more t t.an twice what it had been during the 

pr eceding financial year. That was a welcome development, which France had long 

hored for and ~hich it could no~ but approve, although it regr etted that the Bank 1s 

c.; ;:.t.ci bution s t ill rerr:ained modest in comparison with the magnitude of _. he needs to 

b ~ ~ ~t and the urgency of t he problems to .be solved. 

The a :'!.va"l.ces made in education were equall;y evident. The Bank w:lS rightly 

d e'.-'-)"'.i ;:~p: a!1 incr 3c s~d share of i t s assets to the training of techn~.c ians who would 

fo:r:1 P.~ :~2'.".11-:s: e :. ~ <:rtie.l to t he young nA . .:J ons. Thus, fruitful co-operation seemed 

t o be dt.; '."E:.J.. :-·:9 41:" s, 'be·c1··een t he Bank anci TJi\.G':::CO. 

The e:1try i nto fo:··ce of t he Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes, 
.. 

whos e mC".in ad·:anta.ge v:3.S t hat i t hel peci t o overcome the reluctance of private 

capital and t hE:refvre encour agel inves "t.,ments in the signatory countries, came at a 

t i me v.·hen the cris is in aid :'rom pu"::)li c sr.·1rces made it essential not tl"l overlook 

any f unds t hat could contribute to development . 

I . .. 
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However , the Group itself was sufferinc from the c rrent shortages of 

international assistance. Tho3e sho~tages were apparent both in the amount of 

assets made available to the develop:i.ng co'.mtries and L1 the terms and nature of the 

assistance . Studies by the Secreta:dat sbm;ed that the assets rr..a.de available to the 

developing countries had levelled of f after 1961; even though there had been some 

increase in aid since 1964, financi2~ as~is~~nce had un~uestionably remained static 

in relation to the designated objective (l per cent of nattonal income) , 

Tre Bank had not escaped the effec~s of that deve~opment; its· loans, which had 

amovnt ed to -vrell over $1,000 mj_llion in 19fl4/65, had dropped in the current year to 

$8)9 r.1illi o:1 , i.e., by 20 per cent . If the repayriient of earlier loans and the 

interest collec~ed by the Bank were subtracted from that sum, the amount of new 

money contributed by the Bank -v1as no more tn..a.n $110 million , a figm-e comparable to 

t hat of t be preceding yer:.r . During the sane time the credit s granted by the 

In~ert ational Development Association had decreased from $309 million to 

$284 nillion. 

llith regard to the terms of aid granted to developing countries, it should be 

pointed out t hat t heir supplementary indebte~1ess had pract ically ree.ched its limit . 

Their external debt could be increased only slowly in future, so that the Bank's 

normal loans coulJ no l onger make rr..ore than a limited cont:t ibution to the financing 

of econon i c devel 'pmen·~- The ris e i n interest rat es wt t. cl-. w::.s tiue to the shortage 

of interne.ti onal capital, caus ed a s ca.rcity of develCl!-r.lent fJ.nance. Thus, the 

amount borrm-;ed by the Bc.nk dur ing t~e cur.::-ent year bad teen no more than 

$80 million, in contrast with ~232 million in 1965. Sales of lear. maturities had 

dropped fro:w. $172 mi l Ho n in 1964 and $106 lliillion in 1965 to $82 mD.lion in 1966'. 

ConsE:q_'~E:ntly , a co:-ttinuF.:d i ::1cr.:=a.se in t he r "',t io of loans to doaat:..ons apped.red 

to be unlikely . Tf_e cJ.evelopi!1g cou..r1t ries must t~1erefore be supplied with direct 

budgeta~J a ssistance . 

France doubted, however, that financial assistance alone wouJ.d be sufficient 

in fut ure -c,1 ensu::.·e a satisfactory :Cfl.te of C.evelo:t:ment . I t should ·ue supplemented 

and stl·eng"':h t::ne6. by eco'"l;rr:i c q,ssi zi:~mc e rez1.~ lti:1g from a better org,...nization of 

mark:::ts f e r ~rir"<l!"Y ccu:;>:lodi t i es a 1d 3tabili zatio:1 of t:1eir prices; The recent 

setback in the co~ca negotictions bet ween the producing and the consuming countries 

I ... 
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clearly showed the need for more systematic efforts to supplement the traditional 

type of assistance. To that end, the United Nations had the obligation to support, 

irrespective of their origin, the efforts of research and imagination without which 

the world would never triumph over misery and under-development. 

Mr. PINERA (Chile) thanked .Hr. \-foods for his very humane description of 

the activities of the vJorld Bank Group and recalled that Chile had been one of the 

first countries to benefit from the Bank's programmes. 

F.e had been pleased to find that the Bank, which had originally dealt mainly 

with industrialization problems, had now expanded its field of activity. It was 

now taking part in agricult~ral development programmes, and should also concern 

itself with the problems of land refor.n, which had vast political repercussions. 

ContrarY to its earlier policy, the Bank was now intending to finance programmes 

involving petroleum and fuel oils. Chile, which had undertaken to exploit its 

petroleum resources without any intervention by the large international companies, 

frequently had to seek aid from organizations such as the Bank. The Bank had also 

been making social investments for a number of years: for example, it had already 

carried out eighteen educational projects,· notably in Algeria and Chile. The Bank 

might also consider investments in the fields of health and housing , which would 

form part of the broader frame1-rork of structural reform. 

He empr~sized the importance of relations between the Bank and UNCTAD, 

specifically in the study of the world-wide problems. of trade and transport. UNCTAD 

had undertaken the study of freight problems, which were retarding economic 

development. 

It was regrettable that, at a time when the developing countries had made great 

efforts to submit well-conceived projects to it, the Bank lacked the necessary 

capital to carry them out. The institutions established twenty years earlier were 

evidently inadequate for the needs of world development; GATT had not succeeded in 

solving the problems of world trade and now had to revise its basic position. That 

was why the Bank had created IDA, a non-banking organization, whose composition 

reflected the division of the world into two groups : the donor countries (able to 

grant very long-term loans at almost no interest) and the recipient countries. 

I . .. 
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With reference to the International Finance Corporation, it had long been 

clail;'led that developme,1t of the countries of the Thfrd \-Torld would be· made possible 

by foreign investments. That claim had ign~red the political and social phenomena 

which militated agairo.st tradi.tional foreign investments; the Bank had endeavoured 

to re-attract foreign copital to the devel.oping connt~.rles on the basis of new 

principles and had tried to find sol utio,ls to the problem of guarantees and 

disputes. In Chile, for example, the Government now took part in the development 

and marketing of copper, Hhici had previously been entirely in the hands of a 

foreign consortium. 

He , •1elcorned the dialog\le initiated betlveen the Bank and UNCTAD, particularly 

the study undertaken by the Bank, at the request of UNCT.AD, on supplementary 

financi-:1g !"'leasures . A reorganization of the markets for primary commodities was 

no doubt necessary, but it ·Has a long-term undertaking, and in the meantime the 

countries vlhich exported primary commodities, such as Chile, needed measures which 

would guarantee at least a certain degree of stability in their export receipts . 

He believed that it was important to establish a United Nations Capital Development 

Fund which could finance sectors such as health and housing , with "'i·lhich neither 

IBRD nor the regional development banks were concerned . 

He had noted with satisfaction that the President of the Bank had not discussed 

demographic questions . Chile, which wanted to increase its population, believed 

that international organizations should look for ways to increase the world's 

res~mrces, not ways to decrease .its popu.lation. 

It was true that the external debt of the developing countries would limit the~r 

economic grov1th during the coming fifteen years. When Chile had wa~ted to 

renegotiate its foreign debt, the Bank and the Monetary Fund had listened to its 

request "'i·Ti th sympathy, but in the end it had been forced to turn to the Group of 

Ten . It was necessary to establish a body which caul~ help countries to refinance 

their external debt in keeping with the needs of their development programme_; the 

role of the consultative groups would also have to be defined more precisely . 

Considerable efforts should be mad~ to promote the transfer of technical 

skills. The present rules governing industrial prop~rty did not favour the economic 

growth of the develoDing countries. It was not normal to treat man's technological 

achievements as mere articles of ~:erchandise to be dealt with in contracts of sale or 

I ... 
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lease . Lastly, he deplored the relative decrease in the flow of capital to the 

developin~ countries, which could endanger the success not only of the first but 

also of the second United Nations D2velopment Decade . 

Mr. Fernandini (Peru), took the Chair . 

Mr. ABERKANE (Algeria) said that twenty years after the establishment of 

the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. and t he International 

Monetary Fund, the balance-sheet of the world community's aspirations and 

achievements was far from positive . His delegation shared the feeling of 

disappointment which had been evident in Mr . Woods' statement, for, after twenty 

years of efforts by the tvlO great international institutions, the world had still 

not res olved the fundamental problems of development . At the half -way point of the 

so-called Development Decade, the gap betv1een the needs of the poor countries 

and the results achieved was still tremendous, while the disparity in the levels 

of development of the various countries and in their economic growth rates 

created a serious risk of international instability and aroused the greatest 

apprehension for the future. Nevertheless, the assistance agencies had done their 

best. The Bank Group, in particular: had been constantly extending the scope of 

its activities during the last few years and the Bank nov provided aid to new 

economic sectors, such as tourism and education . It •ms gratifying to note the 

considerable resources l·lhich the Bank was no'd devoting to agric;ulture, at a time 

when world food stocks had ~eached the lowest level since the war . The Bank had 

sent 115 agricultural missions to the developing countries during the last year and 

had already invested $350 million in thirty agricultural development projects . 

Algeria appreciated especially the emphasis placed on the development of 

fertilizer production. It >vas also grateful to the Bank for having sent a study 

mission to Algeria in 1966; the report of the mission would be very helpful in 

drawing up Algeria's first three -year development plan . His country had adopted in 

1966 a new investment code which offered foreign capital a whole series of 

safegllards against non-commercial risks. 

I ... 
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He noted 1..rith satisfaction the co-operation bet1:een the Fank and UNESCO and 

the fact that the Bank was increasingly d~legat.ing certain r:=spons.i.bili ties to its 

subsidiaries and, in particula:::::-, to the In·~ernat::.on.ql Finance: Corporation, '~>Those 

resources had been i a.creased :;:,or that pUl'e '::lse. His ~e}.egati-:a. thought that the 

Bank might further expand the ra.,1e;e of inf'ra-structu1·e projects 'l·lhich it financed 

and might also agree to assist cert "Lin St i'l. te-e1;:.ecuted induEtrial p~ojects which were 

i:nportant for develop;ient, if they seemed ''ell planned anJ financially sound . His 

country approved of th~ Bank 1 s establishment 0f permar.ent missions at Nairobi and 

Jl.b :..d j an a nd hoped that the Bank 1.v ould assist in the launchin~ of t~e .African 

Devel0pme nt Bank. 

The Ea.':lk 1~.ad proved that it could play a very useful role in the training of 

cadres, in technical assistance and in economic studies . Unfortunately , it lacked 

the resourr:!es needed to cope with the tremendous tasks confronting it . Moreover, 

Mr. Woods had announced that the International Development Association, ivhich 

had been hailed at ·the time of its creation as especially equipped to 8eet the 

requirements of the developing countries, 11ould very soon have to stop making new 

commitments, m1ing to lack of resources . The developing countries' aid-absorption 

capacity was progressively increasing and the aid-giving capacity of the 

industrialized countries was increasing also , but the latter were becoming 

increasingly reluctant to supply aid . There was, however, no do'J.bt that the 

industrialized countr:.es, whose: aggregate national income increased by 

$40,000 million-$50,000 nillion annually and ~~hich devoted vast sums to military 

exrenditure ($:oo,ooo million annually in the case of the twc biggest Powers, while 

the gross national product of all the develop~ng countries of Africa and Latin , 

A~erica was less than $110,000 million) had the means to provide effective aid 

before a crisis occur~ed . Emergency measures were called for. Not only had the 

volume of total aid levelled off since the proclamation of the Development Decade, 

but the proportion of publi~ aid to private investment had diminished . The 

lending countries clearly preferred tied bilateral aid to multilateral aid and they 

also prefe rred loans to grant s . The cost of private capital had steadily increased, 

thus aggravatinG the burden of the repayment of external debt. It had been shown 

that the repayrr.ents currently being made by the low-income countries on loans from 

the Bank itself totalled more than the actual' loans made by the Fank . , 
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He thought that it should be possible to combine the efforts of the Bank and 

the Fund with a vievl to ensuring for the developing countries a continuous 

guaranteed flow of resources at a low cost. The two institutions were also in a 

position to make available to the developing countries, the technical assistance 

and financial resources which played an essential role in their economic recovery 

and stability. However, IMF and IBRD were faced with a dilemma, because they had 

to provide both for the grm~ing volume of trade, which required an increasing 

liquidity and for an acceleration of development, which called for increased 

investment. I 

With reg~rd to the activities of the International Monetary Fund, Algeria 

noted with satisfaction the increase in liquidity due to the general renewal and 

the special increases in the quotas of member countries. The Fund's resources 

totalled at present $21,000 million, in addition to the liquid assets created by 

the General Arrangements to Borrow. Moreover, in conformity with the wishes of 

UNCTAD, it had revised its system of compensatory financing. The measures taken 

were thus aimed at countering a rapidly deteriorating economic situation. Both 

the industrialized countries and the developing countries were encountering 

balance of payments difficulties, which were slowing down the progress of trade and 

development. The restrictive measures taken by the countries with currency 

reserves had resulted in a world-wide shortage of development capital and the 

highest interest rates in forty years. The World Bank was having to pay an 

increasingly high price for the loans it floated on the capital market. It was 

not merely a question of the existence or the lack of reserves throughout the 

world , but also of the distribution of reserves among countries. In view of the 

prospect of a shortage of international liquidity, which co~ld lead to an 

intensification of the restrictions on trade and capital movements, it was hard to 

understand why certain countries were opposed to the creation of new liquidity. 

His delegation therefore welcomed the holding of joint meetings of the Executive 

Directors . of IMF, representing all the countries members of the Fund, and the 

countries parties to the General Arrangements to Borrow, for the purpose of 

considering a possible international monetary reform. His delegation also agreed 
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that additional liquidity should be considered in the context of the over-all 

requirements of the world economy, rather than that o":' ·the payments problems of 

individual countries . Algeria considered that the c:·ea.ticn of new liquidity could 

contribute to the economic d..;velop:nent of the under- develope0 countries, . provided 

tba.·~ it rema ined within the limHs of real saving . Iu fact, everything 'I{OUld 

depend on the creation of that real savin;; in the :::-est of the uorld . The financing 

of investment by monetary means uas in no Hay incompatible with.the basic function 

of the Fund, uhic:h was to meet balance of payment defie;i ts. Su_ch deficits were in 

fnct ·oftEor;. (;ue to the purche.se of capital f;OOds, so tL.at, aside fr~m compensatory 

fir.arcir.g, the Ft:nd .. -as already finc.ncing investment. It w.:mld, moreover, be 

illogical ror t~e Fund to act to cover a balance of paym~nts deficit resulting from 

the import of non-essential goods and to refuse assistance w~en the deficit was due 

to the pur~hase of cap~tal goods . The UNCTAD group of experts had submitted 

·i'E'lc::::>r.ll!lend.ation.c1 under which the International ·Monetary Fund or an affiliated 

institution wot:ld become a central age_nt for collec.ti ve reserve units . T.he UNCTAD 

experts ' r ... ~rort had further recommended that the counterpart deposits obtained by 

the Fund u·1de:::- t:1at project should be placed at the Bank's disposal, in exchanze 

for IBRD bonds . That. proposal, if adopted, would link the activities of the Fund 

with t~oEe of the Bank and lessen the effects of unequal distributicn of the 

ne"Yrly-created res2rv<:;s, based on member countries 1 quotas, 'lvi th two thirds of the 

n<::'lv liquj Cl:·. ~.y goil'e; to ten developed countries and the remaiaint.S third to ninety 

deyeloping countriez. 

~:i r_ E~·~~=·~ ~,:Rri ... E~ (United Kingdom) said it was clear from the reports of 

the Horld Banl: and i t.s aubs:::..diaries that, despite d::.fficult com:~ ttons in 

internaticna.l mcney mr>.rkets, the rs.st year had been one of solid achievement . 

He noted 'YTith satisfaction the Bank's increased emphasis on agriculture and 

education. Because of present con~traints on develor~ent aid, a question which 

continued to occupy the attention of both the developed and the developing countries 

was how to improve the effectiveness of available a~d . The Bank's experience was 

particularly useful in that connexion. Tl1e country reports compiled by the Bank 1 G 

economic se=vices no~ only contributed to planning in the countries concerned but 

were valuable in the fo:rmulat~on and administration of bilateral aid programmes. 

The Bank's continued studies on debt servicing were adding to know1edge of the 
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problems of developing countries, and he was glad to note the growth of 

collaboration between the Bank and the International Monetary Fund in that sphere. 

Further progress had been made in co-ordination . The development of several more 

consultative groups under the aegis of the Bank 1-1as to be welcomed . However, the 

T~in purpose of such groups was to provide a forum for consultation between the 

main donors and the developing country in question . Although the creation of a 

group should prove generall y beneficial to the climate for aid and investment, . 

its basic function vias co -ordination of existing aid flov1s . His Government was 

ready to participate in consultative groups whenever a general problem of 

co-~rdination was involved . In that connexion, he drew attention to the fact 

that, the previous day, the United Kingdom had ratified the Convention on the 

Sett2.ement of Investment .Jisput es . His Gover nment v1as ready to play its part in 

the replenishment of IDA, to which it attached high priority in its aid planning . 

The Trade and Development Board had approved the establishment of an 

inter-governmental group of experts to explore the proposals fo r supplementary 

financial meanures iihich the United Kingdom and Sweden had sponsored. Given the 

goodwill o~ both deve2.0ped a~d develo?ing countries, it was reasonable to hope 

for a successful con.c..lusi')n, 1:hich would w.a~e it poss ible to stabilize the progress 

of developing countries and give them a firm basis on which to plan integrated 

development . 

Despite those encouraging sigQs, his delegation shared the concern of the 

President of the Ban.k at the general prospect for development aid . The solution 

lay in the efforts of developing co~ntries to mobilize their domestic resources 

and in the willingness of industrial countries to give a hi~h priority to assistance 

for the under-de'Teloped parts of the world. Economic constraint in the donor 

countries inevitably h:!.d some effect on the flov1 of aid . His Government vias 

confident that the measures it had taken earlier in 1966 would enable the United 

Kingdom to renew its efforts in the field of development aid . In conclusion, he 

associated himself with the President of the Bank ' s suggestion for a fresh 

high-level evaluation of relationships vlith the developing world . 
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Mr . KOTSCH~IG (United States of America) sa i d that over the past twenty 

years the Bank had approached its task with ~xemplary vi gonr and imaginat i on . I n 

1966, the Ban.~' s commitments had exceeded $1,000 million fOl" the fourth time and 

it appeared that the current fiscal year could resuH in a new all - time lending 

record . The Bank's transfers of ~ortions of its net income to ITh\ and the recent 

commencement of lending to IFC Kere indiC'acions of its innovative and f l exible 

approach . 

The International Finan.ce Corporation's new resou-rces ivOuld enable it to 

diversif;r its activities, especially in agriculture. The 13ani~ hud increased its 

lending to agricultural cre~it in:::t i tutions and h:i.s uelegatio!l was pleased to 

note the rank's interest in stimulating tha t sector . Increased co- operation vrith 

1}NDP was also .:;mcouraging . During the past fiscal year , the Bank and UNDP had 

refined their procedures to facilitate a more appropriate divi sion of l abour in 

financing sector and feasibility studies . 

His Government regarded the replenishment of IDA as an urgent task. I t was 

actively pursuing ways and means of assuring an adequate supply of resources for 

the Bank and its subsidiaries . The establishment of new IBRD consultative groups 

was an encouraging development; he noted with satisfaction that a group had been 

formed for Korea and hoped the device would be extended . 
' 

'Ihe Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes was a positive s t ep , 

and studies being undertaken by the Ban.~ on multilateral investment insurance , 

suppliers' credits and coffee production should contribute further to development 

techniques . 

lfrr . VARELA (Panama) welcomed the partici pation in the Council's 

-deliberations of the President of an institution 1-ihich -...ras efficient ly discharging 

its responsibilities in the sphere of international co- operation and playing an 

active part in the struggle against poverty . His Government , too , attached great 

importance to agricultural development which it regarded as t he basis of integrated 

economic grm·rth . Panatr.a had ·had the benefit of the Bank's assistance in several 

branches of agri~ulture (building of roads and silos, marketing of agricultural 

products, etc . ) . His experience as Director of the Panamanian Institute of Economic 

Development had convinced him that the developing countries must endeavour to 

achieve balanced growth by a more rational division of national income and by 
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progressive industrial expansion. An over-weighted agricultural sector restricted 

purchasing power and obstructed the development of an internal market for industrial 

products . He welcomed the importance attached by the Bank to the integrated 

development of agriculture and hoped that the momentum the President of the Bank 

had generated would not be lost because of a decline in international co-operation. 

Mr . MACDONALD (Canada) said that the high level of commitments by the 

Rank and its affiliates bore testimony to the major contribution it was making to 

the attack on under-development. The Bank 1 s studies and analyses, its advice and 

its leadership in co-ordinating aid were of benefit to the Canadian Government in 

evaluating its prograw~es of development asGistance. Co-ordinating arrangements 

of the type sponsored by the Bank, which brought together various agencies and 

Governments for the purpose of discussing an individual recipient 1 s problems and 

priorities, could produce a considerable improvement in the effectiveness of aid 

programming. The nature of those arrangements would vary according to the needs 

of the recipient and their membership would vary according to the degree of 

involvement and direct concern of the various donors. The President of the Bank 

had proposed that the industrialized countries should thoroughly review the problem 

of aiding the developing countries and the question of priorities among the various 

objectives of national policy. His Government, which had carried out such a review 

in 1965, was prepared to endorse that suggestion. It agr·eed with the President of 

the Bank that the most must be made of present-day opportunities for increasing 

agricultural production. Canada had managed, by the use of insecticides and 

weed-killers and by sowing crops better suited to its climate, to increase its 

agricultural production by 50 per cent without bringing more land under cultivation. 

The President of the Bank had rightly stressed the importance of regional 

co-operation, especially among the smaller developing countries. He hoped that 

such institutions as the Inter-American Develnpment Bank and the Asian Development 

Bank -vrould support joint projects and regional co-operation. 

The Bank's effectiveness largely depended on the resources available to it. 

It had b<en having increasing difficulty in selling its bonds and that difficulty 

was related to important questions of national policy. The terms on which it was 

able to raise funds would depend on the fiscal and monetary policies of the 
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developed countries , and methods must be devised to enable it to secure a reasonable 

share of available resources. 

The replenishment of IDA was one of the n:ost iranecliate problems on the 

inte~national agenda. His celegation noted wita concern tha~ the ?resident of the 

Bank expected an iL.terruption in th~ flGH of IDA assistance, and hoped that the 

problem could be satisfactorily resolved in the near future . 
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BASIC PROGRAMME 0F WORK !"F THE COUNCIL IN 1967 AND CONSIDERATION nF THE 
PROVISIONAL AGENDA F(')R THE FO.ETY:':'SEC()ND· SESSION . (E/L.ll47 and Add.l-2, L.lll~B 
and Add.l, L.ll5l) (contj~) 

Mr. t~~GES~U (R~mania} observed that the n~te by the Secretariat 

(E/L.ll5l) showed that pr~visi~rl had been made for a j~int meeting ~f the C~mmittee 

for Pr~gramme and C~-ordinati~n, the ~fficers ~f the C~uncil and the Administrative 

Committee on C~-ordination to · be held in the week preceding the f~rty-third session 

of the Council. He had the honour to anmunce that his Government invited the 

Council to hold that meeting at Bucharest_ and was prepared to meet the additional 

expenditure ~ccasi~ned by the organization of the meeting outside Headquarters or 

one of the regi~nal ~ffices. 

Should the Council accept the invitati~n, his Government w~uld w~rk out the 

necessary technical· and other arrangements with the Secretariat. 

The PRES]J)}i;Nl'. suggested that the Council should decide, in principle, t~ 

accept the invitation fr~m the G~vernment of R~mania, subject to its formal 

acceptance by the Committees concerned, and that it sh~uld request the Secretariat 

to discuss the detailed arrangements for the meeting with the R::nnonian delegati:Jn 

and rep:::>rt t.o the Council at its forty-second session. 

It was so decided. 

Mr. AHMED (Pakistan) pr-Jposed, •~ith reference to paragraph 10 of 

d~cument E/L.ll47, that the Council sh~uld include in its draft agenda f~r the 

forty-third session the question ~f a meeti:r.g ~f tl"!e Ad Hoc 1~brking Gr~up on the 

Questi::m of a Declarati::m on International Econonic Co-operation; that the Council 

shou;Ld amend the title of item 5 in the draft agenda f~r the forty-third session 

(E/L.ll47, p. 8) t~ read 11External financing of econ~rnic d.evel~pment of the 

devel~ping c~untries" and sh~uld add under item 5 a sub-item (c) entitled "Outflow 

~f capital from the developing c~untries"; that, with reference to the suggestion 

on page 9 of document E/L.ll48, the Council should use for the item in question the 

title of General Assembly resolution 2188 (XXI); that, \lith reference to the 

suggestion on ~age 18 ~f document E/L.ll48 and the prop~sal already made by the 

representative ~f Franr..e (E/SR.l456), the Council sh::mld include an appropriate 
• 
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item in the agenda f~r the f8rty-sec~nd and forty-third sessi8ns under which it 

would c8nsider the implementation 8f the recommendation of the Ad H8c Committee 

of Experts t8 Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the Specialized 

Agencie$. 

It was so agreed. 

REPORT OF 'filE INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUC'l'ION AND DEVELOPME!lT AND OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPME~~ ASSOCIATION (E/4272 and Add.l) (continued) 

BEFORT OF THE Il'-l~ERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION (E/4273 and Add.l) (c8ntinued) 

Mr. Am.)ad ALI (Pakistan) said that the most encouraging feature 8f the 

reports 8f the Bank and its subsidiaries was the marked fle::::ibility evident in 

their recent operations. One e::ample 8f the efforts ~f the Bank t8 adapt its 

p8licies to prevailing conditi8ns was the departure from its original policy of 

lending for "bankable" projects only; the International Finance Corporati::m (IFC) 

and the International Devel8pment Association (IDA) bad, in fact, been set up as 

a result of the Bank's recognition of the needs of the developing countries for 

investment in educati8n, agriculture, transport and C8mmunications. The stark 

facts of the w8rld food situation made the Baru~'s recent emphasis ~n agricultural 

pr8jects all .the more gratifying. It had become clear to the W8rld community that, 

even if the developing countries succeeded in arresting population growth in the 

years to come, famine could not be avoided unless th8se countries 1 efforts to 

increase agricultural producti8n were supplemented by external finance t8 enable 

them to mechanize and introduce m8dern farming methods . 

As he had remarked at an earlier meeting of the Coun~il, the external finance 

required could come from only two sources: aid and trade . The developing c::>untries 

were justifiably concerned about recent trends in aid-giving; such factors as the 

failure of the industrialized c::>untries so far t8 replenish the funds of IDA and 

the c:mtinuing high rates of interest on bilateral and multilateral l8ans were 

discouraging . International eff8rts to improve the trade revenues 8f developing 

countries had also been disappointing: the failure t8 sectrre agreement on a stable 

and reasonable market price for cocoa was an example of the reluctance 8f 

developed courrtries to abandon the control they exercised, through marke'ting 

arrangements, over the lives and destinies ~f the primary producing C8untries. It 

I .. . 
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was theref~re regrettable that the internati~nal financial insti~uti~ns, while 

prepared t~ help pr~·d.ucer c::mntries t~ ~verc~me the disastr~us effects ::m their 

ec~n~mies ~f fluctuating market prices, c~nsidered that they were n~t emp~wered 

t~ invest in such undertakings as the pr~p~sed CJC~a buffer st~ck, which w~uld 

avert situati~ns Jf that kind. 

In c~nclusiJn, it vas .. his dele3atiJn1 s- h~pe that the i -ndustrialized· c::mntries . . .. . . - . .. 

w~uld act ~n the suggestijn made by the ·President of the Bank f~r a j~int . · 

eJcaminati_:m· of their p-:>licies and pri-:>r.:fties iri· the· gra·ntil1g 3f development 

assistance. . 

Mr. MAKEEV· (Uni:m'· -:>f S-:>viet Socialist- Republics) said that the reports 

-:>f the Bank and IMF provided the clear picture of the interna~ional economic 

situation which United Nati-:>ns b-:>dies had c-:>me t-:> e::pect in th-:>se annual reports. 

His 'delegation agreed ·with the general conclusion of both b-:>dies that internati-:>nal 

c~nditions for the economic development -:>f the developinG cjuntries had become· less 

favoui'.able in the year under review. One of the maj-:>r reasons f~r that trend was 

the Growing international tension caused by the war in South-East Asia: its 

effects on the w-:>rld ec-:>mmy and ·on the capital market, in particular, were 

reflected in the· decline i;n the devel-:>ping c::mntries 1 exports and in the ·flow of · 

external resources to them. 

The developing countries pinned their hopes -:>n the 1nternational financial ·· 

instituti-:>ns and it was disapp'-:>i-nting that the leVel -:>f :&.nk and IDA 1-:>ans -

approximately $1,000 million in the year under review- had 'not changed noticeably 

in recent years. On the other hand, repayments to -the Bank, at $328 ·million, and 

to its creditors had shown an increase, without any c~rresp::mding rise in lending. 

The Bank defended the .high. c-:>st of its ·credit to developing countries by 

asserting that, as one of many lending institutions, its policies had to be 

governed by the c-:>mmercial . and· financial c~nsiderations affecting all banking 

operations. It was, h-:>wever, also -an drgan -:>f the United Nations ~ystem with 

specific resp-:>nsibility f~r aiding developing c-:>uhtries and should therefore be 

expected t-:> 'react to recent trade pressures by raising it-s· rates on the 

international ·capital market rather than by increasing its interest rates -:>n 

development 1-:>ans from 5. 5 to 6. -per .cent. 'Its reserves -were, after all, sufficient 

for it to sh-:>w restraint in such situati-:>ns. 

I . .. 
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A nw.abe:t' ol' developing cour1t.ries -were adversely affected by the Eank 1 s 

contim.'.ing Yl::f,l, :::] ~o grant J.o::J.ns for State-owned or State- sponsored projects . 

Such a practice was Sl.lrprising in an institution which had shown some readiness to 

change :i. t s policies in other matters, and it vTOS to be horcd "'cl".a t pressure from its 

members would induce it to abar:c1on that a~ti.tude in +:.be nea:t fut~:re . 

The relationship of the Bank and IMF to the United Nations system re~uired 

them to act in accordance with decisions and resolutions of the General Assembly 

and ·ijhe Security Council. Ii: was therefore ree;:.:ettable that the:r had so far taken 

no steps to comply with resolutions on assistance to Portugal; Joans had, in fact, 

been granted to that country and were being used to sus·~e.in its colonial wars in 

Africa. Moreover, the c~neral Assembly had recently adopted resolution 2158 (XXI) 

which, ~nter ali~, laid dcwn guidelines for the operations of foreign investors in 

the developing countries. The co-operation of the United Nations financial 

institutions -was vital in all such matters and the United Nations was entitled, 

under the respective articles of agreement, to demand it. 

The development of a new compensatory financing scheme by IMFwas encouraging, 

even if not a completely satisfactory solution to the problem. The recent limited 

participation of developing countries in the discussions on international monetary 

reform was also gratifying. His delegation believed, ho-wever, that the existing 

structure of the F\md was too rigid to allow the full participation of all countries 

in decisions on that subject and that only the Conference on Trade and Development 

provided the kind of representative forum re~uired for the purpose . 

Mr. PARJ:IHASARATHI (India.) remarked that assistance from the World Bank 

and its affiliates was particularly valuable to developing countries because it 

was not tied to purchases in any single country. It was gratifying that the Fank 

had intensified and expanded its assistance in the farm sector and had sent 

115 agricultural missions to members countries in the period under review . The 

stronger emphasis on education -was also vrelcome. The inclusion of tourism in 

IFC activities -was very timely in view of the fact that 1967 had been designated 

International Tourist Year, and the new arrangements for a Bank loan to IFC would 

no doubt permit still further diversification of its activities . Four new members 

I . .. 
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joined the Fank during the past year and Indonesia's decision to seek re-admission 

was welcome. 

Another source of satisfaction was the close co-operation between the Pank 

and other United Nations organizations and specialized age~~ies, which would 

doubtless be e:h'tended to illUOO. A num~r of studies wE::re being carried at the 

request of UNCTAD and constructive rela~.;ionships had also been established between 

the ~ank group and the Inter-A~erican, African and Asian Development Eanks . 

Emphasis had rightly bet::a placed on crea ti;1g capacity. in develcpir:.g countx:i~s 

for thP large-scale manufacture of fertilizers. India had a:.:s~gned . the highest 

p=.iori ty to the production of chemical fertilizers and bad made fi:;:m financing 

a:;.~L·ange:.:lents, under which it had received the valuable support of the Bank and IFC 

for a n•;mber of projects ~•hich would meet its growing needs for chemical fertilizers 

in the next five years. In that connexion, the readiness of· the Bank and its 

affiliates to consider financing certain Government-owned_ enterprises with a record 

of successful management was of partic~ar importance, since the high level of 

capital and technical reso~ces required left room for both public and private 

enterprise-in fertilizer production. 

The Bank had intensified its efforts to coMordinate development assistanc~ 

and a number of additional consultative groups had been formed. Although the work 

of those groups was sometimes difficultJ misunderstandings could be eliminated if 

both developed and developing countries were genuinely committed to the achievement 

of economic progress and it was to be hoped that the Fank and the industrialized 

countries \VCuld take steps to correct the anomalous situation -v1here donor countries 

insisted that the recipient countries should formulate longer- term development 

strategy and policies, while they themselves could make no commitment of aid beyond 

a period of one year. 
\ 

The picture of trade and aid contained in the second part of the Bank's report 

was not encouraging: the growth rate.of developing countries had been slow, their 

exports continued to lag, aid-flows were static and population growth and higher 

expectations had given rise to increasingly urgent demands. In that connexion, the 

I ... 
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response of the developed countries to the imaginative request _for a substantially 

higher level of replenishment ot IDA fupds would show how much faith they really 

had in the Development Decade. It ~ould be .a tragedy if the response fell short of 

the high, but practical, level of replenishment requested. The development 

situation was indeed grim and required the mobilization of all possible resources. 

The initiative. in development assistance clearly lay with the developed countries 

and it was therefore appropriate that the President of the Bank had su~gested a 

thorough examination by those countries of the fair trade and aid policies. 

Mr. BELEOKEN (Cameroon) commended the :Bank on its efforts to accelerate 

the economic growth of developing countries. The intensification of assistance in 

the agricultural sector was particularly welcome, but it was regrettable that 

neither the Bank nor IMF ~as prepared to help those countries in the fundamental 

matter of stabllizing the export prices of their commodities. Because of the 

lengthy and difficult procedure of preparing and submitting projects, Cameroon bad 

so far received little assistance from the Bank or the FUnd, although as an 

essentially agricultural country it suffered greatly from fluctuations in commodity 

prices. The Bank and IMF should therefore review their statutes end pol~cies 

so that, instead of asking developing countries to spend several years preparing 

and submitting projects, they could help to meet the urgent need to stabilize 

commodity prices and thereby to guarantee the financing of economic development. 

His delegation was greatly concerned at the fact that during the recent 

" negotiations on cocoa a paper had been circulated by IMF stating that the price 

of cocoa should be stabilized ·at eighteen or nineteen cents a pound. It ~as 

disturbing that IMF should have taken a position on the metter, particularly· when 

the producers had rejected · that low level as unrealistic. A represe~tative of the 

Fund should therefore explain the premi&es on which the . conclusions of th.e paper 

"Were based ~nd IMF1s general position in conne~don with the negotiations. 

I ... 
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.. . .. ~ -. .. . . .... . . 
Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines) said that his delegation shared Mr. Wood's 

·concern' over the paradox of treat ·poverty in the :preseri-ce ·of ·great plertty .- ·The 

prospects of receiving assistance from ind.ustr:Lil.ized countri·es "~~?ere indeed ·:poor . i : 

't!iey ··were not even prepared t6 be ·generous ·in times o'f prosperity~ ·Despite .their 

commendable efforts and · the record.-·total ·of disbursements -in 1965-1966, the Bank· l: 

·been · compelled to borrow in interr'o.~:-·.\ ...... t.::..l capital markets at high rates of intere. 

while IDA reserves were dwindling . Al~hough the request for the replenishment of 

resoUrces at a higher" level was welcome, due account must be taken of the terms as 

well as the gross amount of assistance, and it was therefore disappointing . that 

bilateral and multilateral assistance was becoming more difficult to obtain, 

. although a few donor countri~s had taken -steps to libe~alize their. lending policie· 

The Bank could play a valuable role in co-ordinating aid from donor . co~tries 

and ~he e~tablishment of ~he new consultative groups was to be welcomed. The 

PhiJ j ppi~e delf;g.,~iol) shared. .. :the view. t~t .the .. _providers of a:t-d should giv.e a 

reasonable indic~tion of the ~~vel of as~istance tha~ . might be expected during ~e 

period of the develop~ent. plan for which th~ aid was to .be used. The Ba~ should 

also try to _offer loans at .lower . interest rates, wtth longer maturity and gr~~e 
' ·I· ' • # # • ' 

periP.ds.. 

It was to be hoped that the Horo~itz proposal for an interest equalization 
~ J • , 

fund subs id~zed by deve~oped countries would win_ general ~pproval, especia~~Y as tl 

con:trj,butions r~qu_ired from. the developed countries would be comparatively small. 

Countries like the -Philippines often fo~d it extremely difficult to obtain 

external . assistan~e becaus~ they wer~ no longer in the first stages of development • 

Nevertheless, a?sistance was urgen~ly req~ired; and a courageous and imaginative 

,approach to develo:pment was ne~ded. · 

'Mi- . CARANICAS (Greece) welcomed the intensification of the Bank·1S 

operations in both traditional and new areas • . The ' f ·ormat-ion of new consultative 

groups was a result of t he. desire of' donor countries to internationalize aid and 

to spread the burden fairly. There was, however, no guarantee that an agreement t o 

I .... 
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provide untied financial aid to a par~icular country on soft terms would not be 

upset by countries which were willing to finance their nwn exports . The difference 

between consultative groups and aid consortia was that the latter, wP~ch were 

generally preferred by recipient countries made specific pledges; however , GreeceJs 

own experience of a consortium had <:b'J~i :l that tr..e difference was not as great as 

might appear and that a consortium c~ul d become a vehicle for promoting its members! 

export trade . It was to be hoped that the consultative groups still in the 

formative stage would help to evaluate projects financed bilaterally and that the 

Bank would do its best t reccn:oend better terms for aid and to co-ordinate 

assistance in particular sectors. 

In view of the present high interest rates and the possibility ~f still further 

increases, the Bank might be advi sed to slow down its activities for the time being. 

A detailed study of the Horowitz proposal would be valuable, despite the 

reservations of experts from some developed countries. 

A serious problem was the mounting indebtedness of developing countries and a 

further hardening of loan terms could be expected. It was to be hoped that the 

Bank would therefore protect those countries from harmful fluctuations by tackling 

the urgent problem of stabilizing commodity prices. Despite greater needs and 

expectations, the developed countries were not giving more aid to the r eveloping 

countries, and i t 1-ras s i gnificant tha v t here had so far been no response to tl1e call 

for a higher level of replenishment of IDA resGur ces . I c was clear that the developin:..: 

countries , which had insufficient resources to pay for all the imports they needed, 

must either add to their debt burden or cut back vital imports . 

Although Greece had not yet received any assistance from the Bank, it looked 

forward to the start of its operations in Greece and hoped that the Bank 1s 

invitation to send a mission to Washington indicated that such assistance would 

shortly begin. 

Mr . RAHNEiviA (Iran) paid a tribute to the work of IMF and of the 

International Bank and its affiliates . His delegation was particularly glad to 

note that the Bank had increased its activites in agriculture and education. At , 
the same time, the failure so far to replenish the resources of IDA gave serious 

I . . . 
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(Er. Rahnema. Iran) 

grounds for concern and he hoped that that prob)..em C5'uld be solved as soon as 

possible so that there would pe nq lack of continuity in the operations of InA. He 

agreed that tne ~nd of the General Assembly was not ~he best time to take up the 

reports of the Fund and the Bank and that it would be better to discuss them at the 

Counci~'s summer session. 

Mr. WOODS {President~ . Inter national Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development) observed that the Council had held a useful exchange of vi~s ·and that 

the Bank group would take i nto account t he comments made by the various delegations. 

He as sured the representative of Greece that the Bank would ··closely examine the 

point s he had raised; if the Bank had invited a mission from Greece to \lashington·, 

it v•as certain that Greecets request for a loan was being favourably considered. 

He . agreed with the re,resentative bf Cameroon that the procedures of the Bank might 

seem somewhat stl'ange and complicated at first sight, but he hoped that with c.loser 

contacts t he new members of the Bank group vould come to understand its problems. 

He also assured the representa-tive of Cameroon that the Bank was determined to 

expand its activities further in· agriculture. He· hoped that the Economic and Social 

Council would be used to an increasing extent for an exchange of v.iews between the. 

Bank gro~p and both t he industrialized and the developing countries. In particular, 

' 

the Barik 1vas pr epared to contribute to a fuller discussion of international monetary. 

problems at the CouncilTs summer sess~on. 

Mr. P! f.TERA (Chile) agreed with the President of the Bank that the time had 
.. . 

arrived for the industrialized countries to make a joint and thorough examination 

of what they were trying to achieve in their relationships with the developing 

world. He suggested t hat a summit meeting should be held between representatives 

of the industrialized countries and representatives 'of the Third Wor l •J t o discuss 

the paradox of poverty i n the midst of plenty. 

lf~. BELEOKEN (Cameroon) asked the President of the Bank whether the Bank 

group had any plans for financing buffer stocks of primary commodities~ 

I ... 
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Mr . WOODS (President ~ Int e rnational Bank for Re~onstruction and 

Development) replied that the officia l~ of the Bank fully realized the importance 

of ma~ntaining fair prices for primary comreodities . He had discussed the 

financing of buffer stocks with the Secretary-Genera 1 of UNCTAD and 'vi th the 

Permanent Representative of Pakietan to the United Nations but saw no point in 

repeating those conversation::; in the Ccmcil. 

The PP~GIDENT proposed that the Council should take note with satisfaction 

of the reports of the Bank and the Iaternationzl Development Association (E/4272 

and Add.l) and of the International Finance Corporation (E/4273 and Add . l) . 

It was so dec5ded . 

AMr.ND::E'NTS TO FIJLBS 20, 22 AND 23 OF THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE ECONCl-UC AND 
SOClAL.. COUNCIL COHCERI''ING THE VICE- PRESIDEIITS (~/4291; E/L . 1150) ( contin'led) 

Mr. __ LOPEZ (Philippines) introduced draft resolution E/L. ll50 whieh had 

been agreed upon during informal consultations . The word~ "concerning the 

Vice-I'residentsn should be deleted from the title . The new text diffe>re>d from the 

one p~t fonrard by the Philippines (E/4291) in that rule 20 now stipulated that 

each of the Vice-President~ s~ould be Chairman of one of the Sessional Committees . 

Aloe, an annex had been insert~d setting forth the principl~ of equitable 

geographical dist1~but:on and making clear th~ fact that each year one of the 

regional grou-ps vrould not be rqpresented on the Bureau . 

~{r . RAHNEMA (Iran) Gaid it had been agreed that I ran should be a sponsor 

of draft resolution E/L . ll50. He recalled that before the P. lection of the President 

of the Council in 1966 the Asian group had withdrawn their own candidate in favour 

of the candidate put fo~~ard by thP. African group. He hoped therefore thot the 

office of President for 1967 would be given to an Asian country and announced that 

Iran would put fo~ard a candidate . 

I-1r. MUZIK (Czechoslovakia) bUpported the draft resolution, partiP.ularly 

the procedure set forth in the annex . During the informal talks, no ag~ement had 

been reached on the order in >rhich the office of President of the Council would 

rotate among the variou~ regional groups . That question was left open c;nd thP. 

present wording would allow it to be solved at a later date . Nevertheles~, the 

Socialist countries felt that one of them was entitled to the office in 1967 . 

j . •• 
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Mr. ~~KEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought that the 
... .. .. ~ , . . ... . . . : . .. .. . . 

procedure sugge~ted in the annex to the draft resolution would encoufage . ,. 

unne cessary rivalry between the vari~us groups _of State~ . . The. fact that every 

year one grou:9 vrould be excluded from the ~reau of the . Council would make electionl 

ve 1~ difficult . He theref ore proposed that para graph 2 of the annex should read: 

"The three Vice-Pr esidents of the Cou.~:cil shall also be .elected on the basis of 

equitable, geographical distribution from the regional groups other than the two 

regiona l groups to which the President and outgoing ·president. belong." The order 

of t he groups given in parag1~aph 1 of t he annex ivas purely alphabetical and in no 

•ray prejudged the question as to which group •rould provide ·the President in 1967. 

He hoped that by the spr ing session of the Council a nffiv edition of the rules of 

procedure would be published incorporating the .amendments that had been made during 

1966 . 

Mr. P,.AHNEMA (Iran) said he had no. o'Qjection in principle to the Soviet 

Uni on amendment t o the annex but f~lt that·, in the interest of flexibility, it wou~ 

be better to reta in the -text as it stoGd. 

Mr . LOPEZ (Philippines) agreed with the representative of Iran. The 

·question of a ct ua l candidat ure s and the order in 'vhich the offices of the· Council 

would rotat~ among the various g r oups· should be l~ft until later. The annex should 

theref ore be tept uncha nged vli th the: list of States remaining in English 

alphabet ical o rder. The Council should a dopt the draft resolution "lithout change, 

leavin~ the questions raised by the. Soviet Union representative to b~ decided on 

in .further negotiation~. 

·Mr. ·· ZOLLNER (Dahcmey) supportea the draft resolution as it stood and felt 

that ·a ny change in it lTould upset the delicate compromise which had been reached 

during the informal negotiations. 

Mr. BELEOKEN (cameroon) said that he too could support the draft 

resolution without any changes. The inclus{on of the Soviet Union amendment might 

make t he text too rigid. 

~r. MAKEEV (Union ·o .r Soviet Socialist Re:p1blics) said he still felt that 
. , 

the formula he ha d suggested would avoid ·~nnecessary dissension among the various 

groups but· he •rould not press it to a vote. 

Dr a ft · r esol ution E/ L. 1150 was adopted unani~ously. · 
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Second Session of the Intergovernmental Group on Supplementary Financing, 
Geneva, February 6-17, 1967 

1. The Intergovernmental Group 
the UNCTAD Committee on Invisibles 
Geneva from February 6-17, 1967. 
place from October 10-14, 1966. 

2. The Group discussed certain 
like manner under the Chairmanship 
members of the Group were present, 
plus a number of observers. 

on Supplementary Financing set up by 
and Financing Related to Trade met in 
The first meeting of the Group took 

aspects of the Scheme in a business
of l1r . Nermolja of Yugoslavia. All 
including a representative from Poland 

3. The Bank representatives were called on to explain many aspects of 
the Scheme while the Fund representatives explained the Compensate~ 
Finance Scheme. The discussions were greatly facilitated and sharpened 
by the circulation of a comprehensive note by the German representative 
and by the oral contributions of the various representatives. All 
members of the Group participated active~ in the deliberations as well 
as some of the observers. 

4. The discussions in the Group and informal conversations outside 
brought out that the majority of the Members, including all the 
representatives of the developing countries, supported the Scheme 
essentially as proposed by the Bank staff. A few of the donor countries 
were critical; one of these submitted an alternative to the Bank staff 
proposal. A couple of countries took an encouraging but not definitive 
attitude towards the Scheme. One of the more critical potential donors 
felt that commodity agreements were a more basic attack on the underlying 
problems but also indicated that Supplementary Finance could be a useful 
complement to commodity agreements for those countries unable to conclude 
such agreements. 

5. It was agreed that the assistance provided under the Scheme should 
be of a long-term nature and on cancessional terms. The suggestion was 
made that the members of the Scheme might be grouped into three categories 
with the DAC 11 norm" being the middle category.!/ The view was expressed 
by many that Supplementary Finance should be regarded as supplementary to 
basic development finance. 

6. The proposed export projections were carefully reviewed and 
discussed in some detail. The general feeling was that export projections 
of this kind formed a useful and feasible basis for the operation of the 
Scheme, especially taking into account the scope for improvement. However, 
one representative remained skeptical, particularly of the wisdom of 
relating financial assistance to such export projections. In principle, 
invisibles should be included in the export projections when feasible. 
In some cases projections of invisible earnings might well be possible for 
example where tourism was important. 1rJhile it would be desirable to 
adjust for import prices it seemed impracticable because of statistical 
complexities and inadequacies. 

1/ 25 years maturity, 7 years grace period, 3 per cent interest rate. 
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7. The content of the "policy package" was discussed at some length 
and a nurr.ber of questions were raised. The Bank representative 
emphasized the central importance of performance understandings to the 
whole Scheme. All the representatives of the developing countries 
expressed their acceptance of the need for such performance understandings. 
They emphasized that for various reasons it would not be practicable or 
desirable to publicize detailed understandings. The public policy 
understandings should be expressed in broad macro-economic terms such as 
export earnings, public and private investment and domestic savings; 
private policy arrangements between the country and the Agency would 
implement, where appropriate, these broad publicized commitments. The 
actuality of perform~~ce would be checked at the time of shortfalls as 
well as during the projection periods. Thus the Scheme was essentially 
administerGr~ and not automatic, even though it aimed at speedy and timely 
assistance •·:hen needed . 

8. The cost of the Scheme was discussed at some length. Some 
representatives expressed concern that the Scheme seemed open-ended. 
Several representatives requested a quantification of the factors taken 
into account in deriving the Bank's staff estimate of $300-$400 million 
a year for the initial five years of the Scheme's operations. A 
tabulation was given to the Group indicating how these figures were 
derived and this tabulation was discussed. The Bank representative 
pointed out that the cost figures were derived on the basis of available 
historical data regarding shortfalls and should not be taken as precise 
or certain forecasts of the amounts that will be needed in the future. 
The cost estimates were made to guide the countries at arriving at a 
judgment of what amount of financial resources would be needed to give 
the Scheme a reasonable chance of success in the initial five years. 
The alternative method of arriving at a cost figure was through 
negotiations and bargaining vrlthout the benefit of a reasoned initial 
starting point. The Bank staff recognized that there was the 
possibility that these cost estimates might prove too low or too high. 
The Scheme therefore provided for rationing, if needed, since the 
initial sum of resources would be limited. The Scheme was thus not 
open-ended. It was generally agreed to use the Bank's cost estimates 
as a basis for future deliberations. 

9. The feasibility of the proposed Scheme was thoroughly discussed. 
One representative felt that it would prove unworkable because of the 
very broad nature of the policy package and the number of countries 
involved. The B~~ representative pointed to the work that was already 
being done in the field of examination of development programs and 
related policies. It was not intended that the Supplementary Finance 
Scheme would go significantly beyond what was already becoming the general 
practice in this field. Given close collaboration between the World Bank 
Group and the U1F with the Agency, the Scheme should prove to be feasible 
and would not involve much extra work either for the countries or the 
Agencies concerned. 
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10. The viewpoint was expressed by nearly all delegations that adminis-
tration of Supplementary Finance should be entrusted to the Bank Group, 
i.e. to IDA or another affiliate of IDA, if agreeable to the tJorld Bank. 
As membership would be universal the question would arise of how non-members 
of IDA could participate in the Scheme, perhaps by parallel arrangements, 
etc. Close collaboration with the U1F was envisaged by all. The Bank 
representative expressed no view on the willingness of the World Bank Group 
to accept this responsibility, if and when requested. 

11. The Bank staff was requested to prepare a background paper on the 
other external causes of instability beyond the members' control. Mention 
was made particularly of import requirements such as food and unexpected 
changes in this regard. It was clariried that the purpose of such a 
paper was not to extend the scope of the Supplementary Finance Scheme or 
to prepare other schemes to handle these problems or to arrive at a 
quantative estimate of the possible cost or such other schemes. With 
this understanding, the Bank representatives undertook to do a background 
paper on this subject. 

12. Concluding the session the Chairman stated that agreement had been 
reached in several broad areas but that disagreement still existed on certain 
important aspects. One or more further meetings of the Group will therefore 
be necessary. In this respect, the representatives of developing countries 
expressed their preference for a third meeting in the near future (June) 
while those of the donor countries want more time for additional study and 
consultations with their governments. The Group will certainly meet in 
October and decisions concerning an earlier meeting will be taken by the 
Committee on Invisibles and Financing which meets in New York next April. 
The results of this second session of the Group will be presented as an 
interim report to this Committee. This interim report has been agreed by 
the Working Group and will be circulated to the Executive Directors as soon 
as it has been received in the Bank. 

The Economic Adviser to the President 
February 21, 1967 



UNCTAD Progress Report on Activity 
Relating to International Monetary Reform 

This paper is a summary record of the discussions on monetary 
reform currently taking place in various e~ert groups and ministerial 
meetings. Two interrelated aspects of the problem of international mone
tary reform have received great attention in recent years, namely, the 
need for an improvement of the adjustment process and the problem of the 
adequacy of intema tional liquidity. 

1. The adjustment process: It is generally agreed that while 
fluctuation in the balance of payments may be 1.mavoidable, the persistence 
of disequilibria could affect the soundness of the international monetary 
system. The supply of international reserves has an important bearing on 
the functioning of the adjustment process. While excess liquidity may per-
mit undue delay in the process of adjustment and thereby add both to infla
tionary tendencies and to persistent payment imbalances, an inadequacy of 
reserves may force countries into abrupt adjustments, such as restrictions 
both on the level of domestic activity as well as on foreign transactions, 
thereby endangering the objectives of growth and stability of the world economy. 

2. The need for additional reserves: It is now usual to distinguish 
in the definition of reserves between credit facilities and reserves. The 
adequacy of any given level and rate of growth of reserves is in the final 
analysis essentially a matter of judgment in relation to the prevailing 
symptoms of the international economy. There are indications that many of 
these symptoms are now present in the world economy. The fact that aid to 
the developing countries has failed to increase materially during the past 
few years despite rapid economic growth in the industrialized countries, 
that aid is tied not only by deficit but by surplus countries as well, that 
progress in the reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers to the flow of 
international trade is very slow and that competitive increases in interest 
rates have been taking place suggests that countries• policies are being 
increasingly influenced by their preoccupation with the state of their reserves. 

It has been agreed that at some point in the .future, existing 
types of reserves may have to be supplemented by the deliberate creation 
of additional reserve assets. Although there appears to be a large measure 
of agreement that the new reserve assets should be held only by monetary 
authorities and should not be an instrument for direct official intervention 
in the exchange market, there is still a considerable divergence of views 
on the most desirable form of deliberate reserve creation. Should the new 
reserve assets take the form of drawing rights or of a reserve unit? The 
UNCTAD ~ert group came out in favour of the creation by the Fund of new 
reserve assets to be called "Fund units," and to be issued to all ,Fund mem
bers against national currencies contributed by them. The need for reserves 
is common to all countries, whatever their stage of development. Given the 
particular features of the trade of developing countries, the latter are in 
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many cases more dependent on the use of reserves than are industrial coun
tries. It now appears that earlier objections within the Group of Ten to 
a universal approach to the distribution of new reserve assets have been 
largely given up. However the effective implementation of the principle of 
tmiversality could still be hampered in a number of ways, such as e.g. the 
establishment of self...qualif'ying criteria (under which a country could parti
cipate only if its currency had already been drawn from the Fund or used as 
a reserve currency) or the requirement that reserves created should be used 
in the first place to repurchase pro tanto any outstanding drawings on the Fund. 

The acceptability of any new reserve asset to any individual 
participant would be primarily the result of obligations assumed by other 
participating countries to accept it. It has also been suggested that a 
new reserve asset would need to have certain additional features to enhance 
its acceptability such as a gold value guarantee and payment of interest. 
It has also been proposed that a country should not be required to hold more 
of the new asset than an agreed multiple of its cumulative allocation in 
order to avoid acquiring a disproportionate share of assets (relevant only 
for reserve assets in the form of units, in the drawing system the limit 
would be the size of the credit line). 

A basic assumption in the Fund and in the Group of Ten is that no 
change will be made in the price of gold in terms of currencies in general. 
All but two members of the UNCTAD e:xpert group share this view. The UNCTAD 
e:xpert group emphasized the establishment of a link between the creation of 
international liquidity and the provision of development finance. This link 
cannot be established without a transfer of real resources. 

The discussions on international monetary reform draw a clear 
distinction between the establishment of a contingency plan, i.e. planning 
against a future shortage of reserves, and the activation of that plan 
which would involve the first creation of reserves. It appears necessary 
that international monetary reform should be truly international. This 
creates problems of decision making. The latest report of the Deputies of 
the Group of Ten suggested that a majority of the Deputies favoured a two
stage procedure of decision making, so that whichever scheme is adopted, a 
proposal would "first be considered and decided upon by members of the limited 
group and, on being accepted by the requisite qualified majority vote, would 
be submitted to the appropriate body of the Fund which will decide, according 
to a specified voting procedure, whether it will be accepted or not." A 
precise method which would ensure participation for all countries in the 
decision-making process has not yet been worked out. 

R. Adams:da 
March 2!, 1967 


